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ELECTRON ACCELERATORS FOR RADIATION PROCESSING:
CRITERIONS OF SELECTION AND EXPLOITATION
Zbigniew Zimek
Department of Radiation Chemistry and Technology,
Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology,
Dorodna 16, 03-195 Warsaw
The progress in accelerator technology is tightly attached to the continuously advanced
development in many branches of technical activity. Although present level of accelerators
development can satisfy most of commercial requirements, this field continues to expand and
improve quality by offering efficient, cheap, reliable, high average beam power commercial
units. Accelerator construction must be compromise between size, efficiency and cost in
respect to the field of its application. High power accelerators have been developed to meet
specific demands of flue gas treatment and other high throughput to increase the capacity of
the process and reduced unit cost of operation. Presented Table illustrates basic parameters of
the accelerators which are affordable presently and in near future.
Table 1. Electron accelerators suitable for radiation processing
Electron beam
Continuous
HF
Accelerator
Direct
HF/UHF
DC
Pulse duration
Substructure 1 (j.s - 1 ms
0,1 - 1 A
Beam current: pulse
Average <1,5 A
<50mA
< 100 mA
Energy range
0,3 - 5 MeV 1 - 1 0 MeV 1 - 7,5 MeV
Beam power present 500 kW
200 kW
50 kW
150 kW
Future 1MW
500 kW
Efficiency
60 - 80 %
20-40%
30%
+
+
Industrial application +

Pulsed
UHF
1 - 10 MS
0,5-5 A
< 100 mA
3 - 10 MeV
50 kW
500 kW
10-20%

Induction
50 ns - 2 \xs
0,5-lOkA
< 1A
1 - 5 MeV
350 kW
1 MW
60%

+

-

Automatic control, reliability and reduced maintenance, adequate adoption to process
conditions, suitable electron energy and beam power are the basic features of modern
accelerator construction. Accelerators have the potential to serve as industrial radiation
sources and eventually may replace the isotope sources in future. Electron beam plants can
transfer much higher amounts of energy into the irradiated objects than other types of
facilities including gamma plants. That provide opportunity to construct technological lines
with high capacity and they are more technically and economically suitable with high
throughputs, short evidence time and grate versatility.
The most significant advantages of application electron beam sources in radiation facilities
are related to very short exposure time, strictly controlled irradiation zone, high fraction
energy of electron beam deposited in irradiated object, simple product handling systems for
continuous and unit operation irradiation process, safety, electron beam shut off capabilities to
stop irradiation, economic advantages of electron beam processing, easy control of irradiation
process, facility compactness. Disadvantage of electron beam processing to compare with
gamma irradiation: limited penetration of electrons, more complex dosimetry, more complex

maintenance, cost of spare parts required for stable service for certain accelerator
constructions, higher qualification of service personnel.
Relatively high investment and operating costs for electron beam facilities to compare with
more conventional processes may be justified by better results and flexibility of such
installations. The development of compact and cost effective accelerator systems may have
great impact in application of many different radiation technology. The most suitable type of
accelerator for certain application depends at first on required electron energy which is
directly related to density and structure of irradiated objects and beam power which defines
total capacity of the installation. Founds and time necessary for realization of the investment
process depends on condition accelerator purchase: accelerator cost, delivery time, producer
specification (prototype or serial device), installation and personnel training, warranty
conditions. The other technical and economical parameters which are usually taken into
account are related to criterions with auxiliary importance: electrical efficiency of the
accelerator, physical size, reliability, maintainability, working position of the accelerator,
spare parts, cost of exploitation. Computer based control systems are used commonly now
what has simplified the operation of those complex devices.
Investment in general includes cost of accelerator and necessary building with shielding
walls, safety interlock system, conveyor and auxiliary equipment, land, documentation and
installation. Investment cost is frequently connected to the bank credit and became important
part of operation costs which are also related to labor and administration spendings, electrical
energy consumption and spare parts.
The investment and operating costs for electron beam accelerators vary widely because of
different accelerator specification, type of accelerator and accelerator producers. High facility
throughput which is directly related to the beam current level may significantly reduce total
unit cost of the process,, The accelerators with higher energy of electrons cost more then low
energy devices with the same beam power level. Therefore, the lowest energy rating with
suitable dose distribution in irradiated object will give better economical parameters of the
radiation process. A reduction of the operating time would increase the unit cost significantly
because fixed annual cost of investment will be allocated to fewer hours of accelerator
exploitation. On the other hand the lower dose will increase the process throughput and
reduce the unit costs.
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Ultra High Vacuum Systems for Accelerators
P. Lofgren, Manne Siegbahn Laboratory, Stockholm, Sweden

ABSTRACT
In order to perform controlled, stable, and reproducible experiments, several research areas today require very
low pressures. Maybe the most important example is the research that is performed in storage rings and
accelerators where the lifetime and stability of particle beams depends critically on the vacuum conditions.
Although the vacuum requirements ultimately depends on the kind of experiments that is performed, the studies
of more and more rare and exotic species in storage rings and accelerators today pushes the demands on the
vacuum conditions towards lower and lower pressures. The final pressure obtained in the vacuum system can
often be the key factor for the outcome of an experiment. Pioneering work in vacuum technology has therefore
often been performed at storage rings and accelerator facilities around the world.
In order to reach pressures in the low UHV regime and lower (below 10"" mbar), several aspects have to be
considered which implies choosing the proper materials, pumps and vacuum gauges. In the absence of gases
inleaking from the outside, the rate of gas entering a vacuum system is determined by the release of molecules
adsorbed on the surfaces and the outgassing from the bulk of the vacuum chamber walls. This means that the
choice of material and, equally important, the pre treatment of the material, must be such that these rates are
minimised. Today the most widely used material for vacuum applications are stainless steal. Besides its many
mechanical advantages, it is resistant to corrosion and oxidation. If treated correctly the major gas source in a
stainless steal chamber is hydrogen outgassing from the chamber walls. The hydrogen outgassing can be
decreased by vacuum firing at 950°C under vacuum. In addition to choosing the right materials the choice of
vacuum pumps are important for the final pressure. Since no vacuum pump is capable of taking care of all kinds
of gases found in the rest gas at pressures below 10"" mbar, a combination of pumps is needed. At these low
pressures there are, however, some pumps that are disqualified, such as pumps which not are bakable (some
cryopumps) and pumps that are using organic fluids for pumping (diffusion pumps) or as lubricants
(turbopumps). Instead a combination of pumps like sputter-ion pumps, getter pumps and cryo pumps are
routinely used today at accelerator facilities to reach this extreme vacuum regime. In addition to pumping
efficiency aspects like operation stability and costs have to be considered when choosing the appropriate pumps
for the vacuum system.
Even if quite a lot of work has been devoted to develop vacuum gauges for measuring pressures below 10""
mbar, only a few commercial gauges are available. It is of great importance that the gauge is capable of
measuring without influencing the pressure to be measured, which often is the case. Most gauges used today in
this pressure range are improved versions of the old Bayard-Alpert type developed in 1950.
Using the storage ring, CRYRING, at the Manne Siegbahn Laboratory in Stockholm Sweden as an example it
will be shown how it, with the right combination of vacuum pumps and materials, is possible to reach and keep
the pressure below 10" ' mbar over a long time during an experiment.
Since a vacuum system of this type consists of more than just the chamber walls, pumps and gauges there are
several other aspects that have to be considered in order to maintain low pressures. Detectors, electric wiring and
all kinds of feedthroughs are just a few examples of weak links in the vacuum system. Other issues that will
discussed are how to measure pressure when commercial gauges fail and how it is possible to use the
background gas in a more constructive way instead of just considering it as a problem.
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CYCLOTRONS IN NUCLEAR MEDICINE AND LIFE SCIENCES
Michael J. Welch
Washington University School of Medicine
St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.A.
Small cyclotrons are being installed in medical centers throughout the world with the prime goal
of producing the positron emitting radionuclides oxygen-15, nitrogen-13, carbon-11 and fluorine18. These cyclotrons do, however, have the capacity of producing other longer lived
radionuclides including copper-64, gallium-66, yttrium-86, bromine-76, bromine-77 and iodine124. These radionuclides with half-lives ranging from 9 hours to 4 days can readily be
distributed and used for a variety of studies in both medicine and the life sciences. Targetry
suitable for use with anjf low energy biomedical cyclotron has been developed to produce the
radionuclides listed above. Separation techniques that rapidly purify the radionuclides have also
been developed. The targetry developed for the preparation of copper-64 can also be used to
produce the shorter half-life copper radionuclides, copper-61 and copper-60. Copper-60 is
currently being utilized in clinical trials incorporated into the complex Cu-ATSM an agent which
can be utilized to quantify tissue hypoxia in the brain, heart and tumors. Copper-64, gallium-66
and yttrium-86 are being utilized attached to antibodies, proteins and peptides. The halogen
radionuclides bromine-76, bromine-77 and iodine-124 can be labeled to a variety of molecules.
Of particular interest at Washington University is the labeling of ligands for the steroid hormone
receptors, estrogen, androgen and progestin for applications both in diagnosis and therapy.
A new generation of positron emission tomographs (PET) scanners specifically designed for
small animal imaging has; recently been developed. The combination of these new scanners with
the conventional PET radionuclides and the longer half-life nuclides discussed above, opens a
whole new area of research in the study of transgenic models of disease. Among the applications
of these radiopharmaceuticals are investigations of tumor hypoxia, specific labeling of subsets of
cells including T-cells as well as the evaluation of new peptide-based radiopharmaceuticals.
Examples of these will be: discussed.
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Recent Advances in Application of EB Technology
J. Mittendorfer
Mediscan GmbH, Bad Hallerstr. 34,4550 Kremsmunster, Austria
Submitted to the International Atomic Energy Agency for consideration at the "International
Symposium on Utilization of Accelerators"
Sao Paulo, Brazil
26-30 November 2001

Abstract:
In this paper recent advances in application of electron beam technology are presented.
Important industrial and scientific achievements of the international community, together with
research by Mediscan, Austria, an operator of a state-of-the art electron beam service center
and innovator in the field of EB-Technology are reviewed.
In addition, areas which may play an important role in the future are identified. Special focus
is on the use X-ray converters and the potential for industrial applications.
The paper is divided into five sections:
In the first section, a short review of recent developments in accelerator technology is
presented. This review is structured in different energy and power regimes and mainstream
applications are linked to them.
High energy and high power systems, which have been designed for industrial electron and
X-ray applications are presented. In this context, the regulatory issue regarding the energy
limit for electrons and X-rays in the revision the ISO 11137 standard "Radiation Sterilization
of Health Care products" are discussed.
Medium energy accelerators, the workhorse of EB Technology, gain importance in industrial
and environmental applications.
Electron energies around 1 MeV will play an important role in the field of decontamination of
food packaging and the pharmaceutical industry. New applications and important market
prospects, like the decontamination of food packaging material and are discussed.
As important step in the HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point) of food
processing, microbiological uncontaminated food packaging material is of public interest.
"Closed Container" products, like PET-bottles before filling can be sterilized using electrons
energies between 1 and 1.5 MeV. The electron beam is usually high enough to penetrate the
polymer and deposit the required dose with excellent uniformity in the product volume
In contrast to other decontamination methods, like hot steam or Peroxide, electron treatment
is fully residual-free The challenging design of an inline-system which may be part of the inline filling process is discussed and possible concepts, together with shielding and interface
requirements are described.
Low energy systems have a success story in surface treatment. Trends towards lower
energies below 100 keV are discussed, which demand new beam extraction design. To
illustrate this approach, concepts like "ulta-low-energy machines" are presented.
Low energy electron accelerators play an important role in the decontamination of products,
where the sterilized volume is openly facing the beam. Examples are containers for food
(cups and various bottle tops and sport caps) and pharmacy.
Interesting research with promising results has been performed in the irradiation of
containers through the bottleneck using low energy electrons. If the bottleneck is wide

enough, the dose distribution due to scattering inside the volume is satisfactory for many
applications, including sterilization of health-care products.
The synergy between effecient electron beam treatment, lower investment cost and simple
shielding, could open the door for a wide range of applications.
Process development for above mentioned applications is substantially assisted by the use
of Monte Carlo simulations. A short review of the existing Monte Carlo transport code is
presented in section 3. Special focus is devoted to the ITS (Integrated Tiger Series) package,
which evolved as quasi standard for electron-photon transport calculations.
Section 4 is devoted to advances in the field of industrial irradiation of polymers. The
current research topics in process development include engineering plastics, where
Polyamid (PA 6 and PA-66) and PBT are crosslinked with the help of additives to produce
polymer structures with superior functional properties.
As example, trends in microelectronics like 3D-MID (three dimensional moulded
interconnected devices) are discussed, where the parts have to be highly heat resistant for a
short time, to survive the soldering process.
Curing of composites has always been the spearhead of advanced EB, due to the
spectacular applications in aerospace technology.
Recent advances are characterized by the use of radiation converters (targets) and small,
mobile systems, which can be used for repair of large and bulky systems, e.g. aircraft
fuselage and wings.
While the theoretical framework of many applications has be laid may years before, the
industrialization of EB and X-ray technology is tightly connected with the economics of the
process. Following this idea, the final part of the review is devoted to the task of making the
EB process economic feasable and competitive with superior quality of the product.
Several factors like machine and biological shielding design, energy consumption, excess
heat recovery and conveyor techniques are reviewed and recent improvements are
highlighted.
Special focus is in on the field of information technology and process control, where existing
technologies like field bus and Internet can be used to design lean systems which facilitate
construction, commissioning and maintencance of state-of-the-art EB systems and easiliy
outperform existing quality standards at the same cost.
As an example, a recent design of Mediscan for a fully computerized SPC (Statisitical
Process Control) system is presented.
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Design of Commercial Dyeing Wastewater Treatment Facility with e-Beam
(Based on the Results of Pilot Plant)
Bumsoo Han. SungMyun Kim, Jin-Kyu Kim, Yuri Kim, MunHo Yang
Central Research Institute, Samsung Heavy Industries Co., Ltd., Republic of Korea
J.S. Choi, S.J. Ahn
Korea Dyeing Technology Center, Republic of Korea
A.K.Pikaev. I.E. Makarov, A.V. Ponomarev
Institute of Physical Chemistry of Russian Academy of Sciences,, Moscow, Russia
A pilot plant for a large-scale test of dyeing wastewater (flow rate of 1,000m3 per
day from 80,000m7day of total wastewater) has constructed and operated with the
electron accelerator of lMeV, 40kW. The accelerator was installed in Feb. 1998 and the
Tower Style Biological treatment facility (TSB) has also installed in October 1998. The
wastewater is injected under the e-beam irradiation area through the nozzle type injector
to obtain the adequate penetration depth. The speed of injection could be varied upon
the dose and dose rate.
Over two years' continuous operation of pilot plant since Oct. 1998, we obtained,
-. Electron beam irradiation instead of chemical treatment shows much improvement in
removing impurities and increases the efficiency of biological treatment.
-. Electron beam treatment combined with biological system shows the reduction of
chemical reagent consumption with the increase in removal efficiencies of COD and
BOD up to 30-40%.
-. Electron beam irradiation can reduce the retention time in Bio-treatment, and hence
the volume of Bio-treatment system and the size of building site.
-. For industrial wastewater with high impurity levels such as dyeing wastewater,
purification only with electron beam requires high amount of doses and far beyond
economies. Combined with conventional purification methods such as coagulation,
biological treatment etc. is suitable for reduction of non-biodegradable impurities.
•

10
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On the base of technical and economical evaluations obtained from pilot plant
operation, a construction of commercial plant has started with the active support and
participation of IAEA, Taegu Dyeing Industrial Complex, City of Taegu, Korea Atomic
Energy Research Institute and Korean Government. The characteristics of commercial
plant are with the maximum flow rate of 10,000m3/day using one lMeV, 400kW
accelerator, and combined with existing Bio- treatment facility.
In the first step of plant design, radiation-chemical reaction mechanisms of
dyeing wastewater were reviewed to determine the adequate doses and water delivery
system, and the expected final results were also simulated. The suitable doses are
determined around 1 kGy, and the wastewater will be injected through the nozzle.
Total technical scheme of the installation of commercial plant includes three
principal technological chains: wastewater flow, cooling/ozonation airflow, and
ventilating airflow. Coordinated functioning of those chains is assured by monitoring
and control systems. Ozone formed in the air upon the irradiation of wastewater is also
considered for additional treatment of the wastewater by bubbling before and after
irradiation.
The basic design performed up to now has following main characteristics.
-. Total area of 220m2 and 1 lm height of two-floor building are designed together with
the piping and instruments.
-. Injection of wastewater inside air-tightened reactor will be used in this plant, and
irradiated air with ozone from reactor can also be used for additional ozone treatment of
wastewater.
-. Total electric energy consumption was calculated to around lOOOkW, but more
precise value should be calculated during detail design of the plant.
The actual construction of above commercial plant will start in this year after
detail design of plant.

References
1. A.K.Pikaev, et. al. "Combined electron beam and coagulation method of purification
of water from dyes", Mendeleev Communication, June 1997 ppl76-178
2. B.Han, et al, "Research Activities of Samsung Heavy Industries on the Conservation of
the Environment", Sep. 1997, Zakopane, Poland (IAEA report IAEA-SM-350/32)
3. B.Han, et al, "Electron Beam Treatment of Textile Dyeing Wastewater", Nov. 2000,
International Symposium on Radiation Technology, Beijing. China
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Electron Beam Application in Industrial Polymer Processing
- Review and Outlook
G. Gielenz
HUBER + SUHNER AG
Switzerland

The various established industrial electron beam (EB) applications as related to
polymers, their corresponding material and process fundamentals are discussed in
this paper.

The basics of nowadays most common irradiation processes, which are
for continuous stranded products
• Single Beam, Rotary Technique
• Single Beam, Multiple Pass Technique
• Dual Beam, Multiple Pass Technique
and
• Single Beam, Single (Multiple) Pass Technique
by means of a conveyor belt or cart system
for discontinuous goods
are briefly adressed together with some typical examples for illustration.

Some comments on the (dis)advantages and the future economic optimization
potential which EB processing technologies could provide to the respective polymer
processing industries are presented with respect to material, accelerator equipment
and related product handling hardware.

The future competitiveness of irradiation crosslinking technologies, which offer
numerous advantages in comparison to conventional CV curing and silane
crosslinking technologies, only can be maintained by increasing their economic
attractiveness, which is: high processing speeds, high material throughput at low
production costs and comparatively low capital investment of the hardware involved.

12

Other, more sophisticated irradiation process proposals found in the literature and
respective patent publications will be briefly presented, although all of which lack
more or less practical evidence for industrial economic and reliable application.

Finally, the authors vision of a more efficient, economical EB-process design, by
combining quasi state of the art EB-equipment components with a novel beam
deflection system to practically achieve an ,,Dual Beam, Four Side Crossfiring
Process" for continuous strand-products, will be presented.

13
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SYNCHROTRON RADIATION IN MODERN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
M. ALTARELLI
Sincrotrone Trieste, Area Science Park, Basovizza, 34012 Trieste, Italy
and
Abdus Salam International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Strada Costiera 11,
34014 Trieste, Italy

Synchrotron radiation or synchrotron light is the name given to the electromagnetic waves
emitted by electrons (or positrons, or, in principle, any charged particles) orbiting in an
accelerator or storage ring. The basic physics of this emission is well described by the classical
theory of radiation by accelerated charges, which was already available one hundred years ago.
Although the completely analogous radiation from relativistic particles orbiting around
astrophysical objects might have been observed much earlier, the phenomenon was first
observed on earth in 1947 in a 70 MeV synchrotron (whence the name) in the United States, and
has been extensively exploited since the seventies.
In fact, for electrons (or positrons) orbiting at relativistic energies (E » me2 ~ 0.511 MeV),
synchrotron light is emitted in a very wide wavelength (or photon energy) range, from the far
infrared (k > 100 am) to the hard x-rays (X <0.05 nm). In the spectral interval covering the
vacuum ultraviolet and the whole x-ray range, synchrotrons are by far the most brilliant sources
available to scientists for experiments in a wide variety of disciplines from physics, to chemistry,
to biology and medicine and for technological applications. Synchrotron light has, besides high
flux and brilliance, very desirable properties of tunability, collimation, polarization and partial
transverse coherence (small source size).
hi the few decades of utilization of synchrotron light, tremendous progress has taken place, and
three successive "generations" of light sources are usually recognized. Out of the about 45
sources presently operating worldwide, 9 belong to the most advanced third generation (4 in
Europe, 2 in the US, and 3 in the Far East), with a few more under construction, and a fourth
generation is looming on the horizon.
Third generation machines make extensive use of special magnetic devices (undulators and
wigglers), inserted in the straight sections of a storage ring, as radiation sources of very high flux
or brilliance. Brilliance, in particular is at least 2 to 3 orders of magnitude larger than from
synchrotron sources of the previous "second" generation.
A few examples of application of synchrotron radiation can give an idea of the breadth of
disciplines served by this tool:
-

Photoemission spectroscopy and microscopy are used to investigate the electronic properties
of solids and solid surfaces

14

Inelastic x-ray scattering with high energy resolution is used to study the collective
excitations in liquids, glasses and disordered solids in regions of the energy-wavevector plane
not accessible to neutron or visible light scattering.
Macromolecular x-ra}' crystallography is used to unravel the atomic structure of biological
molecules (from proteins to viruses).
Synchrotron x-ray imaging opens new vistas for medical as well as for materials sciences
applications.
Microfabrication by lithographic techniques uses the well collimated synchrotron light beam
as a pencil to draw patterns with features on the 0.1 urn scale.

14A
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Application of Nuclear Accelerators in Environmental Problems in Amazonia

P. Artaxo, Brazil
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The Brazilian Synchrotron Light Source

P. Fernandes Tavares, Brazil
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ARGENTINA CYCLOTRON FACILITY
A .MANZIN!, C. KOCCO, R. STRANGIS, G. CA8ALE, G. MASLAT
Comisi6n Nacional do Energia Atomica
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Even since it's creation in 1950, the Comisi6n Nacional de Energla Atdmica (CNEA)
pays special attention to the development of activities related to the production of
radioisotopes, ionizing radiations and its applications, promoting producing and
supporting them.
In 1954, with the installation of a cyclotron (syncrocyclotron), CNEA started early in
the production of radioisotopes, discovering with this accelerator 17 new
radioisotopes during the '50 years.
Furthermore, with the installation of the RA-1 and RA-3 research reactors,
production and baby cyclotrons and processing plants, CNEA complete and
complement all an infrastructure dedicated to production activities.
CYCLOTRON
In 1994, a Cyclotron Facility for the production of radioisotopes started its operations
in the Ezeiza Atomic Center. The cyclotron is a isochronous, negative ion
accelerator, model CP-42, manufactured by The Cyclotron Corporation Company
and further modified in Germany by Kraftanlagen Heidelberg. The cyclotron
accelerates hT up to 42 MeV of energy and a maxima! currents of 200uA. An
extraction system made possible to select proton beam energy between 25 and 42
MeV, which is transported through a beam line and a switching magnet towards 3
irradiation room;;;.
In 1999, within I he frame of a project of technical assistance with the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), it was possible to improve the initial maximal current
from 100 to 200uA. Also a modification of the software control system for the
accelerator operation was made. It permitted the replacement of the original PDP-11
computer by a PC.
FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The facility consist of a cyclotron vault, 3 irradiations rooms, radiochemical process
room for the radioisotopes production, cooling system room, power supply room,
operation control room, maintenance workshop and same offices.
Each irradiation room is used for solid, liquid and gas target irradiation respectively.
APPLICATIONS
At present the cyclotron is used for TI-201 production and F-18 and 1-123 production
will be incorporated during the year. In the case of TI-201 production a new
radiochemical process was developed. The TI-203 target is irradiated with a 100uA
proton beam (28 to 24 MeV) during 14 hs, obtaining at EOS 2000mCI of TI-201.
Respect to 1-123 production in the frame a project of Technical Assistance with IAEA
(ARG4085) a system for the irradiation of a gaseous target has been developed.
A system for the production of F-18 and the synthesis of F18DG was also developed.
Finally the cyclotron is used for other special applications such as the study of
neutron damage in semiconductors used in satellites and grafting used a proton
beam.
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Facility and Production Description
Figure 1 shows the ground level of the
oyolotfon facility. The main vault allocates the
cyclotron, the switching magnet and three
beam lines. Future expansion to five beam
lines is prepared11. The solid, liquid and gas
targets are disposed in vaults number 2, 3
and 4, The solid targets are pneumatically
transferred to the hot cell area.

Figure 1. CNEA Cyclotron facility layout.

^ M & ^ H ' M v ^ ^ i i i L •"i--:
Figure 3. ^ T l Automatic Process Control System

Figure 2. New CNEA CP42 Control System
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Recently Rubbia et alii [1] proposed a conceptual design of an Accelerator Driven
System, known as Energy Amplifier (EA), as an advanced innovative reactor which utilizes a
spallation neutron source induced by protons, from a Cyclotron or Linac, in a subcritical
array imbibed in liquid lead coolant Besides of being breeder and waste burner, the
conceptual design generates energy and allows the use of Thorium as fuel. This paper
introduces some qualitative changes in the Rubbia's concept
More than one point of spallation is proposed in order to reduce the requirement of
proton energy and current of the accelerator, and mainly to make a flatter power density
distribution. The subcritical core, which in the Rubbia's concept is an hexagonal array of pins
immersed in a liquid lead coolant is replaced by a concept of a solid lead calandria with the
fuel elements in channels cooled by Helium.
This concept allows on line refueling or shuffling, and the utilization of a direct
thermodynamic cycle (Brayton), which is more efficient than a vapor cycle. Although the
calculations to demonstrate the feasibility of the MEA concept are underway and not yet
finished, these ideas do not violate the basic physics of the EA, but reduces requirement in the
accelerator complex, which is more realistic and economical in today accelerators technology.
Finally, the utilization of He as coolant compared with liquid Pb, is more realistic
since the gas cooled reactors technology is well established and more efficient from the
thermodynamic view, allowing simplification and the utilization in high temperature process,
like hydrogen generation.
[1] C. Rubbia, et alii: Conceptual design of a fat neutron operated high power energy
amplifier. CERN/AT/95-44 (ET). 1995.
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Window transparency optimization for e-beam curtain machines
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This paper deals with a new approach to the needed and intensely pursued reduction
of the opacity of the windows in e-beam curtain machines. We discuss new refrigeration
techniques that should allow the reduction of energy consumption, manufacturing costs,
and an increase in the efficiency of the electron beam power.
In the industrial use of e-beam curtain machines (Category I, according to IAEA
SS107), one of the key components is the window that acts as vacuum-to-atmosphere
interface (see Fig. 1). This window is subjected to extreme operational conditions, both
mechanically and thermodynamically, while being as transparent as possible, in order to
maximize the electron flux delivered to the product. The interface window is composed of
two main parts: 1) a very thin foil (usually made of Ti); and 2) a robust copper window,
responsible for the mechanical strength of the system, as well as for absorbing the heat
produced by the beam losses. The cooling system is a very important part of the system,
since the power dissipated at the window can reach several hundred kW.

Copper window

Fig. 1 Cutaway view of an ordinary e-beam curtain machine
For the reasons stated above, machines in use today present a transparency, to the
electrons reaching the window, of about 60 to 70 %, so that around 30 to 40 % of the costly
produced and accelerated electrons are simply converted into heat that must be properly
dissipated. So one faces a challenging situation: a thicker and robust window design
implies a larger beam loss, needing more chilling, which thickens the window, and so on.
On the other hand, up to date applications of e-beam technologies do not make use
of the relatively high energies (around 500 keV), which were common until recent years,
making the price of this kind of machine and its associated supplies to fall [1].
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The thin foil has been studied and both its composition and thickness were
optimized in the past few years [2], in a very convenient way, but this is not true for the
development of better window designs.
A puzzle to be solved is that as bigger volumes help to dissipate heat, they also
make chilling the whole window more complicated, but reducing the volume significantly
makes the machining of the window very difficult.
We intend to obtain a more reasonable window design of the chilling channels by
studying its thermodynamical processes, as well as of the holes that allow the electrons to
reach the product, by optimizing its size and ratio to the irradiation surface.
[1] E. McGuire, "The EB Challenge", RADTECH 2000 End User Proc, pp 287-295
[2] J.I. Davis et al., "Miniature 50kV Electron Bulb for Radiation Curing (A New
Approach for Constructing Electron Beam systems), RADTECH 1996 Proc., pp 317-328
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A SWITCHING MAGNET FOR THE IFUSP MICROTRON
M. L. LOPES
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The Laboratorio do Acelerador Linear (LAL) of the Instituto de Fisica da Universidade de Sao Paulo is
building a continuous wave (cw) electron race-track microtron (RTM). The IFUSP RTM [1,8] is a two-stage
microtron that includes a 1.93 MeV injector linac feeding a five-turn microtron booster that increases the
energy to 5.1 MeV. The main microtron delivers a 31 MeV cw electron beam after 28 turns. The maximum
current of the beam is 50 \iA. The Lab will have two main beam lines, one serving the photon tagger
(bremsstrahlung monochromator), and the other dedicated to the production of X-rays by coherent
bremsstrahlung [9]. This work describes the characteristics and design of the magnet that was built to
perform the switching between the two lines.
Due to the distribution of the equipment in the experimental hall, the switching magnet must
deviate the beam in angles of ± 90° relative to the main pipeline that comes from the accelerator hall. The
magnet should be able to deviate the beam independently of the energy, that may vary from 5 to 31 MeV.
Besides that, we wanted the magnet as compact as possible, but avoiding field strengths too close to the
saturation of the iron (< 2 T).
The chosen configuration was that of an "H" dipole, with cylindrical symmetry. Figure 1 shows two
views of the adopted design.

Table 1 presents the main characteristics of the switching magnet.
Radius of curvature of the beam
Pole face diameter
Magnet diameter
Number of coils
Number of turns of each coil
Operating field @ 31 MeV
Operating field @ 5 MeV

(Cross section)

0.11 m
0.22 m
0.80 m
2
1400
0.955 T
0.166 T

(Top view)

Fig. 1 - The adopted design of the Switching Magnet (measures in mm)
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One of the advantages of this configuration is that it can be easily machined using only a lathe. It is
also magnetically tight (the magnetic field is confined to the interior of the cylinder) and presents negligible
fringe fields. The vacuum chamber will be made using the magnet itself, isolating the coils.
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF A PHOTONEUTRON SOURCE FOR THE
CTA/IEAV ELECTRON LINEAR ACCELERATOR
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ONO
Instituto de Estudos Avancados (IEAv/CTA)
Sao Jose dos Campos, SP, Brazil
The generation of a neutron source in the IEAv Electron Linear Accelerator may be
accomplished by using the primary electron beam and a Tantalum target to generate photons,
which in turn will produce neutrons.
The main objective of this work is to use Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the neutron
source spectra. A 1.5-cm diameter, 23 MeV electron beam hits the target, which is composed
of two Tantalum regions. Region 1 is formed by a 2.80 cm radius sphere with density of 16.6
g/cm3 and Region 2 is a cylinder with 1.6 cm (length) by 3.1 cm (diameter) with density of
11.628 g/cm3, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The smaller density value accounts for refrigeration
holes [1]. For efficiency purposes, the beam is allowed to penetrate in a hollow of 0.95 cm
deep in front of the source. Photoneutrons interactions are simulated by means of a
modification of the MCNP [2] program provided by K. W. Burn [3]. These modifications
were downloaded from the Internet, and most common isotopes may be used as neutron
generator targets.
The neutron flux is given by track length estimators in cells 1 and 2, and the final Monte
Carlo run took, approximately, 500 minutes in a 400 MHz Pentium II.

>•

•

\

..- L

FIG. 1. Scheme for the Tantalum source simulation

The Monte Carlo results were smoothed and stripped of confidence intervals, just for
comparison purposes. Fig. 2 shows that there is a shift in the peak position. However, this
may be explained by the lack of confidence in the higher energy part of the energy spectrum
due to the poor statistics obtained. This could also have compromised the lower part of the
spectrum, because of the normalization process, as can be seen in Fig. 2. Also, there are some
differences in the geometry model, which may be more important than it was previously
anticipated.
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The obtained results show a qualitative behavior similar to the experiments and to the
theoretical prediction related in Ref. 1. However, more studies are necessary to improve the
quality of the responses. In the past few years, new photoneutron cross-sections are becoming
available, together with new versions of the MCNPX [4] program capable of more complex
simulations, including refinements in the electron transport treatment.
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FIG. 2. Neutron source spectrum generated from the Tantalum target.
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This work presents the design, construction and chacterization of a new electron gun for the
linear electron accelerator (linac) which is under construction at the Instituto de Estudos
Avançados (IEAv).
Technological applications of radiations and some type of nuclear physics experiments are the
intended uses for the IEAv linac. Therefore, to meet the requirements of such applications, the
electron gun has as design goal a pulsed beam with peak currents of 10 A ( D 50 ns pulse
width) or 1 A ( • 1 ps pulse width). The maximum short pulse repetition rate is 400 pps.
This gun (a planar cathode, Pierce-type geometry design) was the result of the optimization of
an old prototype developed to test the ceramic-to-metal sealing process that was implemented
at the IEAv.
The new gun was designed with the help of the W. Herrmannsfeldt code EGN87c that was
developed to run in PC microcomputers [1]. Thus, by means of the computer simulations, it
was possible to obtain a new configuration for the electrodes, the control grid, and the support
assembly [21. Also, by improving the gun design, it was possible to correct the heat
dissipation problems of the old gun. The auxiliary systems (vacuum and pulsing electronics)
were also modified to improve the performance of the gun system (namely, the stability and
reproducribility of beam parameters).
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As an important part of the development of the gun, an intense effort was dedicated to
produce and evaluate the emissive pastes (a composition of rare-earth elements such as Ba,_Sr
and Ca) for the oxide-cathode. A "cathode testing chamber" was constructed to measure the
emissivity of the pastes. Based on these measurements, it was possible to optimize the
cathode painting process, and thereby, to obtain a good reproductibility of the emissive layer
deposits [3].
After the assembly of the gun system, several measurements were performed to characterize
the beam parameters to obtain an optimum operating point (the quiescent point). The beam
current was measured with both an electron collector device (a Faraday cup) and a ferrite
transformer. The gun emission characteristic curve (Fig. 1) shows the measured pulsed peak
current as a function of the heater current for an accelerating potential of 90 kV. The flat
portion of this curve shows a saturation of the anode current; this is the desirable operating
region of the gun because small variations of the heater current will not cause significant
changes of the gun emission current.
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FIG. J - Gun emission characteristic curve as a /unction of the heater current. The flat
portion is the best operating region.
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AUTOMATED IRRADIATION SYSTEMS FOR USE IN CYCLOTRONS
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Sao Paulo, Brazil

There are two cyclotrons in operation at IPEN-CNEN/SP: one model CV-28, capable of
accelerating p, d, 3He++ and a, with energies of 24, 14, 36 and 28MeV, respectively, and beam
currents up to 30uA; the other one, model Cyclone 30, accelerates protons with energy of
30MeV and currents up to 35O|oA. Both have the objective of irradiating targets for
radioisotope production for use in Nuclear Medicine, such as 67Ga, 201Tl, m I n , 123I, 18F and
general research [1,2].
The objective of this work was the development of irradiating systems completely
automatized, always aiming to reduce the radiation exposition dose to the workers and to
increase the reliability of use of these systems, because very high activities are expected in
these processes.
In the automation, a Programmable Logical Controller (PLC) was used connected to a
feedback network, to manage all the variables involved in the irradiation processes. The
program of the PLC was developed using SIMATIC STEP SEVEN (S7), software from
SIEMENS, where all the steps are supervised in screens at a microcomputer. The assembling
and sequence of leading were developed using the software from UNISOFT, that keeps the
operator informed about the work being carried out, at any time .
The supervisory screens for the liquid, solid and gaseous targets can be seen in figures 1, 2
and 3.
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FIG. 1. Supervisory screen for liquid target.

*This Work was supported by FAPESP.
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FIG. 3. Supervisory screen for the gas target.

The system is being tested at the CV-28 Cyclotron of DPEN through the irradiations with
24MeV protons and cunents up to 10|JA in targets of:
a- Solid: natZn electroplated onto a nickelated Cu plate for the production of 67Ga.
b- Gas: natKr for the production of the generator slRb-81mKr.
c- Liquid: natural water for the production of 18F.
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Vacuum Arc Ion Source
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The discharge mechanism of this source is based on the use of mixed discharge
formed by the use of both RF- driven (15 MHz-3 00W) and vacuum arc to create
discharge plasma of higher intensity. The basic construction of the source is in the
form of a cylindrical anode which immersed in non homogeneous axial magnetic field
of 500Gauss measured at the source center. The anode is terminated from its both ends
with two cathodes, thus allowing the electrons to be oscillate between the two
cathodes. An internal antenna is used to couple the RF power to the plasma through a
matching circuit formed from inductor connected in parallel with capacitor, in order to
insure maximum power transfer to the plasma. The oscillating electrons thus absorbs
energy from both RF and the DC field in the gaps between the cathodes and the anode
due to the arc discharge. In order to investigate and optimize the source characteristics,
the influence of the discharge pressure, magnetic field, discharge voltage and RF
power on the source characteristics have been studied. The source is considered self
extracted ion current and could deliver ion currents of ~10mA for thin beam
(<j) ~ 4mm.) and ~20 mA for broad beam ((j) ~ 6cm.) at ~ 200V extraction voltage. The
plasma is diagnosed using double Langumier probes. The plasma intensity could reach
~ 8x10 n elec./cm3 and the plasma temperature ~ 14 eV. Lower ignition voltage (50 up
to 200 V) and higher plasma intensity feature the characteristics of this source. The
beam diagnostics (for thin beam) of this source are measured which include: the beam
profiles, beam emittance, energy spread and distribution of the ion species in the ion
beam. The increase of the anode voltage affects decrease of the beam emittance, while
the energy spread increases with the decrease of the discharge pressure. The beam
emittance is found to be around 200 up to 400 mm.m.rad. and the energy spread of the
ions in the ion beam is around 40 up to 80 eV. The source could deliver Argon ion
species up to Ar+5. The beam profiles show that the beam is more convergent with the
increase of the accelerating voltage and with the use of proper capacitors between the
extraction electrodes.
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Fig.2 Electrical connections
of the source

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the RF driver
(broad beam) ion source

K- cathode, A -anode, F- Faraday cup,
Va -anode voltage, Vt .target voltage, Iext
extracted current
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Fig.4 Influence of the dischargevoltage on the extracted currentlImag=0.0 2-Imag=3A

Fig. 13Beam emittance diagram
l-Va=150V, s=400mm.mrad, 2Va=150V,s=280mm.mrad, 3Va=300V,s=20mm.mrad
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The Egyptian Research and Development Program
On Ion Source for optimization and Upgrading
Of Their Performance
M.E.ABDELAZIZ
Accelerator Department, Atomic Energy Authority (AEA), Cairo, Egypt
This paper gives a review of the research program on ion sources (I.S.) developed in
the Accelerator Dept of AEA over the past thirty years with particular emphasis on radio
frequency I.S.s.
I. Radio Frequency (R.F.) Ion Sources
1.1 Radial-Extraction Ion Sources (REIS)
In the RERFIS the ion beam is extracted radially in a direction transverse to the R.F
field direction, Fig.1, based on a theory by the author (1) for the low pressure RF
plasma which gives a radial density distribution that follows a Bessel function of the zero
order, yielding n r = n 0 J o (2.405 r/R), where n r = ion density at radius r, n 0 =ion density
at the tube center and R the radius of IS vessel, Fig.2. Radial extraction will therefore
enable us to extract the ion beam at the tube center, region of maximum n 0 . Optimized
extraction characteristics of the RERFIS yields a pulsed beam current of 160 mA at a
maximum voltage of 40KV.
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Fig.2 Variation of extracted beam
current with distance from axis

Fig.1 Radial-Extraction Ion
Source. Assembly

1.2 Centrally-Constricted Radial-Extraction R.F.Ion Source (CREIS)
It has been shown from the low pressure r.f. plasma theory {1} that n 0 = Id/1.36 evR2,
where Id = discharge current, e= electronic charge, v is the drift velocity of particles in
the r.f. field, R =tube radius .Since no is inversely proportional to the square of R, a
further improvement was achieved in the performance of the REIS by introducing
central constriction in the plasma vessel {2}, as in Fig.3, thereby causing mechanical
confinement of the plasma leading to a significant increase of the plasma density.
Furthermore, a magnetic field enhances the plasma density by a factor of 2 as shown in
Fig.4, showing plasma density distribution in a CCREIS compared with that of a nonconstricted plasma vessel.
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1.3 Centrally-Constricted REiS with Electron Beam Injection
The next development in the CREIS involves the introduction at its top of an electron
gun surrounded by an electromagnet {3}, Fig.5. Thus, injected electrons together with
the magnetic field increased beam current and brightness and reduced its emittance,
Fig.6 and Fig.7. respectively.
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1.4 Broad Beam Ion Source
A new design of a broad beam r.f. ion source was developed to deliver currents of 100
uA-30 mA with extraction voltages of 200V-2KV.(4) Its plasma intensifying system is
achieved with both the addition of electrons from an immersed filament in the discharge
and an axial magnetic field of 70-300G, Fig.8.
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RF-Driven in Vacuum Arc Ion Source
This is a new type which combines r.f. power and vacuum arc to create an intense
plasma, Fig.10. The source is featured by higher beam current, lower ignition voltage,
lower power consumption, long life (no filament), self-extraction, and capability to
produce thin or broad ion beam.
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Fig.10 R-F Driven Arc Ion Source

II Other Types of Ion Sources
In addition to radio frequency ion source, our R and D program included other types of
ion sources. Of these, the duoplasmatron, the penning, the electrostatic oscillatory and
versions of these have been developed and investigated.
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Development of 750 keV7 20kW DC Accelerator
S.C.BAPNA, R.BANWARI S.V.VENKATESWARAN, ALOK TRTPATHT, APOLLO
KASLIWAL, P R A M 0 D . R , PANKAJ KUMAR
Centre for Advanced Technology, Indore - 452013 (INDIA)
This paper discusses develojpmenl of a DC accelerator at CAT for industrial applications. This accelerator
is housed in two floors; first floor having the accelerator and the ground floor is an irradiation cell. Il will
operate in the voltage range of 300kV to 750kV and will give maximum beam power of 20kW. As shown
in the Fig.L, the electron gun, acceleration column, focusing coil, high voltage multiplier stack, filament
power supply and Ihe control unit are housed in a 1.5 m diameter and 3.2 m high pressure vessel which
will be pressurized to 5.5 bar of $Frt gas.

Fig.l Sectional view of 7150 KeVD.C. Accelerator
The electron gun is of modified Pierce type (triode) type, having directly heated Thoriated Tungsten wire
as cathode. It is designed using computer simulation software HOIJN [11. The acceleration columns are
made of ceramic rings diflWion bonded with titanium electrodes. The beam line is of about 5.5 m long
and is made of 100mm diameter stainless steel tube with conflat flanges. Vacuum of the order of 10
mbar is maintained in the beam line with one turbo molecular pump for roughing and two sputter ion
pumps for maintaining the vacuum during operation. Two focusing coils ore provided in the beam line to
limit the size of the beam at the extraction window. An electro pneumatic gale valve is provided in the
beaui line to isolate the system during occidental rupture of extraction window. A scanning magnet is kept
just above the scanning chamber to scan (he beam at a frequency of 100 Hz. The scanning widm can be
varied from 500mm to 1200mm on the product. The scanning chamber, which is of triangular shape, is
fabricated out of AISI 304 steel with reinforcements on the side covers. The extraction window is of 50
microns thick titanium foil fixed to the flanges using viton O-rings. The flanges are water-cooled and the
foil is air-cooled.
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The high voltage is generated using balanced Cockroft-WalUin voltage multiplier circuit by a chain of
diodes and capacitors. The AC Mains is first converted into low voitogc DC in the converter. This DC
converter drives a high frequency inverter operating at 40 KHz. The Frequency is so chosen to get low
ripple and better load regulation, The size of components, specifically capacitors also is comparatively
less in CHSC of high frequency operation. For more effective irisulnliun, gus having higher dielectric
strength SF« is employed in addition to the equipotentioJ corona guard rings. The supplies for the cathode
are tapped at the highest potential using the Af! column nftha multiplier The power supply unit is kept
inside the pressure vessel. It has got 15 stages and these 15 decks arc surrounding the acceleration column
mid clwlruu gun. There ure two acta of uiumiiiiuni uoronu rings one surrounding the uvuelcrulioii columns
and the oilier surrounding the power supply decks. A dome made of aluminium is kept at the top or" the
power supply unit. These corona rings and dome help in the uniform distribution of electric field. With
fhis nrrnngwiifint fVip. ftfootrir. fialrl nnywVtRre within thn prRMiint vossftl in ftstfmntiul tn hfl IHSR than X

kV/mm, u.C 8051 based micro controller linked with a PC using RS232 is used to control and monitor
diffcrcnt parameters of various sub systems. Fiber optic cable is used to transmit and receive data between
the micro controller which at ground potential and cathode supplies floating at - 750 kV.

Fig.2 Conveyor System
The material handling system shown in Fig.2. will be housed below the extraction window. It consists of
single slat type conveyor system for handling paper pulp sheets of 850 mm wide and 2 mm thick,
different items kept in troys and wooden laminates The sheets will be moved below the scanner at a
variable speed of 1 to 40 m/min depending on the dose requirements.
The complete system is installed in the shielded area and undergoing initial trial commissioning
using N2/CO2 gas mixture. All the individual systems are tested. It will be used for R&D in the
field of radiation processing e.g. curing of coatings, heat shrinkabie foils, paper pulp irradiation,
cross linking of small cables and wire, small food packets etc.
REFERENCES
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FOLDED TANDEM ION ACCELERATOR AT BARC
P. SINGH, P V BHAGWAT, S.K; GUPTA, S. SANTRA, M.J. KANSARA,
A, AGARWAL, RAJESH KUMAi, A.K. GUPTA AND B.K. JAIN
Nuclear Physics Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai-400 085, India
Recently, a FOTIA facility has beeji setup at BARC to deliver Low energy heavy and light
ion beams. It involved designing, imbrication and commissioning of a Folded Tandem Ion
Accelerator (FOTTA) with a maximum terminal voltage of 6 MV f I], Tt has been done in
a very cost effective manner by utilizing a large part of the infrastructure of the existing
5,5 MV Van-dc-Graaff accelerator at BARC. The beams of several tons up to A-4Q and
energy upto 66 MeV can be accelerated.
The accelerator has been built indigenously and consists of a high voltage column
section, two accelerating tubes, 20 -electrostatic deflector, three dipole magnets, a
foil/gas stripper, several electrostatic and magnetic focusing and steering components,
precision double slits, monitoring and control devices, SFg gas handling system etc. All
the three magnets were designed lor a magnetic field M kG and field uniformity of
-0,15%. The measurements on the fabricated magnets are in agreement with the designed
values.
In FQTTA? negative inn beams pre-accelerated up to 150 keV are injected into the low
energy accelerating tube through 3 combination of a 70° -magnet (Mli/q2=12, R=40 cm)
and a 20° -electrostatic deflector, An electrostatic quadrupole triplet and an eitizel lens
focus and match the beam parameters to the acceptance of the low energy tube. At
stripper the electrons of these accelerated negative ions get stripped off and desired
charge state of the positive iotis thus produced is selected with a 180* -magnet
(ME/q2=!0, R—30.5 cm) inside thi high voltage terminal before being bent into the high
energy accelerating tube. The beams accelerated in the high energy accelerating tube, are
focused using a magnetic quadrupole triplet before being analysed by a 90" -magnet
(ME/q2 -50, R=75 cm) aind transported to the experimental set up through various beam
handling components. A distributed pumping system having eight pumping slaiions
maintains an ultra vacuum of -1x10 Torr in the entire system.
A PC based control system, developed for the FOTIA [3], is used for controlling and
monitoring its parameters, The system is designed as network of PCs with a front-end
interface using CAMAC instrumentation. It uses QNX real time operating system.
The SF6 gas handling system consisting of an oil-free compressor, blower, heat
exchanger, oil filters, vacuum pumps, dryers etc was designed and installed In order to
maintain the temperature of the 180° -magnet and surrounding area within the acceptable
limit of about 50°C part of gas is blown directly into the magnet system
The high voltage column section of the FOTIA consists of six modules (Fig. 1); each
designed for one million volt. Each module has 1 ceramic insulating posts which can
withstand high comprcssiivc stressfcs, The electrical power, required in the terminal, for
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180° -magnet, inn pump, fnii and gas strippers, Faraday cups and other components is
generated by a 5 KVA, 3 phase, 440 volts alternator. A pellet chain charging system is
used for generating the voltage on the terminal. The vibration amplitude with both shaft
and pellet chain running was found to be less than 50u, and is within the safe limit. The
measurement of high voltage is done using a generating volt meter (GVM), The voltage
control system uses a corona probi mounted inside the tank opposite to the GVM.
The high voltage tests were carried out using N2+CO2 mixture as an insulating gas. At a
tank pressure of 98 psi, a sustained voltage of 3.4 MV has been achieved on ihc terminal.
Recently, the beams of J2C have b^en accelerated up to a terminal voltage of 3,1 MV. In
a typical run, with terminal voltagf of 2.5 MV, the beam was characterized by measuring
the Rutherford Back Scattering frbm I97Au, l20Sn and 56Fe targets. The beam energy of
12.5 MeV for C ', selected in this measurement, was found to be consistent with the
terminal voltage of 2.5 MV [4]. Tie N 2 +f O2 mixture is being replaced by SPC in order to
raise the terminal voltage to 6 MVi
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H. LOPEZ-VALDIVIA, M. BALCAZAR, J. MORENO, L. TAVERA, N. SEGOVIA, M. VALDOVINOS-AGUILAR,
V. HERNANDEZ-MAGADAN, H. CARRASCO-ABREGO, A. COLIN-CRUZ, G. VAZQUEZ-POLO

Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Nucleares, Apartado postal 18-1027, Mexico D.F. 11801,
Mexico

The Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Nucleares (ININ) is the national laboratory of Mexico.
Amongst the irradiation facilities there are three accelerators with the following characteristics: A
home made electron accelerator Pelletron type, with a beam energy from 0.15 to 1.1 MeV, a
maximum beam intensity of 50 uA, an scan beam system with a variable frequency from 0 to 200
Hz, which provides an electron beam size of 5 cm wide and 60 cm long; a mixture of 80% N2 and
20% CO2 is used as dielectric gas. The accelerator has several experimental facilities some of
them are an X ray Bremsstrahlung converter, a waste water and sewage sludge irradiation system,
and a vertical conveyor system.
There is a Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator with a SNICS ion source, a variable voltage at the
central terminal from 1 to 6 MV, an external proton beam which allow PIXE analysis of large
samples under atmospheric conditions, a versatile irradiation chamber with the associated
electronics to perform RBS, PIGE, ERDA, NRA, a high energy neutron beam from (d,n) and
(p,n) nuclear reactions and a micro-beam line.
A multipurpose Tandetron accelerator with a maximum terminal voltage of 2 MV, a SNICS and a
Duoplasmatron ion sources; at present a PIXE line is fully operating and in the near future all
nuclear analytical techniques will be set up.
The accelerators are used for biological, material, environmental and industrial applications. The
research teams are multidisciplinary and the general objective is the applications on nuclear
analytical techniques to the above fields. This paper presents a general panorama of two
accelerators and some applications using the electron accelerator Pelletron type.
Three studies are presented which were performed with the accelerator Pelletron type: 1)
radiation effects on sewage sludge and waste water samples 2) simulation of both heavy ions and
gamma radiation, and 3) basic research in polymers.
1) Test runs were performed to evaluate the effects of e-beam system on sewage sludge and
waste water samples, under different operating conditions. A contaminated water simulates and
samples from waste water treatment plant from Toluca city were studied, at laboratory level for
determining the reduction of chemicals and biological pollutants, to establish the radiation and
operation parameters required for a feasibility study of irradiation plant as an alternative
treatment of these wastes in. Mexico.
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Typical pollutants in waste water and sewage sludge are benzene, toluene, and phenol, initial
experiments with these toxic organics were intended to determine reliable dose/destruction
relationships, when present as single compounds in solution or as mixtures.
This is accomplished by dissolving the organic compounds of interest in water and then irradiated
with an electron beam, in small stainless steel chamber. Benzene (5 mg I'1 and 20 mg I'1), toluene
(5 mg I'1 and 20 mg I"1) and phenol (10 mg I"1 and 50 mg I'1), for studying the degradation effect
produced by an electron beam of 0.5 MeV and a beam intensity of 24 \xA, each contaminated
water sample (CWS) had a volume of 1.5 ml and pH values of 5 and 9.
An absorbed dose of 12 kGy, reduced more than 99.7% Benzene concentration, more than 98%
toluene and more than 88% phenol. Similar contaminants, concentrations, irradiation conditions
and results were obtained for treatment sewage sludge samples. This paper provides details of the
removing benzene, toluene, and phenol from water and sewage sludge samples with different pH
and doses.
2) The Pelletron type accelerator has being useful also in simulating gamma irradiation for
qualification of paint coatings with an electron beam. The radiation test on paint coatings were
performed as a request from our nuclear power facility with doses defined by the Safety Analysis
Report of a BWR Type Mark II.
A comparison of two sets of paint-coating specimens irradiated one set with a gamma beam and
second one with an electron beam was made. A commercial Cobalt 60 gamma source at a dose
rate of 4.55 kGy/h, 8 kGy/h and 10 kGy/h and doses up to 725 kGy were used for gamma
irradiation whereas an electron beam of 0.8 MeV produced dose rates from 5 MGy/h to 10
MGy/h according with the electron beam intensity.
3) In order to study alternative dose determination methods, the bulk etching velocity and the
latent track annealing of LR115 track detectors was studied during electron irradiation runs from
electron accelerator Pelletron type. For this purpose alpha irradiated and blank detectors were
exposed to increasing electron doses from 10.5 to 317.5 kGy. After irradiation with electrons the
detectors were etched under routine conditions, except for the etching time, that was varied for
each electron dose in order to reach a fixed residual thickness. The variation of the bulk etching
velocity as a function of each one of the electron doses supplied, was interpolated in order to
obtain dosimetric response curves. The observed annealing effect on the latent tracks is discussed
as a function of the total electron doses supplied and the temperature.
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SECONDARY ELECTRONS MONITOR FOR CONTINOUS
ELECTRON ENERGY MEASUREMENTS IN UHF LINAC
Zbigniew Zimek, Sylwester Bulka, Jacek Mirkowski, Karol Roman
Department of Radiation Chemistry and Technology,
Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology,
Dorodna 16, 03-105 Warsaw, Poland

A continuos energy measurements became now an obligatory in accelerator facility devoted
to radiation sterilization process. This is one of several accelerator parameters like dose rate,
beam current, beam scan parameters, conveyor speed which must be recorded as it is required
condition of accelerator validation procedure. Electron energy measurements are rather simple
in direct DC accelerator, where the applied DC voltage is directly related to electron energy.
High frequency linacs are not offering such opportunity in electron energy measurements.
The analyzing electromagnet is applied in some accelerators but that method can be used only
in off line mode before or after irradiation process. The typical solution is to apply the non
direct method related to control and measurements certain accelerator parameters like beam
current and microwave energy pulse power. The continuous evaluation of electron energy can
be performed on the base of calculation and result comparison with calibration curve.

A secondary electrons monitor for continuous electron energy measurements described in this
paper is based on application of scanned electron beam which is typically used in industrial
facilities devoted to radiation sterilization process. The principal idea of the measurements is
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presented on included figure which shows schematic block diagram. The measuring circuit
consists of following components:
1 - secondary electrons monitor,
2 - analog digital interface,
3 - computer control system,
4 - display,
5 - sweeping current generator,
6 - scanning electromagnet,
7 - scanning horn.
The secondary electrons monitor is made of thin strip of foil shielded by two additional foils
to reduce distortions level. The monitor is located under accelerator window on certain
distance from the center of the scanner. The pick up signal on central electrode is related to
the electrical charge of secondary electrons, which escaped from strip of foil. The secondary
electrons are initiated by electron beam passing through the foil and its amplitude is
proportional to the beam current level.
The electron beam is sweeped along the distance x according to current change in the
scanning magnet coil. If some distortions of magnetic field on pole edges will be omit the
distance x can be calculated for low deflection angles according to following equation:
h(L + h) In
dVEk(Ek +2E0)
where:
I - current in magnet winding,
n - number of turns,
(j-o - permeability,
d - distance between scanning magnet poles,
h - hight of scanning magnet poles,
L - distance between scanning magnet and surface of scanning,
Eo - electron energy in state of rest,
Ek - electron kinetic energy,
m0 - electron rest mass,
c - speed of light.
When the monitor position is fixed the measured signal is related to the electron energy for
certain scanning coil current level. Due to current level is function of time there is possibility
to found the energy distribution of the electron beam at the output of the UHF linac.
The computer control system was applied to process the data coming from the monitor and
sweeping current generator. Averaging procedure was used to improve the signal to noise
relation and sensitivity of detection system. Interlock system was incorporated to interrupt
irradiation process when electron energy is above acceptable range. The detail parameters of
the secondary electrons monitor was described in the paper. The accuracy of the measurement
has been evaluated as well.
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INDUSTRIAL ORIENTED RESEARCH AT LJUBLJANA TANDETRON
FACILITY
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Ljubljana, Slovenia
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Galvanization is the cheapest and the most frequently used industrial coating technique.
The diagnostics of usually thick deposited layers is rather time consuming and expensive,
when surface layers have to be removed to obtain depth concentration profiles. Protonimpact RBS exhibits both large range and sufficient depth resolution for efficient and
cost-effective depth profiling.
Several galvanic coatings, composed of Sn/Cu/Ni/Graphite layers were analyzed by
current-normalized RBS. 3 MeV protons were used to enable detection range of up to 25
micrometers. SIMNRA code was used to analyze the spectra. The depth concentration
profiles obtained enable the control of annealing to obtain proper concentration mixing at
the interfaces. In this way, the melting point of the upper layer for contact welding and
wear hardness could be optimized.
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Novel design concepts for generating intense accelerator based beams of mono-energetic
fast neutrons.
C. B. Franklyna, J. Guzekb, A. de Beerb, K. Govendera, and U. A. S. Tapperb
a
NECSA, PO Box 582, Pretoria 0001, South Africa.
b
De Beers Diamond Research Laboratory, P. O. Box 82851, Southdale 2135, South Africa.
Successful application of neutron techniques in research, medicine and industry depends on the
availability of suitable neutron sources. This is particularly important for techniques that require
mono-energetic fast neutrons with well defined energy spread. There are a limited number of nuclear
reactions available for neutron production and often the reaction yield is low, particularly for thin
targets required for the production of mono-energetic neutron beams. Moreover, desired target
materials are often in a gaseous form, such as the reactions D(d,n)3He and T(d,n)4He, requiring
innovative design of targets, with sufficient target pressure and particle beam handling capability.
Additional requirements, particularly important in industrial applications, and for research institutions
with limited funds, are the cost effectiveness as well as small size, coupled with reliable and
continuous operation of the system. Neutron sources based on high-power, compact radio-frequency
quadrupole (RFQ) linacs can satisfy these criteria, if used with a suitable target system.
This paper discusses the characteristics of a deuteron RFQ linear accelerator system coupled to a high
pressure differentially pumped deuterium target. Such a source, provides in excess of 1010 monoenergetic neutrons per second with minimal slow neutron and gamma-ray contamination, and is
utilised for a variety of applications in the field of mineral identification and materials diagnostics.
There is also the possibility of utilising a proposed enhanced system for isotope production.
The RFQ linear accelerator consists of:
1) Deuterium 25 keV ion source injector
2) Two close-coupled RFQ resonators, each powered by an rf amplifier supplying up to 300 kW of
peak power at 425 MHz.
3) High energy beam transport system consisting of a beam line, a toroid for beam current
monitoring, two steering magnets and a quadrupole triplet for beam focusing.
Basic technical specifications of the RFQ linac are presented elsewhere [1].
In the case of an RFQ accelerator, operating in a pulsed bunched mode, a suitable shutter mechanism
can be used to effectively isolate the gas target between beam pulses and thus considerably reduce the
gas load on a differentially pumped system whilst still maintaining the target at pressures up to ~1.2
bar. Such a system operating on a 2% duty cycle RFQ system has been implemented [2]. To go to
even higher gas pressure or higher accelerator duty cycle, further improvements to the gas target
system, in the form of a plasma window, have been investigated and are being implemented [3].
The RFQ linear accelerator presently utilised delivers a maximum average beam current of
100 pA of 3.6-4.9 MeV deuterons, dependent on the phase coupling between the two
accelerating cavities. In a 30 mm long deuterium gas cell, operating at a pressure of 1.2 bar,
the expected neutron emission is ~1010 s"1 , into the full solid angle. A maximum neutron
energy obtained in the reaction D(d,n)3He would be 8.1 MeV with the spread of-750 keV.
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Due to kinematics, approximately 50% of the primary neutron beam is emitted into a 20°
forward cone. This translates to the expected neutron densities in excess of 107 n. s"1 cm'2
some 10-20 cm away from the gas cell. Beam quality is high, with the slow neutron and
gamma-ray components below 10% of the total primary fast neutron beam [2]. The fast
neutron energy spread (and the total neutron output) can be tailored to a specific application
by adjusting either the gas cell length or the target gas pressure.
The robust design and reasonable cost make the described neutron source a very attractive
choice for variety of applications, such as mineral identification, material diagnostics
(complementing thermal neutron radiography), and isotope generation. These activities are
currently being pursued at NECSA along with close collaboration with academic institutions
and industry.
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HIGHLY EFFICIENT H~ ION SOURCE FOR CYCLOTRONS WITHOUT CAESIUM
A.V. Demyanov, A. I. Kolosov
Institute for Nuclear Research (INR)
Kiev, Ukraine.
An internal high current H~ ion source for cyclotrons and other injectors was developed which
makes use of some very effective methods of H" ion production. The source is distinguished by
high gas efficiency. A surface-plasma method for H~ ion production without using caesium vapor
was realized. A strong current arc discharge was applied for dissociation and dissociative ionization
of H2 molecules. An H+ — H~ recharge method using a residual gas layer adjusted by thickness and
pressure was realized in this source. In a double-chamber ion source with high-current discharge in
the single chamber and low-current low-volt discharge in the different chamber is used the
supplementary electrode which a composite-plate cover with low electronic work function
(~ 1,5 eV). Anticipate of ion current of H ~ is 1—2 mA.
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IBA's STATE OF ART PROTON THERAPY
SYSTEM
In recent years, IBA has developed a state-of-the-art Proton Therapy System that is
currently being implemented at the Northeast Proton Therapy Center in Boston. First
patient treatment is predicted for the fourth quarter of 2001.
The IBA Proton Therapy System consists of a 230 MeV accelerator (a fixed energy
isochronous cyclotron), an Energy Selection System that can decrease the energy down to
70 MeV and up to five treatment rooms. There are two types of treatment rooms. A
gantry treatment room in which a patient can be treated from virtually any angle or a
fixed horizontal beam line aimed at treatments of the of the head and neck.
The system is equipped with a Therapy Control System and a Global Safety Management
System. The Integrated Therapy Control System is an integrated system ensuring the
control of the treatment sessions through independent but networked therapy control units
and, therefore, the control of each equipment subsystem. The integrated safety
management system, independent of the Therapy Control System, includes a set of hardwired safety devices, ensuring the safety of the patient and personnel.
The system will be capable of delivering proton treatments in four-treatment modes:
Double Scattering, Single Scattering, Wobbling and Pencil Beam Scanning.
The presentation will show the most important subsystems and treatment modes
capabilities as well as the most recent advances in the technology."
Author, Sonja Ternier, Ph.D.
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PROJECT OF A PET CENTER AT IEN-RIO DE JANEIRO
G. R. Santos and J. C. Suita
Instituto de Engenharia Nuclear-CNEN, Cidade Universitdria CP 68550, Rio de Janeiro 21945970, RJ, Brazil
Abstract
The Institute of Nuclear Engineering plans to establish a cyclotron-PET facility for production of positron
emitting radionuclide for nuclear medicine. Indeed, this facility is part of a bigger project: the first PET Center
in Brazil. It is envisioned that this Center would play a central role in the introduction to the region modern
technologies in nuclear medicine based on PET radiopharmaceuticals. The problem to be addressed is to
gather sufficient conditions to setting up the PET Center. Specifically, the IAEA's assistance would be
indispensable to financing the proper equipment's for positron emitter radioisotopes' production, synthesis,
labeling, and quality control. The IAEA's assistance would be also valuable in personnel training, as well as
researcher's interchange and technical cooperation. With the IAEA's assistance, the PET Center project,
already started, would gain a considerable impulse to its conclusion. The IAEA would be of greatly
contributing to the improvement of the Brazilians' health care. This contribution takes account that the IEN's
PET Center would be offering last generation exams and diagnosis, based on nuclear techniques. Therefore,
the IEN is requesting the co-operation of the IAEA to set-up such a facility. The way of that requesting is
strictly ordinary, and follows the logical framework structure for project elaboration. The first version of that
project is now presented in its original form. From that is possible to extract a resumed table with the
fundamental of logical framework, as well as consistence verification by a characteristic check list. Obviously
some improvements must be done, and it will be performed before deadline. This way, by the end of 2004, the
IEN hopes to be contributing in many application areas, and with Brazilian's health care system, by making
available last generation techniques of diagnosis, becoming a center of reference in Latin America.
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RADIOISOTOPE PRODUCTION WITH CV-28 IN RIO DE JANEIRO
A.M. Braghirolli, J. L. Q. DE Britto, M. A .V. Bastos, L.C.M. Aleixo
Brazilian Atomic Energy Commission (CNEN)
Institute of Nuclear Engineering
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Since Brazil's nuclear program began in the seventies with the construction of Angra dos Reis
Nuclear Plant, Brazilians have been excluded from participation in this technological process,
primarily due to the political events of that time. This exclusivity has resulted in a major segment
of the current population being unaware of the wide range of applications and benefits of nuclear
technology.
In the past few decades, Brazil has invested little in the development of its own nuclear
technology. The progress that has been achieved is the result of the research and hard work of
dedicated professionals who have struggled to bridge this technological gap since the 1970's.
IEN-Institute of Nuclear Engineering is one of the research niches in the country that, in spite of
the monopoly of knowledge, bureaucracy and insufficient resources, has been carrying out
nuclear engineering projects and products. Nowadays, these are extremely useful to society in the
most diverse market segments.
For the past three years, IEN has invested R$ 2 million in adapting its facilities aiming at
producing iodine-123 ultra-pure. In 1998 it started producing this cyclotron radiopharmaceutical
in large scale, thus giving new directions to nuclear medicine in Brazil. The present policy of the
IEN, regarding priorities and Institute's goals for the coming years has been defined.
The Institute will concentrate its efforts on technological research, that is, identify the country's
needs in nuclear engineering and providing society with methodologies, products and services
that can effectively contribute to improve life quality in Brazil. The IEN's policy has been
committed to quality, deadlines, costs and results as well as to research work based on the
population's needs and aimed at meeting them efficiently. Several projects have been given
priority, and great effort has been aimed at optimizing human and financial resources.
Since 1986, IEN has produced small amounts of lodine-123, making it available only to some
hospitals in Rio de Janeiro. This radiopharmaceutical however; which is used as a contrast
medium in nuclear medicine diagnosis, can only be administered to the patient 10 hours after its
production. Such a restriction is imposed by the method itself, which also produces impurities
(Iodine-124). This was a consequence of using tellurium as a target for a specific nuclear reaction,
in an old way of production. Following world trends, IEN has invested in an infrastructure to
produce lodine-123 Ultra-pure, modernizing its laboratories and adopting the KIPROS system
(Karlsruhe Iodine Production System.) The KIPROS system has been considered the most
efficient method for large-scale production of lodine-123 Ultra-pure, which is extracted from the
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enriched xenon gas. This was a result of a project in co-operation with FZK -Germany, supported
by IAEA, and considered a model project. The IEN has become the first institution in South
America to produce Iodine-123 Ultra-pure
1-123 Ultra-pure production in Brazil is a great improvement for nuclear medicine in the country
because it replaces 1-131 (for diagnosis). It is a technological advance that must be promptly used
in hospitals and radiology clinics as it represents a great improvement in nuclear medicine in
Brazil.
In short, the system consists of a Gas Target Station, PLC control and Chemical Unit. The
processing hot cell was constracted to fulfill specific GMP requirements. The box was made with
stainless steel and Plexiglas. Internal devices, like the drive to load/unload ampoules into, the
dose calibrator unit (Capintec) as well as a pneumatic rotating dispensing unit. A compact
laminar flow was installed inside the hot cell.
Also in brief, the Ultra-pure 123-Iodine is produced with accelerated charged particle, in a
Cyclotron, by the nuclear reaction 124Xe(p,2n)123Cs -» 123Xe -> 1231 (tm = 13.02 h). After
processing the 123I is generally produced with radionuclide purity greater than 99,4%, and
radiochemical purity near 95%. The experimental yield of that reaction is 3.5 mCi/|xAh.
The Na123I, routine production is, two times a week. At the present we are delivering to some
near cities: Sao Paulo, Belo Horizonte, Porto Alegre, Curitiba and also Rio de Janeiro. Twenty
five hospitals and thousand of patients has been benefited with diagnostics based on this
radiopharmaceutical.
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The amount of 123-Iodine produced per months, is showed in the next
figure.
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As a following step, the I routine production has provided the condition for the labeling of
special molecules. The first labeled was performed with MIBG, which has the main application
on cardiology. Some doses of MIBG have already been delivered, on a experimental basis, for the
University Hospital at UFRJ. The beginning of commercialization, or routine production is
scheduled for the end of September 2001
Another important radioisotope for medical purposes to be produced by IEN is fluoride-18, that is
considered to be the newest and most innovative technology in nuclear medicine. Considering
that fluoride-18 has a half-life of only 1.8 hours, it cannot even be imported. Such a short half-life
requires that this radiopharmaceutical be produced near the place where it is going to be used,
that means, at a maximum distance of 100 km from hospitals and medical centers that will utilize
it.
Fluoride-18 is the raw material for using diagnostic technologies known as PET (Positron
Emission Tomography), the: greatest nuclear medicine breakthrough of the end of this century.
Such equipment allows high accurate diagnosis in oncology, cardiology, and neurology. This
technology is disclosing a vast investigation field for tropical diseases such as Chagas disease and
tuberculosis, among others. This might be a research line of great social interest as it can provide
foundation for therapeutic advances, as important as those already achieved in other medical
areas.
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PET allows following-up of the biochemical metabolism dynamics of certain organs or cells.
Besides, as an accurate and early diagnosis, PET might determine the most suitable therapeutic
approach for a patient.
Since PET and SPECT (Simple Photon Emission Computed Tomography) can better work with a
nearby production unit of Fluorine-18, the IEN's greatest project in a foreseeable future is the
PET and SPECT Tomography Center. That means radioisotopes production at the same place of
application. Doctors and the Federal Congress in Rio de Janeiro have been very supportive of this
center and it will be built in Ilha do Fundao next to FEN. Some Brazilian Congressmen have
succeeded in getting the National Congress to pass a budget amendment worth R$ 1,450,000.00
which has been allocated to start the construction of the Tomography Center.
The Brazilian Atomic Energy Commission (CNEN), through its Institutes, have been stimulating
Radioisotopes Production in order to minimize the existing dependence on the international
market. That dependence represents a high cost to the end user (80% at the Brazilian public
hospitals). Presently that situation is being changing as a result of that effort.
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PRODUCTION OF S7Co, 109Cd, 111ln and 117mSn USING CV-28 CYCLOTRON AT
IPEN-CNEN/SP
J. A. OSSO JUNIOR
L. LANDBNI
L. F. LION
V. MORAES
Instituto de Pesquisas Energeticas e Nucleares (IPEN),
Sao Paulo, Brazil
Several radioisotopes produced in Cyclotrons have physical properties of decay suitable
to be used as: radiophairmaceuticals, for in vivo Diagnosis images (with the techniques of
SPET and PET, Single Photon Emission Tomography and Positron Emission
Tomography, respectively) and for Therapy, in Nuclear Medicine; calibration sources of
several instruments applied in the nuclear area and in Metrology; and as radioactive
tracers of elements investigated in many fields, such as Chemistry, Physics and Biology.
This work describes the production of four of these radioisotopes that are very important
in these areas: 57Co, 109Cd, 111ln and 117mSn. They can be obtained using the CV-28
Cyclotron at IPEN, because it can accelerate proton beams with energies up to 24MeV
and currents up to 20JJA (external).
57

Co (t1/2 = 271.3 d) decays by electron capture to 57Fe with the emission of y-rays and one
characteristic X-ray. It is widely used as calibration source of detectors such as: Ge(Li),
Ge(HP), Nal(TI) and dose calibrators (well type detectors). Besides these applications,
57
Co Flood Sources are used to test the response uniformity of gamma cameras, in
Nuclear Medicine.
109

Cd has a half-life of 462.6 d and decays by electron capture to 109Ag with the emission
of one y-ray and one characteristic X-ray. This radioisotope can be employed as
calibration source of X-ray and y-rays detectors; as a radioactive tracer of Cd, an
environment pollutant and used in the EDXRF (Energy Dispersion X-Ray Fluorescence)
technique.
57

Co was produced through the irradiation of natNi. Thick target yields for 55Co, 56Co, 57Co,
S8
Co, 56Ni and 57Ni were measured and the mean values were 346.69kBq/nA.h
(9.37|xCi/(jA.h), for the direct production of 57Co and 150.59kBq/nA.h (4.07^iCi/|uA.h),
through the decay of 57Ni (11.31 days after EOB - End of Bombardment). A solution of
57
CoCI2 was prepared, to fill a flood source for calibration of gamma camera, with activity
of 222MBq (6mCi) of 57Co and impurity levels of 1.13 and 1.29% for 56Co and 58Co,
respectively, at delivery time. In order to achieve these results, a chemical separation
method was developed with a separation yield of 93% for 57Co and a negligible loss of Ni.
A composite target of Ni and Ag was prepared and a chemical separation method
proposed to allow the separation between the targets and the products of interest, 57Co
and 109Cd. The yields obtained in the irradiation of the composite target were:
947.94kBq/|uA.h (25.62nCi/yA.h) of 57Co - direct reaction, 259.00kBq/|aA.h (7^Ci/MA.h) of
57
Co - indirect reaction (11.31 days after EOB) and 71.41 kBq/nA.h (1.93^Ci/|jA.h) of 109Cd,
which showed the efficiency of its use, as well as the chemical separation, with a yield of
80%for 5 7 Coand 1 0 9 Cd[1].
111

ln (t|/2 = 67.5 h) has appropriate characteristics for Diagnosis in Nuclear Medicine due
to its decay mode (100% by electron capture) and its adequate half-life to slow biological
studies, that makes it one of radioisotopes of interest of Brazilian Physicians. It can also
be used in angular con-elation studies in Nuclear Physics. 111ln was produced by the
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112

Cd(p,2n)111ln reaction, that has the highest yield. The Cd targets were prepared by
electroplating of CdSO4 solution in copper and copper/nickel backings. After being
irradiated, a chemical separation was performed by an acetic acid extraction method, with
an overall recovery yield for 111ln higher than 95%. The level of the chemical impurities of
Cd, Ni and Cu were bellow than the permissible values [2].
117m

Sn (t-i/2 = 14 d) has suitable characteristics of decay to be used as a tracer of SnCI2 in
the labeling of organic molecules with 99mTc and also in radiotherapeutical applications. It
was prepared by the irradiation of natural tin through the nuclear reactions
na
*Sn(p,xn)117Sb -> 117mSn. The production thick target yield of 117mSn was 784.4kBq/|aA.h
(21.20>Ci/pA.h) and with the proper decay time of its precursor, 117Sb, no radionuclidic
impurities appeared in the final product. A chemical separation method was developed to
separate first 117Sb from the irradiated Tin and then 117mSn from Sb with a good chemical
yield. The quality control procedures showed the good quality of the final product, 117mSn
[3].
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First Operation of the SOREQ Irradiation and PET Production Cyclotron
T. Arbel, Y. Ben-Meir, D. Berkovits, M. B. Goldberg, B. Hoch, I. Mardor,
Z. Kaplan, Y. Shohet and Y. Yariv
Soreq NRC, Yavne 81800, Israel
A 10 MeV protons and 5 MeV deuteron cyclotron built by IB A (Belgium) was
installed and commissioned at Soreq Nuclear Research Center towards the end of
2000. This negative ion cyclotron (Cyclone 10/5) is capable of accelerating, in two
simultaneous beams, 100 uA of protons that are extracted to two targets on opposite
sides of the magnet. Eight ports are available; two are used for 18F production and
one for solid target irradiation. 18FDG is produced daily and delivered to hospitals
all over Israel.
The layout of the facility is_
shown in figure 1. The
whole installation was built
a few meters below ground.
hot cells
The cyclotron is sMelded
chemistry room
within a vault having
concrete walls of 1-2 m
electric
thick and an entrance maze.
room
The cyclotron operation as
well as routine FDG
Figure 1: Facility layout
production is fully automatic
and controlled by a single operator from the control room.
control
room
Gamma detectors control and monitor the radiation activity
in the cyclotron vault, the chemistry room, inside the hot cell
and in the chimney. To safeguard the operation several interlocks (monitoring room
temperature, pressure, radiation level, air flow and doors) have been installed.

DDD

The principal PET radiopharmaceutical produced at Soreq is FDG. It is produced
5 days a week for several hospitals around Israel. In order to meet the increasing
demand for 18FDG we are set up for production twice daily. After one hour of
irradiation 2 Ci of 18F are produced in a 2.2 ml 95 % enriched water titanium target
cell. Figure 2 presents the target-yield stability and the yield of the chemical
synthesis, normalized to the calculated target yield at the end of bombardment
(EOB). An average synthesis yield of 73.4±5.1 % (86.4±6.1 % normalized to EOB)
is achieved using an automated synthesis module made by Coincidence (Belgium).
There was one failure of the synthesis in which a substantial amount of activity was
left in the module reactor. This may have resulted from a speck of material that
clogged the flow of solution or a problem of reagents that lead to an inefficient
labeling and absorpticjn of free I8F on the walls of the module reactor.
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An additional short beam line has recently been built for solid target irradiation.
Other Positron sources are to be produced via the (p,n) reaction with the 10 MeV
protons on various targets. These sources will be used for Positron Annihilation
Spectroscopy. As a test case 56Co has been produced in a natural iron (99.5% pure)
thick target (0.26 mm, 200 mg/cm2). The various yields in the iron target were
measured by gamma spectroscopy three days after the irradiation. By this time, no
measurable contamination activity was left in the target. The yields calculated from
the activity are summarized in table 1 and compared to the values given in [1,2] for
incident protons at an energy of 10 MeV.
Table 1: Reaction yields for 10 MeV protons on a natural iron target
Reaction

Target Isotopic
Yield (uCi/uA-h)
Abundance (%)
This work*
Ref. [ 1 ] "
Ref. [2]
56
56
Fe(p,n) Co
91.75
13.8
14.9+1.0
15.0 +0.8
3/
3/
Fe(p,n) Co
2.12
0.01
0.27±0.02
0.25±0.06
0.28
0.17±0.02
0.17+0.01
^Fefon^Co
at present, we have an uncertaincy in the cyclotron energy calibration of- 0.3 MeV
** yield calculated from a compilation of cross sections given in the reference
REFERENCES
[1] EXFOR Compil. of Reaction Cross-Sections (2001) (http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nndc/)
[2] F. C. Young and D. V. Rose, Atomic Data and Nuclear Data Tables 64 (1996) 223-251.
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Korea Cancer Center Hospital(KCCH) / Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute(KAERI)
Seoul, Korea
M. H. YOON
Pohang University of Science ami Technology (POSTECH)
Pohang, Korea
Development of a 13 MeV cyclotron for Positron Emission Tomography (PET) has been in progress since
April 1999 at the Korea Cancer Center Hospital (KCCH). The study has been carried out in a joint
collaboration between KCCH and the Pohang University of Science and Technology (POSTECH).
Increasing desire for an uninteirupted, reliable and timely supply of the isotopes to customers has prompted
obtaining a dedicated 5-13 MeV cyclotron for PET applications and pursuing the purchase of another 30MeV
medical cyclotron in the very near future. A decision has been made to design the PET cyclotron in Korea.
This will not only ease the problems associated with maintenance during operation but also keeps the door
open for continuous upgrading of the machine in the future.
The first step of the cyclotron design was to obtain initial parameters fot the beam optics. For this
purpose, we employ a simple theory based on hard-edge approximation for cyclotron orbit The system has
a cylindrical shape. The height is approximately 93 cm and the width is 190 cm. The negatively charged
hydrogen ion is used for acceleration because of the ease of guiding the beam into the target. Acceleration
negative ions has also and advantage in that the maximum extracted energy can be varied easily. The ion is
produced by an internal PIG source. The maximum energy of 13 MeV was chosen with particular emphasis
on the production of 18F isotopes. The fields at 13 MeV are 1.9 T and 0.48 T at the hill and valley centers,
respectively.
In order to determine the pole gap of the main magnet, the program POISSON has been utilized. This
program provides a good basis to determine the approximate starting geometry of the yoke. The result
showed that when the full gap heights of the hill and valley are 5 cm and 14 cm, the magnet fields at
maximum radius are 1.9 T and 0.48 T, respectively, when NI=46000 Ampere turns. However, in order to
properly reflect the effect of the aximuthally non-symmetrical nature of the geometry, a three-dimensional
magnetic field calculation program is required. For this purpose, the TOSCA program has been used and we
now in the process of measuring and shimming the magnet using the instruments of magnetic field
measurement. The magnet pole tips was made of ultra-low carbon steel with 0.003% content of Carbon and
Nitrogen, respectively. It was supplied by a manufacturer specializing in high quality magnets. Precision
isochronism throughout the radius is achieved by shaping the hill radial thickness thus avoiding the use of
concentric trim coils. Such a feature is especially important for hospital-based cyclotrons, because of
operational simplicity. The yoke steel coming from the ingots was precrushed with a press and then cold
rolled. The complete magnets was forged from ingots. Special forging was required to assure uniformity.
The forged steel was annealed for homogeniety.
For getting high value of Q we designed RF cavity and Dee with microwave studio. We implented RF
cavity and dee which were made of oxygen free copper. From the our design value of loaded Q is 2800 and
real value of Q from the cavity is 1800.
Impedance of RF system is 50.8 Q.
We use 20kW power
amplifier used tetrode vacuum tube.
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TABLE 1. Main parameters of the baby cyclotron for PET
Parameter
Maximum energy
Beam species

Unit
MeV

Number of sectors
Ion source
Hill angle
Valley angle
Maximum average magnetic field
Flutter
Harmonic number
Radio-frequency
Maximum average radius of a beam
Maximum orbit distamce from the cyclotron center
Maximum magnetic field at the bill center
Maximum magnetic field at the valley center
Axial focusing frequency
Radial focusing frequency
Dee angle
Dee voltage
Beam current

degrees
degrees
T

Value
13
Negative
hydrogen
4
Internal
negative PIG
43.5
46.5
1.19
4

MHz
cm
cm
T
T

degrees
kV

nA

0.36
73.54
42.76
44.66
1.9
0.48
0.59-0.62
1.04-1.06
43
40
~50
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D. T. L. JONES and J. E. SYMONS
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A proton beam from an accelerator may be passively tailored for use in radiotherapy by
introducing beam modification elements, such as scatterers, energy degraders, modulators and
collimators, between the accelerator and the patient. These devices modify the energy
spectrum and other characteristics of the beam, and consequently the dose distribution
delivered to the patient. Monte Carlo [1] and analytic [2] calculations may be made to predict
the effect of these devices and thus ensure that the beam characteristics are optimised for
specific therapy requirements. Experimental measurements of energy spectra are therefore
required to be made under therapy condition in order to test the validity of these calculations.
Standard proton spectroscopy techniques, such those based on a single scintillator, are
unsuitable for such measurements because of the high proton currents used for treatments and
the contributions from non-elastic nuclear interactions that arise within the detector. This socalled reaction tail distorts the observed energy spectrum by enhancing the low energy
component.
A technique for measuring energy spectra in the proton therapy beam [3] at the National
Accelerator Centre (NAC), South Africa, has recently been developed and tested. The system
enables measurements to be made in situ under normal treatment conditions at the usual
currents (20—80 nA) used for therapy. The method is based on proton elastic scattering,
H(p,p)H, in a thin polyethylene radiator (3 mm thick and 10 mm diameter) and uses two
detector telescopes to detect scattered and recoil protons in coincidence. Each detector
telescope consists of a A£ detector (silicon barrier detector, 20 mm diameter x 1000 |im thick)
backed by an E detector (NE213 liquid scintillator in a cylindrical capsule, 45 mm diameter x
105 mm long). In order to deal with relativistic effects the two telescopes were positioned at
scattering angles of 44.3° and 45.7° at distances of 22 cm and 15 cm, respectively, from the
radiator. True p-p coincidence events are those for which scattered and associated recoil
protons are simultaneously detected by the two telescopes. The off-line phase of the
experiment included ma.king appropriate selections of the raw multi-parameter event data.
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Figure 1 shows proton energy spectra measured for incident proton energies of 190.8, 174.1,
134.6, 91.9 and 59.3 MeV with a flattener (double scatterer plus occluding rings system [4])
in the beam. A system of graphite wedges was used to vary the energy of the beam. The
wedge system reduced the peak energies of the spectra, as expected, but without introducing
significant additional low energy components. Figure 2 shows proton energy spectra
measured without (solid histogram) and with 50 mm (dashed histogram) and 110 mm (dotted
histogram) modulator propellers [5] in the beam. The modulator propellers broadened the
high energy components of the spectra, while not affecting the low energy tails in any
significant way. The present method is proving suitable for assessing spectral characteristics
of the high energy proton therapy beams at the NAC and is providing appropriate data for
validating the theoretical calculations on which treatment planning is based.
References:
1. J.V. Siebers and M.M. Traynor, "Modeling of proton nozzles with LAHET Monte Carlo
code," JBrachyther. Int'l. 13 (1997) 95-99.
2. T. Bortfeld and W. Schlegel, "An analytical approximation of depth dose distributions for
therapeutic proton beams," Phys. Med. Biol. 41 (1996) 1331-1339.
3. A.N. Schreuder, D.T.L. Jones, J.E. Symons, T. Fulcher and A. Kiefer, "The NAC proton
therapy beam delivery system," Proceedings of the 14th international Conference on
Cyclotrons and their Applications, Edited by J.C. Cornell. Singapore: World Scientific,
523-526, 1995.
4. A.M. Koehler, R J . Schneider, and J.M. Sisterson, "Flattening of proton dose distributions
for large-field radiotherapy," Med. Phys. 4 (1977) 297-301.
5. A.M. Koehler, R.J. Schneider, and J.M. Sisterson, "Range modulators for protons and
heavy ions," Nucl. Instr. Meth. 131 (1975) 437-440.
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Figure 2: Proton energy spectra measured
for an incident proton beam of 190.0 MeV
without (solid histogram), and with 50 mm
(dashed histogram) and 110 mm (dotted
histogram) modulator propellers in the
beam.

Figure 1: Proton energy spectra measured at
the treatment isocentre for proton beam
energies of 190.8, 174.1, 134.6, 91.9 and
59.3 MeV.
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NUCLEAR PARTICLE THERAPY AT THE SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONAL
ACCELERATOR CENTRE
D T L JONES
National Accelerator Centre
Fawe, South Africa
Although neutrons and protons are both nuclear particles of approximately the same mass, the fact that neutrons are
uncharged and protons are charged particles results in their having vastly different physical properties and biological
effects. Using conventional photon radiation as the standard, the dose distributions of fast neutrons are very similar
(Fig. 1), but their biological effects offer advantages for the treatment of larger, slower-growing tumours, while the
advantages of protons lie in their superior physical dose distributions (Fig. I), and are most suited to treating well*
delineated lesions close to critical radiosensitive structures.
The South African National Accelerator Centre (NAC) operates the only nuclear particle therapy facilities in Africa
in the Southern Hemisphere. Furthermore it is the only centre anywhere where both fast neutrons and protons are
used for treatment.
The p(66)/Be neutron therapy facility incorporates an isoccntric gantry capable of ± 185° rotation. A rotating
collimator (360°) with a continuously variable rectangular aperture provides field sizes between 5.5 cm x 5,5 cm and
29 cm x 29 cm at a sourcc-to-axis distance of 150 cm. A manually-controlled moving floor permits full rotation of
the gantry. Downstream of the target are, in order, a pair of steel flattening filters (for small and large fields
respectively), three tungsten wedge filters and a 2.5 cm thick polyethylene hardening filter, which removes
unwanted low energy neutrons from the beam. A unique multiblade trimmer (blocking system) is installed on the
distal edge of the eollimator to provide flexible beam shaping. Neutron dose rates are typically about 0.5 Gy/min.
A portal x-ray tube in the treatment head upstream of the collimator can be inserted on the beam axis and is used in
conjunction with a neutron beam exposure for verification of the treatment field. The physical characteristics of the
NAC neutron beam are rather similar to those of an 8 MV x-ray beam (Fig. 1).
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Fig. !, Depth dose curves for the NACp(66)/Be neutron therapy beam, and 200 MeV proton therapy beam
compered with conventional radiotherapy beams.
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Several clinical trials are undertaken at NAC, including treatments of tumours of the head and neck, salivary gland
and breast and treatments of soft tissue and bone sarcomas, uterine sarcomas, paranasal sinuses and mesothcliomas.
A protocol for prostate treatments is presently being implemented. A significant number of non-trial patients are
also being treated. Between September 1988 and May 2001 a total of 1179 patients had been treated in the neutron
clinical programme (Table 1.)
The horizontal 200 MeV proton therapy facility is used mainly for irradiations of intracranial and head and neck
lesions. The total distance between the beam line vacuum window and the isocentre is 7 m. A double scatterer plus
occluding ring system is used to flatten the proton beam. The beam delivery system is designed for a maximum field
diameter of 10 cm. The Bragg peak is spread out longitudinally using propellers made up of different thicknesses of
acrylic and which arc rotated in the proton beam. A residual proton range of 24.00 ± 0.03 cm in water (distal 50%
level) is used for patient treatment. This range corresponds to a proton energy of 191 MeV. For spread-out Bragg
peak (SOBP) Therapy a graphite double wedge is inserted in the beam to achieve the required range.
The beam is controlled by two computerised feedback systems acting on two sets of XY steering magnets. The first
system uses information from a multiwirc ionization chamber, while the second one uses the information from a
quadrant ionization chamber immediately upstream of the final collimator. The final (patient) collimator is located
27.5 cm upstream of the isocentre. Fixed inserts, which are custom-made of ecrrobend, fit into the final collimator
assembly which can rotate around the beam axis for alignment with the required treatment field. Clinical dose rates
of about 3 Gy/min are routinely used. Individual calibrations are performed for each treatment field. A multilayer
Faraday cup is used to monitor the beam energy.
A unique patient support and positioning system, based on stereophotogrammetric techniques and which utilizes CT
scan information and digital cameras is in use- With this system the patient can be positioned with an accuracy of
± 1mm. Portal jc-radiographs are used to verify the position. The system also monitors patient movement during
treatment and allows the beam to be switched off if movement is outside a preset limit.
Patients are treated for a variety of conditions, most commonly ateriovenous malformations, acoustic neuromas,
meningiomas, pituitary adenomas, brain tumours and brain mctastascs. Between September 1993 and May 2001 a
total of 398 patients had been treated in the proton therapy clinical programme (Table 2).
A new proton therapy station is currently being installed. The station incorporates 2 fixed beam lines (horizontal
and 30° to vertical), scanning beam delivery systems and a robotic patient support system. Such a treatment facility
will provide a viable cost-effective alternative to an isoccntric gantry.

Table I.

Table 2. Proton therapy treatments

Neutron therapy treatments

DIAGNOSIS
Head and neck carcinoma*
Sali vary gland carcinoma
Soft tissue sarcoma
Breast carcinoma
Uterine cervix sarcoma0
Bronchus carcinoma0
Uterine sarcoma
Mcsothelioma*
Paranasal sinus carcinoma
Bone sarcoma
Malignant melanoma
Sundry
"inthlda itpcttr^t yipbobm arm
k W s / / patirvto v phattn am

NUMBER OF
PATIENTS
NON-TRIAL
TRJAL
154+
371
101
101*
5
6
72
21
42
98
56

85

1027

152

DIAGNOSIS
Arteriovenous malformation
Acoustic neuroma
Pituitary adenoma
Meningioma
Brain tumour
Metastasis
Paranasal sinus
Skull base tumour
Orbit and eye tumour
Craniopharyngioma
Head and neck tumour
Prostate tumour
Other

16

51
1179

62

NUMBER OF
PATIENTS

75
45
47
36
54
28
20
19
21
12

9

4
28
398
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LICENSING CRITERIA OF POSITRON EMITTING RADIOISOTOPES
PRODUCTION ACCELERATORS IN SPAIN.
M. L. RAMIREZ
Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear (CSN)
Madrid, Spain
A. BLANES
Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear (CSN)
Madrid, Spain
C. ALVAREZ
Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear (CSN)
Madrid, Spain
CSN is responsible for the licensing and inspection of the radioactive facilities. In Spain
several cyclotrons have been installed for production of positron emitting radionuch'des
for use in diagnosis and nuclear medicine investigation. At the moment there are 5
cyclotrons, the first one began to operate in Madrid in 1996 and the last two in Sevilla and
Madrid in March, 2001. Of all of them only one is ah autoshielded cyclotron. AH
accelerate negative ion (H 0, except one which, in addition, accelerates deuterons (d). The
acceleration energies range between 9 to 18 MeV, current intensity varies from 50 to 100
uA. Maximum activities of radioisotope, focussing exclusively on the 18 F, being the one
that they mainly produce, fluctuate between 1.4 and 5 Ci (52 -185 GBq ) at the end of
bombardment.
These facilities of isotope production consist basically of a cyclotron room in which the
bombardment of the targets takes place, a control room where the machine is controlled,
a technical room, a hot laboratory where the chemical synthesis of the
radiopharmaceuticals: n F-Fluordeoxiglucose (18 FDG), and " N- Amonia takes place
and finally a room for pharmaceutical quality control
The radiological hazard:; associated to this type of facilities are related to the external
radiation and contamination. Main external radiation exposure only takes place during
the bombardment of the target by the accelerated particles; this interaction produces
prompt and secondary gamma, X rays and neutron radiation. Aditionally, residual
radioactivity induced by activation of the materials of the cyclotron exists, this should
be taken into account mostly during the operations of maintenance, although in the
Spanish cyclotrons, of negative ion beams, the residual radioactivity is lower compared
to the positive ion beam ones.
Contamination risk comes as much from the radioactivity induced in the cooling liquids,
as from the gas production due to the activation of the air (4lAr by (n, gamma) reaction
and 16N by (p, n) reaction), as well as other gases produced during the bombardment
that are dragged into the ISFDG synthesis modules. Finally, there is the risk related to
the manipulation of 18FDG in liquid form.
Cyclotrons are, along with the linnear accelerators used in radiotheraphy, the medical
radioactive facilities of higher risk in our country. In cyclotron isotopes production
facilities, important amounts of nonseaied radioactive material are manipulated in
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addition to the use of high intensity radiation beams, which turns them into complex
facilities.
The control by CSNis made, therefore, through a process of individual authorization, in
which all the aspects related to the safety and radiological protection are evaluated,
finally, an operation authorization is issued, which includes a number of licensing
conditions for this type of facilities.
Licensing criteria have been established to apply to the safety analysis of these facilities.
A description of all the operations which are carried out (production of I 8 F in the
cyclotron, synthesis of 18FDG in the hot laboratory, manipulation of 18FDG to prepare
the vials) is required, as well as an evaluation of the associated risks in dose terms.
This analysis also includes an evaluation of the location and layout of the facility rooms.
The suitability of the shield of the cyclotron vault is analized. Interlocks that block the
operation of the cyclotron (open door - radiation-off type and emergency stops inside
and outside the cyclotron) are requiered, as well as optic and acoustic warning signals
when the cyclotron starts up. Also, the use of radioisotope transference and targets
change automatic systems are required. Hot cells with ventilation and air exhaust
systems within the cells are required, even though automatic synthesis modules are
used. Requirements are provided to the ventilation systems, which must be an
independent system for the cyclotron room. The effluents hood stack should be
provided with monitors with continuous recording as well as with access control for
protection of the public in the outside. Neutrons and gamma radiological monitoring in
the room of cyclotron are requiered as well as gamma monitoring in others rooms.
On the other hand, the radiological protection programme, organization and
responsibilities are evaluated together with normal operation and emergency
procedures. Due to the risk associated to the installation an appointed radiation safety
adviser is required. The dose of the worker should be assessed by termoluminescent
dosemeters (TLDs) which should include hands or fingers TLDs for me manipulation
procedures of the l8FDG, since it has been detected fingers doses close to the dose limit
Eventually the use of automatic or semiautomatic robotic systems for the preparation of
the vials has reduced the exposure; nevertheless, these workers are considered as
working in A category conditions. Finally, licensees must submitt a verification
programme of the safety aspects of the facility.
REFERENCES:
NCRP n° 51 " Radiation protection guidelines for 0,1-100 MeV particle accelerator
facilities"
CSN Safety Guide n" 5.1 "Technical documentation to apply for the construction and
operation of a facility to use and storage unsealed radioactive isotopes"
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Characterization of asolar cell materials by Proton Back Scattering Spectroscopy

M. Joynal Abedin, A. K. M. Fazlul Hoque and S. M. Firoz Hasan
Atomic Energy Centre, P. O. Box No. 164, Dhaka, Bangladesh
The need for accurate chemical characterization of samples specially related to electronic
and solar cell materials has assumed increasing importance in recent years. The
importance of the study of the surfaces of materials of different origin also increased in
recent years to a great extent. This need has created a worldwide spurt to develop rapid,
accurate and sensitive tools for the characterization of materials. In recent years the
proton backscattering spectrometry (PBS) method has been recognized as one of the
useful analytical tool in several applications of material analysis and technology [1-3].
The lack of information of the relevant scattering cross sections as a function of proton
energy and the problems arising in conventional data analysis have so far rendered proton
backscattering analysis of multielemental samples difficult at low energies. On the other
hand advances in the computer evaluation of experimental data have, however, made it
possible to utilize low-MeV protons as a sensitive probe for light elements in the jam
range.
The benefits of the method in comparison to alpha particle backscattering include the
relatively higher non-Rutherford scattering cross sections of the light elements and to the
lower proton stopping in the target material. These lead to higher sensitivity in detecting
and profiling light elements in heavy targets and to significantly larger accessible depths
and smaller straggling than with alpha particles [4].
Research works on the development of methodologies of Proton Backscattering
Spectrometry (PBS) for the analysis of thin films and surfaces has been in progress in the 3
MeV Van de Graaff Accelerator facilities of Atomic Energy Centre, Dhaka for some years.
The PBS system comprises a target chamber with appropriate sample holders and a
Surface Barrier Detector (SBD) with the associated electronics for data acquisition and
reduction. For the evaluation of the PBS data RBS Universal Master Package, RUMP [5-6]
has been installed in the PC environment in the laboratory.
Some samples of Selenium and Antimony on glass substrates, Superconductor
sample, Bi implented in Si, some samples of solar cell material CuInSe2 and CuGaSe2 and
some samples of Polyvinyl Acetate (PVA) were analyzed for the evaluation of the
performance of the developed methodology.
PBS measurements were conducted to analyze the thickness and stoichiometric
composition of some thin films of Copper gallium di-selenide solar cell material CuGaSe2
on glass substrates. Thin films of CuGaSe2 samples were prepared by sequential
evaporation technique and annealed afterwards at 350°C for 20 minutes. The experiments
were done at a proton energy of 2.7 MeV. Typical PBS spectra obtained from CuGaSe2
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from CuGaSe2 sample using the developed methodology under the present experimental
conditions as shown in Fig. 1.
The differences between nominal and RUMP obtained stoichiometric of the samples is
due to the change of atomic ratios as deposited after annealing. During annealing
atomic ratios change substantially and it is found that Se is more susceptible to heat
than the other two. The stoichiometric composition of the films determined using PBS
technique showed good compound formation. Such films can be used as base material
for fabrication of solar cells.
This study reveals that the PBS methodology could be used as an analytical tool in the
laboratory to study the thickness and the stoichiometric composition of thin films and
layered samples and depth profiling. Research and Development work is in progress to
study the thickness and stoichiometric composition of thin films of solar cell material
CuInSe2, CuGaSe2 and CuInxGai.xSe2.
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Fig: 1 RBS Spectrum from the CGS thin film sample.
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EARLY USES OF THE VAN BE GRAAFF ACCELERATOR AT PUC-RIO
FOR ANALYTICAL PURPOSES
A. S. PASCHOA, G. B. BAPTISTA
Pontificia Universidade Catolica do Rio de Janeiro (PUC-Rio)
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
The 4.5 MV Van de Graaff accelerator at PUC - Rio was put into operation in 1974.
Few years after the technique of particle induced x-ray emission (PIXE) was implanted
for analytical purposes. Later on the Rutherford Backscattering (RBS) technique was
also introduced as an analytical tool. This paper will describe the early experiments
which were carried out based on those two techniques at the aforementioned Van de
Graaff accelerator.
The first application of the PIXE system implemented at PUC-Rio was the analysis of
aerosol samples collected daily at 7:00 PM for a period of three weeks during the
summer of 1977 in a densely populated (around 4 x 104 persons.km"1) residential and
commercial area, near the sea coast of Rio de Janeiro. Air particulates were collected on
Nuclepore™ filters, 10 urn thick, 0.4 urn pore size after passing through a Casella type
cascade impactor. The air flux was 17.5 L.min"1. The filters were mounted in aluminum
rings, and irradiated with a 2 MeV proton beam in a homemade scattering chamber for
PIXE analysis. The beam current varied from 24 to 109 nA. Daily concentrations of Ca,
Fe, Cu, Zn, Br, and Pb were determined for the period covered, and have been reported
elsewhere ((Paschoa et al., 1977). The Br.Pb"1 ratio was used to identify the origin of the
aerosol samples. At that time, Pb was still added to automobile fuel, so the constant
Br.Pb"1 ratio was an indication that the submicron aerosols collected were coming from
automobile exausts. Later on, aerosol samples were collected in an industrial area of Rio
de Janeiro, and analyzed in a similar manner. A higher Pb concentration in the aerosols
were found, but no constant Br.Pb"1 ratio. (Baptista et al., 1981a). The higher Pb could
be traced back to releases of larger aerosol particles from metallurgical operations in
that area.
The PIXE technique was also used as an analytical tool to examine the concentrations of
K, Ca, Zn, Cr, Cu, Ni, and Ti, relative to Fe, in environmental samples, such as soils,
suspended particulated matter in natural springs and in rainwater. Those environmental
samples were collected in a ecological reserve near the city of Brasilia. The results of
the latter analyses were: reported elsewhere (Paschoa et al., 1980). The main conclusions
of that research, however, were the following: (i) the soils were low in Ca, and had
relatively high concentrations of heavy metals; (ii) there was a high relative
concentration of Ti relative to Fe (7.5 - 22%); and (iii) there were seasonal variations
of the Zn, Cr, and Cu concentrations relative to Fe, in suspended matter in rainwater of
the reserve. The latter conclusion (iii) was difficult to interpret at the time. However,
mineral activities in this surrounding regions conjugated with seasonal variations in the
wind directions might have been responsible for the observed variations.
The PIXE technique was also used to analyze biological samples such as human hair
and nails. Hair was chosen to be analyzed under the hypothesis that it could play a role
in monitoring the contamination of human beings exposed to environmental pollutants.
The results of this series of analysis have been published elsewhere (Baptista et al.,
1981b). The pattern of elemental concentrations in human hair and nails belonging to
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the same individual was the following: Ca > Zn > Fe > Cu > Cr > N i , with Fe and Cu
changing places in some nail samples (Paschoa et al., 1983).
More recently, the Plasma Desorption Mass Spectrometry (PDMS) has been introduced
in the Van de GraafF Accelerator Laboratory , and has already been used in association
with the PIXE technique (Dias da Cunha et al., 2000). The elemental concentration of a
sample, which is obtained with the PIXE technique, can be complemented with the
identification of the chemical compounds formed by these elements by using PDMS
analysis of the same sample. In addition, PDMS allows the detection of low Z elements,
which are difficult to be done with PIXE. Elemental concentration and chemical
speciation constitute complementary information, which are quite important in several
areas of study as, for example, health hazards due to inhalation of chemical pollutants,
and the identification of the pollutants sources.
Attempts were made to use an external proton beam to overcome some intrinsic
difficulties in irradiating environmental samples, like liquid water, and also biological
samples, such as blood, and other tissues. Nowadays, the external proton beam approach
has been abandoned in favor of a non-vacuum chamber in which the beam is injected.
Such a chamber is now under construction, and will soon be tested for irradiating
environmental and biological samples in a controlled atmosphere.
As for concluding remarks, it is worth mentioning the following: 1. early analytical data
will be summarized, and compared, to the extent possible, with more recent results, and
2. the known advantages and limitations of several analytical techniques, currently in
use in the Van de Graaff Accelerator Laboratory, will be pointed out and discussed.
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Comparison of Atmospheric Aerosol Sampled by Dichotomous and Stacked
Fiilters Units, using X-ray Spectroscopy
Americo A.F.S. KenInstitute of Physics of the Sao Paulo University

These work compares the composition of chemical elements obtained for the
atmospheric aerosol sampled by dichotomous and stacked filters units (SFU). The analytical
method employed was XRF (X-Ray Fluorescence) or PIXE (Particle Induced X-ray Emission).
Those measurements were related to an experiment coordinated by CETESB (the
environmental agency from the State of Sao Paulo, Brazil), at 1984. Its central aim was the
identification of the principal air pollution sources at Cubatao, a Brazilian industrial city, within
a local Program for the Air Quality Control. The sampling was simultaneous but developed by
independent groups. There was not any initial proposition for comparisons of the results, what
happens only far after thait. Therefore we could certify that the results are free of the bias that
normally occurs when the carriers of the experiment know that the data will be compared. It
worthwhile to say that both kind of samplers employed are still often used to study
atmospheric aerosol.
The GEPA (Air Pollution Study Group) sampled with SFU and performed the X-ray
spectrometry by PIXE. 'NEA (Nuclear Elemental Analysis), was engaged by CETESB, to
perform the experiment using Dichotomous samplers and XRF for the X-ray spectrometry.
The samplers were designed to collect the inhalable aerosol in two fractions of average
aerodinamical diameter ((]>): 2.5 um<<f><15 jim (coarse) and (|)<2.5 jam (fine).
The mass concentrations were determined with a micro-analytical balance.
PIXE analysis was performed in the system assembled in the electrostatic accelerator of
the Pelletron Laboratory of the Institute of Physics of the Sao Paulo University. Samples were
irradiated with 8 Mev a particles that enables the detection of chemical elements with atomic
number (Z) between 11 and 82. The calibration of the system was provided with standard
targets for 17 chemical elements and the fitting of the theoretical yield for all Z. The software
AXIL was used to fit the x-ray spectra. We adopted a methodology that enhances the quality
of the characteristic peaks fitting in region of the Bremsstrahlung background. The fit of blank
filters provided an improvement of the parameters defining the characteristics of the detector
and absorbers that control the background function.
In the comparisons of the results only the linear correlation fits with significance level
better than 0.001 were taken in account.
The slope of the line for 95 experimental points was 0.859±0.025 for the inhalable
fraction, 0.768±0.026 for coarse fraction and 0.974±0.041 for fines. It suggests that in average
the cutoff of the SFU Met selected particles with diameters greater than the inlet of the
dichotomous sampler, overloading the coarse filter. By another side, the selection provided by
the coarse SFU filter and the inertial impactation of the dichotomous sampler showed nearly
the same efficiency, since the slope of the line for fines was close to 1.
Thirteen of the analyzed chemical elements were linearly correlated with significance
level better than 0.001. Table-1 shows the slop for each element, as well as the corresponding
averages obtained for each of the size fraction.
The final uncertainties are related not only with the two x-ray spectroscopy methods
but also with the differences in the methods of selection of the samplers, operational errors and
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on the eventual localized oscillations of the aerosol concentration in the environment.
Otherwise, it could be observed that the uncertainty in the averages are between 10 and 12%,
while the standard deviations, that characterizes single measurements, are between 39 and
43%. These results are compatible' with experiments specially designed for samplers and
analytical methods comparison (e.g. Camp, 1980 [1]), which assure the quality of the
measurements performed. At the same time, it could be seen that the SFU/PIXEa and
Dichotomous/XRF systems provided the same characterization for the atmospheric aerosol,
notwithstanding that SFU samplers are nearly 10 times less expensive than Dichotomous one.
References
[1] Camp, David C. (1980). An inter-comparison of results from samplers used in the
determination of aerosol composition, Environmental International, 4: 83-100.

Table-1. Slopes of the linear correlation between Dichotomous/XRF and SFU/PIXEa
systems of sampling and analyze for the atmospheric aerosol at Cubatao, SP, Brazil.
Z
Inhalable
Specie
Coarse
Fine
N
Slope Uncert. N
Slope Uncert. N
Slope Uncert.
0.11 21
14 21
1.745
0.17
Si
0.097 21
1.40
2.3
0.874
0.059 21
0.084
16 21
0.054 21
1.15
S
0.533
0.057 21
0.777
0.12
K
19 21
0.053 21
1.2
0.702
0.065 21
20 21
0.869
0.91
0.067
Ca
0.061 21
0.854
V
0.695
0.12 21
0.13
23 21
0.075 21
0.88
1.1
0.076
Mn
0.984
0.070 21
0.88
25 21
0.061 21
0.952
0.082 21
0.073
26 21
1.120
1.13
Fe
0.073 21
1.095
0.11
16
0.29
Al
13 16
1.30
0.20 21
2.1
1.44
0.062
18
0.13
P
15 18
0.651
1.3
0.059 21
0.597
0.18
Ti
22 17
1.79
0.12
18
0.13 20
1.70
1.6
0.090
Cr
24 14
0.058
15
0.471
0.066 20
0.44
0.287
0.15
Zn
30 18
0.957
0.088 21
0.073 18
1.2
0.744
0.46
Sr
1.38
0.26
13
38
9
0.11
14
1.9
1.52
Average
Average deviation
Standard Deviation
Counts (N)

1.05
0.11
0.41
13

0.98
0.12
0.43
13

10.5%
39.3%
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11.5%
43.0%

1.3
0.1
0.5
1

10.8%
40.6%
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HEAVY ERDA FOR LIGHT ELEMENT ANALYSIS
N. ADDED, J.F.D. CHUBACI, R. LIGUORINETO, M.A. RIZZUTTO AND M.H.
TABACNIKS
Instituto de Fisica, Universidade de Sao Paulo
Sao Paulo, Brazil.

The use of heavy ions and AE-E detector telescopes has proved to be a useful
tool in ERDA measurements for simultaneous depth profiling of several
elements in materials (1-3). The energy transfer, limited scattering angles and
differences of stopping power of light elements allow the clear identification of
elements and their structure in films. In our system, every event of a
biparametric AE x E spectrum is recorded and can be played back, and
eventually corrected, at will. This feature allows the analyst to follow any
possible change in the sample, like thermal degradation, and insulate all the
events for a particular layer or element. Beyond that, if the telescope is position
sensitive a kinematic energy shift correction can be performed in the case of
large solid angle measurements (4). The low cost gas detector is easy to set up
and calibrate and has the advantage of a better efficiency for very low Z
elements when compared with TOF-ERDA systems.
A beam of 58 MeV 35C1 (7+) ions from the Sao Paulo 8UD Pelletron Accelerator
was used to probe samples. Tipically, a 20 nA beam current bombarded samples
during 15 to 20 minutes. A position sensitive ionization chamber was set at 40°
related to beam direction in order to detect recoils. Position information in the
scattering plane is derived from two back-gammon anode parts. Typical energy
loss resolution was under 5% in these measurements allowing clear
identification of every element under Si. As films analyzed were usually
deposited on thick substrates, target holder was rotated setting a 60° angle
between the normal to sample surface and the incident beam direction. A laser
system was used to position target in the right angle.
Different types of samples were analyzed during the beam times in the last year.
We will show the analysis for a special case we think shows the sensitivity and
accuracy of our setup. Films composed of Al N O were deposited on Si
substrate with different thicknesses (nominally 10, 100, 1000 A). On each side
of A1NO film was evaporated a monoatomic thin film: Ta (between film and
substrate) and Au on the outside surface, both with nominally 10 A. These
samples were grown in a Nordiko 3000 Ion Beam System with a base pressure
of 6 10-8 Torr in the ITN - Sacavem (Portugal).
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Particle identification was clearly defined, as it is shown in AE-E spectra
presented in figure 1 obtained with the ionization chamber. From these type of
spectrum independent contributions for each element can be derived and
analyzed in relation to energy (kinematics and depth constraints) and atomic
density (stoichiometry). Independent contributions are also shown for Al
particles for four samples (figure 1) and for O, C and N events for the thicker
sample (figure 2).
•fa)
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Figure 1: a) Energy spectrum for Al recoils
from samples S5 and S6 (ITN), nominally 1000
and 10 A; b) Energy spectrum for Al recoils
from samples S2 and S3 (ITN), nominally 10
and 100 A; c) Biparametric spectra DE x E for
sample S3.

Figure 2: a), b), c) Energy loss spectra for
samples S2, S3 and S5 (ITN) showing the
carbon, nitrogen and oxigen contributions; d)
Biparametric spectra DE x E for sample S5.

The analysis indicated that the AINO film has a smaller number of N and Al
ions than expected, although the thicknesses of film were in the expected order
of magnitude. Au layers were thicker than expected. Quality of results indicate
that the AE-E ERDA system developed is suitable for analyze thin films
composed of light elements.
References:
1) J. L'Ecuyer, C.Brassard, C. Cardinal, B. Terrault, Nucl. Inst. and Meth. 149
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3) W. Assmann, H. Huber, Ch. Steinhausen, M. Dobler, H. Gluckler, A.
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TRACE ELEMENTS IN HUMAN, CATTLE AND SWINE TEETH, MEASURED BY
EXTERNAL BEAM PIXE-PIGE SETUP

M.H. TABACNIKS, MA. RIZZUTTO, N. ADDED, R. LIGUORINETO, J.C. ACQUADRO
Institute of Physics of the University of Sao Paulo, Brazil.
M. VILELA
Institute of Electrotechnique and Energy of the University of Sao Paulo, Brazil
T.R.C. F. OLIVEIRA, R. A. MARKARIAN, M. MORI
Faculty of Dentistry of the University of Sao Paulo, Brazil

The use of animal teeth to replace human teeth in dentristy school classes and to test chemicals and
fillings, motivated for a better characterization of the elementary composition of their enamel, since
some of the chemical properties, adesion and chemical compatibility may depend on these parameters.
Cattle, swine and human teeth were collected by dentists of the University of Sao Paulo. These teeth
came primarily from Sao Paulo region and were analyzed for trace elements at the Open Nuclear
Physics Laboratory, using a high energy external proton beam, PIXE-PIGE setup.
A total of nine human molars, nine bovine incisive and five molar swine teeth were analyzed. The teeth
were irradiated in air with proton beams ranging from 13 to 15.5 MeV. Specific characteristics of our
accelerator allowed a sufficiently intense beam to get an acceptable gamma-ray yield but not too high
as to prevent us from measuring X-rays. The energetic proton beam also allowed the use a thick
aluminum exit window (0.5mm thick) instead of the usual fragile thin plastic windows as there is no
need for a monoenergetic beam or to avoid energy straggling. The energy loss in the exit foil and in the
nearly 10 cm air path was about 5 to 4 MeV. Typical beam currents were of a few nA, measured with a
beam catcher located in air at the target position. The acquisition time was approximately 20 min for
each sample. The gamma and X-rays were observed respectively with a High-Purity Germanium
detector (Ge(HP)) with 20% efficiency and a Si(Li) detector with FWHM 250eV@MnK, kindly
provided by Dr. Cibele B. Zamboni from IPEN-SP. The gamma-ray detector was located about 30 cm
from the irradiation spot at an angle of 90° with respect to the proton beam. The X-ray detector was
placed at about 6.3 cm from the target and an angle of 120 degrees to the proton beam. A surface
barrier detector was also used to monitor the proton beam scattered by the exit window. This signal was
used to normalize peak areas in the gamma spectra The gamma data were analysed using the VAXPAK
[1] code and the X-ray spectra were analysed by AXEL-X-Ray analysis software [2]. Elementary
concentrations were normalized to Ca concentration in Hidroxy-apatite, (24.4%) and corrected for self
absorption as usual in thick target PIXE. Second order enhancements effects were neglected. Typical
X-ray spectra of the three kinds of enamel are presented in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the gamma ray
spectra for the same samples. Elements K, Ca, Fe, Cu, Zn, Sr and Pb were detected by PIXE technique.
In Figure 3, the principal elements present in the enamel of cattle, human and swine teeth, as detected
by PIXE are compared. The concentration of Fe and Cu in human teeth are simmilar to swine teeth but
are very different from cattle teeth. It is also observed that the Sr concentrations are similar between the
three species.
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Introduction
Plasmas are starting to have an important role in the production of new materials,
for the treatment of toxic wastes and for different applications in metallurgy. One of the
remaining problems inhibiting the further industrial application of plasmas is related to the
plasma generator or plasma torch. Short electrode lifetimes, unreliable torch performance
and lack of flexibility in torch operation are all directly or indirectly due to the lack of
fundamental knowledge on the role of the electrodes in the plasma generating process. A
more fundamental understanding of the phenomena governing electrode erosion of copper
cathodes is necessary for decreasing electrode erosion rates and, therefore, increasing the
electrode lifetime and achieving more flexibility in torch operation.
The erosion of copper electrodes in a concentric cylinder geometry with
magnetically driven electric arcs, simulating a plasma torch, was studied in the past for
variety of gases and gas mixtures [1-4]. Those studies focused on the behaviour of the
cathode, since that electrode presents higher erosion rates, for cold electrodes, than the
anode. The addition of few percents of polyatomic gases (N2, O2, CO, CI2, CH4, H2S) to
inert gases (Ar or He) caused large variations in the arc behaviour, and altered significantly
the cathode erosion when compared with experiments using pure inert gases.
Using different techniques, such as high speed filming, AES, XPS, Kelvin Probe
Method and others, it was determined that the contamination of the surface, caused by the
decomposition of the polyatomic gases by the electric arc and plasma jet, and the
consequent attraction of the positive ions towards the cathode, was the cause for the
observed changes.
There was no obsierved change in the cathode work function when using pure He or
Ar. However, when introducing the contaminant gases into the chamber, significant
changes in the work function were observed. Since the contamination of the cathode
surface in the experiments was not controlled, there was a need for performing a more
systematic study of the changes occurring on the cathode surface when contaminated with
different elements.
In this work, we have developed a method for implanting different ions in the
surface of copper plates in order to investigate the induced changes, particularly of the
work function. The aim of the work is to understand the main phenomena controlling the
emission of electrons from a metallic surface for future use of that material as cathodes in
plasma torches. The results from this work could be used in other applications, such as in
catalysts and oxidation/ corrosion properties of copper.
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Experimental Procedure and Results
A method has been developed for implanting low energy ions in copper substrates
in order to understand the main phenomena controlling the emission of electrons from a
metallic surface. The method consists of preparing a mechanical mask in order to generate
a pattern on the copper surface for the ion implantation; the substrates that received the ions
were examined before and after the implantation, in terms of topography, composition and
work function [5].
The substrates, made of polycrystalline copper, were polished with diamond pastes
of up to lum grain size and cleaned afterwards with ethanol and distilled water. The
maximum topographical difference after the treatment, measured by AFM, was of the order
of 250nm. No significant change in the topography induced by the low energy ion
implantation was observed.
Two polished copper substrates were implanted with phosphorus ions (this material
was chosen for convenience) with an acceleration voltage of 39keV and a dose of 8.45 10lD
ions/cm2.
The results obtained from AES analysis showed the presence of some contaminants
(S, Cl, C, N, O) in the first few surface layers of copper. These contaminants were found
both in implanted and non-implanted samples. However, a peak around 120eV, indicating
the presence of phosphorus, was detected just for the implanted substrates. It was also
concluded there was no contamination due to the use of mechanical mask in the ion
implantation process.
Kelvin probe Force Microscopy (KPFM) measurements were performed for the
implanted samples, in order to determine the Volta Potential distribution, which is directly
related to the work function of the surface. The Volta Potential between the tip (made of Pt
and Ir) and a freshly cleaned polycrystalline copper substrates was used as a reference
value. Just the same, the conclusions drawn from these measurements upon the ion
implantation induced changes of the work function, are not dependent on the fact which
reference material was used. The Volta Potential difference between the implanted and
non-implanted regions, measured on eight different areas within one sample, was 25 mV, in
average. Although the values for the Volta Potential difference vary slightly from area to
area, the work function of implanted copper shows an increase compared with the original
copper surface. It is not yet clear the complete mechanism of the work function changes;
further experiments are being conducted for better understanding of the phenomena
involved. However, the developed method seems appropriate for a systematic study of
variations of work function with controlled composition of the surface.
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Introduction
In our radiation damage research using cyclotron simulations, we are accomplishing a study of high Tc
superconductor under " particles' implantation at JEN's CV-28 cyclotron. Using a special system for
energy degrading, it was possible homogeneous He implantation with fluency of 1.2 to 6.0xl0I6".cm~2.
The preliminary results showed decreasing values for Tc(onsel) and T(Offset) with increasing fluency.
The magnetic permeability curves showed bump structures with relative position to Tc(onset) varying with
the fluency, suggesting pha.se transition as consequence of He implanted. The samples annealing in
oxygen atmosphere showed evidence of restoring the superconductivity property.
Some results available in the; literature are conflicting to some high Tc superconducting ceramics:
Voronova[1], irradiated NbsSn with " particles getting monotonically decreasing of Tc(omet) with
increasing fluency;
Chrisey(2], irradiated films of YBaCuO with 65 MeV " particles and fluency lower than 1014".crri2,
and showed no changes on Tc(onset);
Maish[31, irradiated YBaCuO with 1014p.cm2 protons, and observed no evidence for phase transition,
despite of contradicting Voronova's results;
Some results of this study also differ from some authors above mentioned. However, some of them are
in agreement with others authors such: Bourgault[4], which investigating samples of YBaCuO, using 3.5
GeVXe ions, fluency of 10l2".cm2, verified decreasing of the Tc(onset) with fluency, and a more strong
decreasing of TioSset], also in agreement with present work.
As a next step, is scheduled to perform positron lifetime measurements as function of temperature, to
study the behavior of Tc and its changes as consequence of Cyclotron He++ implantation in this ceramic.

Sample Preparation and Characterization
The samples were prepared from Y2O3, Ba(NOs)2 e CuO, following the conventional procedure. The
mixture, in parts of 1:2:3 in Y, Ba, and Cu was dry heated in an alumina crucible, with oxygen flux of
5.6 mis'1 a 1223K during 20 h. After pressing, we got the samples in pellets with 350 pun thickness and
density 5.8 gem3. The sintering was done in the same condition of the preparing for 18 hours, when the
temperature was reduced (1.7 Kmiri1) to 673 K and brought to room temperature. In that stage we took
it out pallets, with mass around 5.86 mg, and size compatible with the probe for magnetic permeability
measurements (2x1x1 mm).
Irradiation Procedure
The samples were fixed, with metallic indium, in a water-cooled target holders made of copper. The
indium was used for proper heat dissipation and as temperature controller during irradiation. In earlier
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works, X-ray diffraction and magnetic permeability measurements showing no changes due to indium
adsorption or absorption.
The irradiations were done at IEN's CV-28 Cyclotron. The " particle beam with 28 MeV maximum
energy was periodically degraded with a rotating disk with aluminum foils of different thickness. This
way, it was possible a homogeneous ion implantation into the sample thickness. The typical currents
were 500 nA, corresponding to a flux of 1.64xlOn".ctri2s'1.
Results
The magnetic permeability measurements were performed using a conventional system for zero
detection ("Lock-in amplifier" 124 PAR). The temperature range was from 66 to 94 K.
After irradiations it was observed structure's bump like, in the permeability curve. This bumps also
showed changes in relative position in the curve, followed by changes in Tc{onset). This behavior suggests
that changes in Tc(onset) could be attributed to a defined amount of implanted ions. This hypothesis is
justified considering that each bump is the register of a starting phase transformation, as consequence
of the helium concentration. Although Maish[3], had also observed similar structure in resistivity
measurements as function of temperature, in YBaCuO irradiated with 63 MeV protons' 10I4pcm'2, it was
discarded phase transformation by X ray diffraction.
Nevertheless, considering the different experimental situations, it should not be excluded the possibility
of changes on the crystal structure due to presence of implanted He, giving rise to oxygen ion disorder
followed by phase transformation.
Conclusion
In spite of some divergences and diversity of experimental situations, all of them have in common the
study of the behavior of the superconductors under radiation. Other questions are being considered, and
the positron annihilation technique is being applied, trying to clarify the referred questions.
Despite these questions, it is possible to make some conclusions. One of the most important is that the
superconducting changed by ion implantation can be partially recovered by a proper annealing. It is
expected that positron technique results could be able to clarify or better describe the behavior of
TC(Onset), T(qffset), bumps structures and Tc.
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During the last decade nanocrystalline magnetic materials have been widely studied
due to the multiple technological applications. Amongst the magnetic materials of major
technological interest are the soft magnetic ferrites and the granular solids formed by ferrites
dispersed in non magnetic matrices.
It is a well known fact that the magnetic properties of these materials, such as
coercivity, magnetic saturation and magnetization, depend on the shape, size and size
distribution of the nanoparticles. For this reason, the general purpose of this work was to
obtain structural information on ferrite nanoparticles (NiFe2C>4 and NiZnFe2C>4) and granular
solids obtained by dispersion of these particles in non magnetic matrices, like SiCh and SnC>2.
The ferrite samples were prepared by co-precipitation and heat treated between 300 and 600
°C [1] at the Applied Physics Laboratory of the CDTN. The granular solids, with 30% in
volume concentration of ferrite, were obtained by mechanical alloying with milling times (tm)
varying between 1.25 and 10 h, at the CBPF.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was used to follow the structural evolution of the
samples under thermal Ireatment. The diffraction patterns also allowed the determination of
the average crystalline grain size (<D>hki) using Scherrer's formula. Small-angle X-ray
scattering experiments were performed in order to obtain additional information on particle
size and surface characteristics, using synchrotron radiation at the SAXS beamline of the
National Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS). In this communication we report the results
obtained from the expeiiments with samples of NiZn ferrite as a function of heat treatment,
and of Ni ferrite dispersed in a SnC>2 matrix as a function of ball-milling time.
In figure 1-a we display the XRD patterns for NiZnFe2C>4 samples without annealing,
and after heat treatment at 300, 400, 500 and 600 °C. These patterns show the evolution of the
sample crystallinity. The average grain size increases with heat treatment as shown in the
inset, reaching a maximum value of <D>hki = 334 A. For the samples of NiFe2O4 dispersed in
SnCh (30% vol.) the two phases are initially identified in the diffractograms (figure 1-b). The
effects of mechanical alloying are evidenced by the increasing line broadening, which is
attributed to smaller particle size and structural disorder. The ferrite phase is practically
undetected in the granular material after 10 hours of milling.
The SAXS curves from both set of samples show a broad particle size distribution.
The intensity versus scattering vector q (=(4n sin &)/A) are shown in figure 2 in the form of
log I(q) vs. log q plots. For the NiZn ferrite samples (figure 2-a) we observe a behavior
obeying Porod's law for large q values. This is characteristic of the existence of smooth
interfaces in the scattering sample. A shoulder that is displaced as the treatment temperature
increases has been attributed to a change in the particle structure factor. For the composite
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material NiFe2O4 + SnC>2, for different milling times (figure 2-b), we note a change in the
slope in the log I(q) vs. log q plots, indicating a change in the scaling law exponent for the
samples submitted to ball milling. Volume size distribution functions calculated for the NiZn
ferrite assuming spherical particles showed a wide dispersion, centered in values smaller than
the crystallite size determined by XRD but
presenting
the
NiFe O + SnO
same trend.
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Figure 1. (a) XRD patterns of NiZn ferrite samples for different heat treatments (Inset shows changes in
average grain size) (b) XRD patterns from Ni ferrite dispersed in a SnO^ matrix for different milling times.
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In respect to the ion implantation, which is the largest industrial application of ion beams (keV
energy range), application of fast ions (of MeV energy) in industry seems to be marginal. The
main reason is that by requiring relatively large facilities fast ion beams are mainly used as
characterisation tool, while: the low energy ions are used as a tool for modification of materials
on much larger scale. Still, application of MeV ions in characterisation of industrial products is
increasing due to the development of new powerful characterisation techniques.
In this report, application of RBS (Rutherford Backscattering) and ERDA (Elastic recoil
detection analysis) for the characterisation of composition depth profiles and IBIC (Ion Beam
Induced Current) for the characterisation of electronic properties of silicon solar cells is
presented.
Improvement of efficiency in amorphous silicon solar cells produced in Koncar S.C. in Split,
Croatia was the main goal of the collaboration with R. Boskovic Institute. In the first stage of
cooperation, several laboratory techniques were applied to establish a correlation between the
measured properties of produced solar cells and their efficiency. In addition to classical optical
and electrical measurements, RBS with 5 MeV Li beam was used for the measurements of Sn
contact, Si pin layer and Al contact thickness (figure 1). ERDA with 9 MeV C beam was used to
observe the hydrogen depth profile in Si layer. IBIC technique on the other side was used to
observe spatial distribution of charge transport properties.
Preliminary measurements agreed with a generally known fact that the most important
characteristics that influence the solar cell efficiency are the efficiency of solar radiation
absorption and diffusion length of photo-generated carriers (their mobility and lifetime). Since
these processes are not independent, acquired information will be used to write a simple
computer simulation of predicted solar cell efficiency. Using the readings from simple
instruments mounted at the production line increased efficiency of produced solar cells is
expected.
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Due to its special and unusual characteristics for charged particles acceleration, like Hydrogen
stable isotopes, the Linear Accelerator Facilities (LAF) of the High Flux Neutron Generator at
the Centre of Applied Technologies and Nuclear Development, CEADEN, presents very
attractive edges and capabilities for nowadays and important Material Researches: relative
low accelerations energies ( < 300 keV ) combined to high ion beam transport currents ( < 20
mA) under continuos as well pulsed irradiation regimes [1].
Recently a new Irradiation Chamber was arranged and successfully connected to LAF ,
which makes it possible Ion Beam Materials Modifications studies [2]. The present work is
aimed to both, methodological ( parameter optimisation and characterisation ) studies of this
Irradiation Chamber and protons irradiation response of a set of at the present time interesting
materials.
Thereby our first findings of a: C-H Thin Films as well as the results of researches on
samples of Aluminium and Stainless Steels, YBaCuO and Bi- based superconducting
polycrystalline and PZT ceramics samples modified by protons irradiation at low energy are
reported.
From the methodological point of view the works is focussed to characterise proton beams
homogeneity, as well as the description of the temperature gradients and distribution field on
the samples arising from irradiation process.
The main Material Research aim concerns to the correlation among its main physical
properties ( mechanical, corrosive, superconductive and ferroelectric ) with protons fluency at
different protons incident energies. Proton implantation, deposited doses and defects density
profiles as well as proton backscattering and sputtering yields were calculated by means of the
SRIM Code.
For the characterisation of the irradiated materials, a set of physical and physicochemical
experimental methods was applied, searching both, the proton irradiation damaged layers ( xrays Diffraction, Moessbauer Spectroscopy, Optical and Electron Microscopy, Microhardness
measurements and Corrosion Tests ) and the massive properties ( Hardness, Electrical
Resistivity, Magnetic Susceptibility) in dependence of the sort of the analysed sample.
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On the chosen metals samples, erosion and disordering processes were induced on the
external damaged layers under the action of severe proton irradiation conditions ( continuos
irradiation with high proton beam current) [3]. At a fluency of 1018 protons/ cm2 , proton
beams accelerated up to 250 keV induced on aluminium samples erosion and sublimation
process on the exposed sample surface. The Microhardness of the irradiated samples
measured on its exposed surface showed an abrupt diminution ( more than the half of its
initial value ). However, Beta Rays Backscattering Coefficient ( R ) measurements on theses
samples remained constant, in spite of the fact that in [4] a strong correlation among R and
crystalline defects density and Hardness values had been proved .
For pulsed proton beams irradiation experiments the dependence of the measured physical
properties of the irradiated samples on protons fluences are presented and discussed.
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The novel technique of Ion Mixing (EM) using, 300 keV 40Ar+ ion irradiation, was used to induce
defects in thin films Ge vacuum deposited onto Si wafer substrates. The defects are characterized by
Thermoluminescence (TL) and structural changes are investigated by Rutherford backscattering
(RBS). Evidence of new defect states are observed with Ar doses reaching 3xlO 16 ions/cm2. Kinetic
analysis of a series of observed glow (GL-) curves are deconvoluted to determine the trapping
parameters (activation energy, E, kinetic order, b, and concentration of electrons, rio) associated with
charge transfer processes.
Thin films of Ge were vacuum deposited (-lO"4 Pa) onto Si-wafer substrates to form the bilayer
configuration: Si(substrate)\Ge(0.3um). Structural defects are introduced by IM [1] using 300 keV
40
Ar+ beam, supplied from the Jordan University Van de Graaff accelerator (JOVAC). The beam
fluence was varied up to 3xlO16 ions/cm2 under a constant flux (~0.2fiA/cm"2). Structural information
was probed by 2MeV He+ beam using the RBS technique in a standard geometry [2] see Fig.l. For TL
investigation, samples are directly read after RBS analysis in a Pitman TOLEDO TLD 654 READER
between room temperature and 400°C at a constant heating rate of 1.8°C/s [3]. The sensitivity of the
light collecting system (PM-tube) was set at 980nm. The GL-curves, intensity (I) versus temperature
(T), are shown in Fig.2. Such curves are analyzed based on total GL-curve deconvolution, Table 1.
In Fig.l, the measured RBS energy spectra of 2MeV
He + beam are shown before and after (3xlO16 ions/cm2)
40
Ar+ beam irradiation. Subsequent to bombardment,
changes in the spatial distribution of the elemental
species accompanied by the formation of defects take
place as a result of collisional cascades intersecting the
interface are noted. Changes are indicated on the
deposited film and the substarate signals. The effect of
mixing is observed on the sloping of the backedges of
the Ge film and the front edge of the Si substrate.
Consequently, a metastable alloy structure (thickness
-0.08 jim) of the form Sii.xGex with x=0.8 is formed.
With such alloys, tailored band gaps from 1.12 to
0.66eV can be formed and act to extend the infrared
response of Si-solar cells; and increase the photogeneration and current collection [4] by forming various
defect states.
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FIG.I: 2MeV 4He+ RBS spectra illustrating
structural changes observed before and after
300keV 40Ar+ beam irradiation. Spectra are
displaced for clarity.

Figure 2 illustrates the measured TL glow curves before and after 40Ar+ irradiation. The curves of
Fig.2a indicate that the existence of a relatively low conceentration of deep level states is observed in
the as deposited film. This gives evidence that the influence of the analyzing beam on the
concentration of defects foitned is insignificant. In particular, the absence of radiative defect states
have a large impact on the efficiency that is influenced by the method of preparation, processing
conditions and structural changes initiated by irradiation and interdiffusion processes [5,6]. The
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detected glow curve obtained after 300keV Ar irradiation, Fig.2b, has remarkably altered the
concentration of defects and resulted in the development of new defects. The formation of such defect
states gives evidence that a mixed region between Si and Ge develops because of Ar irradiation and
consequently tailoring the band gaps. Kinetic analysis performed on the GL-curve of Fig.2, revealed
the formation of three defect states detected at, Tm= 90, 170 and 215°C (E=0.53, 0.68 and 0.89eV), cf.
Table 1, accompanied by alterations in the concentration and positions of the states detected before
irradiation at 233 and 304°C. This indicates a mobile defect distribution associated with impurity and
structural damage, which influences the charge traps and recombination centers. Continual efforts in
this direction are underway to assign the defects. Nevertheless, the data shown in Fig.2 are promising
for future generation of reducing the cost of silicon solar cells, by alloying.
Tablel: Kinetic parameters of the resolved GL-peak before and after Ar irradiation.
Before irradiation
Before irradiation
Peak
E(eV)
Tm(K)
Peak
E(eV)
TJK)

0.53
0.68
0.89
1.05
1.10

Pi

P.
p2

0.50
0.84

506
577

230
228

0.99
1.00

P2
P3
P4
P5

361
444
488
534
587

1.46
1.02
1.02
1.02
0.99

94
75
286
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464
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FIG.2: Glow curves illustrating the defect states observed because of 300 keVAr ion bombardment
to a dose of 3x1016 ions/cm2. The various peak components forming the total glow curve are shown
as solid curves; peaks sum (heavy solid line) and background signal (dotted curve).
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Beirut, Lebanon.
Phosphorus determination, at level of percent, in Si matrix is not an easy analytical task. The
analyzed materials arc Borophosphosilicate glass which are an important component of silicon
based semiconductor technology. It's a thin S1O2 layer (400 nm) doped with boron and
phosphorus using, in general, CVD (Chemical Vapor Deposition) process, in order to improve its
plasticity, and deposited onto Si substrate. Therefore, the mechanical behaviour of the CVD
SiO2 (P, B) layer is very (sensitive to the phosphorus concentration.
In this work we explore the capability of PDOE (Particle induced X-ray Emission) to monitor a
rapid and accurate quantification of P which is usually very low in such materials (few percent of
the thin CVD layer deposited onto a silicon substrate). A systematic study is undertaken using
Proton (0.5-3 MeV energy) and helium (1-3 MeV energy) beams, different thickness of X-ray
absorber (131 and 146 |im of Kapton filter) and different tilting angles (0,45,60 and 80°). The
optimized measurement conditions should improve the P signal detection comparing to the Si
(Fig.I) and Background ones.
In charged particle excitation, the main background contribution in the X-ray spectra is the
bremsstrahlung from the: secondary electrons produced in the target by the impinging ions. The
generated background gives rise to a significant or even large background signal in the X-ray
spectrurn, with a maximum at the lowest detectable energy, followed by a roughly exponential
decrease [1]. This background severely limits the detection sensitivity for elements with low
atomic number. Furthennore, for a given incident ion, the bremsstrahlung decreases with the
energy of incident ion, much higher than the cross-section for inner shell ionization [2].
Thus, Low Energy PDCE (LE-PIXE) using protons of less than 1 MeV or alphas of less than 2
MeV could enhance significantly the peak to background ratio for light elements. It seems to be
very powerful and sensitive technique for the characterization of elements of Z < 20 in surface
and near surface regions [2-3]. We demonstrate that 600 keV proton and 1.5 MeV helium under
normal incidence, using 146-um kapton as X-ray absorber, permit an accurate quantification of
phosphorus within few minutes of acquisition time, with acceptable LOD (Limit of Detection)
and a relative high sensitivity. The sensitivity for phosphorus determination is highly improved
when using grazing angles (806). In this way, protons of 1 MeV energy can be used and we shall
have less acquisition time and LOD.
The CVD layers of the different samples were obtained by mixing silane gas with a few percent
of phosphine and boron. The percentage of the phosphine gas in the CVD gas mixture varies
from 0 to 4 % (0, 2, 3,3.5 and 4%). The thickness of the CVD deposited layer was ~ 400 nm
measured by ellipsometry and checked by RBS. The PDCE results shows that the phosphorus
concentration in the C\T3 layer varies linearly with the percentage of the phosphine gas used in
the CVD gas mixture.
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Figure 1: Variations of Yp/Ysi (see text) against incident particle energy for hydrogen beam,
using 131 fim and 146 pm kapton X-rays, and for helium beam (146/im kapton). The variations
of the K-X rays production cross section ratio between phosphorus and silicon fakx(P)/irkx(Si)J
are shown for comparison.
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Direct Recoil Spcctroscopy of ion-induced structural changes Jft
amorphous graphite surfaces with heavy ions of < 150 keV energy
Shoaib Ahmad
Pakistan Institute of Nuclear Science and Technology (PJ1NSTECH)
Islamabad, Pakistan
We describe the use of heavy ion (Ar+, Kr' and XeJ) beams delivered by the indigenously
designed 250 keV electrostatic accelerator for Direct Recoil Spectroscopy-DRS as a surface
diagnostic technique. The initial development work on the technique was done at PINSTECH
[1] for the identification of the surface constituents with relatively low energies ~ 100 keV
heavy ion beams as opposed to the MeV H+ orHe + ions used in RBS. We have employed this
technique to perform in situ studies of the evolution of the amorphous graphite surface as a
function of high ion fbence.
Measurements of the energy spectra of multiply charged positive and negative carbon ions
recoiling from graphite surface under 50-150 keV ion bombardment clearly identify the
Direct Recoil (DR) peaks with singly and multiply charged carbon ions Ct5±(n > 1) as well as
carbon clusters Cm(m>l). These monatomic and cluster ions have been seen recoiling with
the characteristic direct recoil energy EDR = k.JEoCOS2 9DI?; where 8I>R is the angle of the direct
recoiling particle, k= 4.mj.m2/(mi+m2)2, mi and Eo are projectile mass and energy and mz is
recoiling particle's mass. Energy analysis is performed with a 90° electrostatic energy
analyser. Charged particle detection is done with a Channel Electron Multiplier. The
experimental set up is explained in detail elsewhere [2].
Amorphous graphite was chosen to ensure a structure-less carbon medium that would
undergo cyclic sequences of bond breaking and re-bonding of the carbon atoms to from stable
complexes. The direct recoils produced in the binary collisions of the ions with target species
are detected at large recoil angles. The energy analysis yields information about the recoiling
particles' masses.
We have utilised another inherent characteristic of the DRS i.e., the instantaneous monitoring
of the structural changes that are brought about by the heavy ions themselves within the
irradiated surface regions. By taking successive spectra of the direct recoiling particles, we
have been able to identify (be evolving surface's structural changes [3],
In Fig. i are shown the Direct Recoil peaks belonging to the multiply charged C, as well as
the carbon clusters Cm (m>l). The figure is for 100 keV Kr+ bombardment. The cluster
emission takes place after a prolonged bombardment at fluence of few times 1017 ions cm'2.
In this communication we show that the Direct Recoil Spectroscopy is a powerful diagnostic
tool with low energy heavy ions. It can equally be used for the detection of the light as well
as the heavy surface constituents' identification. Simultaneously, it can be used to monitor
the ion-induced physical and chemical changes in the irradiated surface by monitoring the
energy spectra of the emitted DRs as a function of the ion fhtence.
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Fig. I. The energy spectrum of the charged carbon ions and clusters recoiling from 100 keV
Kr" bombarded amorphous graphite surface. The total ion fluence is 6.6x10 cm'2. Up to 4
limes charges Q and singly charged clusters from C2 to C?o can be identified in the
spectrum.
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MATERIALS ANALYSIS IN ARCHAEOMETRICAL STUDIES AT
BUCHAREST ACCELERATORS
B.CONSTANTINESCU
Institute of Atomic Physics
POB MG-6, Bucharest, Romania
The scientific analysis of archaeological objects ideally requires the availability of
methods which are simultaneously non-destructive, fast, universal, versatile, sensitive
and multielemental. Analyses of source materials combined with analyses of the
objects could distinguish from pieces produced in different regions. Chemical
differences which occur during refinement and preparation of materials (e.g. alloys)
will affect the elemental composition and could be used for the identification of
technologies and workshops involved. Romania has a lot of interesting archaeological
sites : Greek (4th - 2nd Century BC) on the Black Sea coast, Roman (1 st - 5th Century
AD) in Transylvania and Dobroudja, Byzantine (6th - 12th Century AD) on the
Danube border. Our purpose is to help Romanian archaeologists to identify objects
provenance (workshops, technologies, mines) and to explain different commercial,
military and political aspects.
For numismatic research (coins analysis), we use XRF (X-Ray Fluorescence) and in
air PIXE (Proton Induced X-ray Emission) methods. XRF measurements are done
with a spectrometer consisting of a 30 mCi Am-241 annular gamma-source attached
to a support that defines the angle of the incident photons and collimates the
fluorescent X-rays in their path to the Si(Li) detector, where they are recorded. A
conventional electronic chain, consisting of preamplifier and MCA, is used to
accumulate the spectra. External standards (metallic foils - Goodfellow - and mineral
mixtures with known elemental composition) are used. For in air PD£E, we use 3
MeV protons beam obtained from the 6.5 MeV U-120 Bucharest Cyclotron nominal
regime protons extracted through a pressure-air cooled 20 microns aluminium foil
into the air, striking the sample after 8 cm. To avoid the strong straggling effect, large
size samples are used (50-80 mm diameter). X-rays are detected through reflection,
using a 4.3 mm active area diameter horizontal Si(Li) detector (1 mm Plexiglas
absorber). Coins emitted by HQstria (Greek colony, 4th - 3 rd Century BC, located on
the Black Sea coast), late Roman Empire, Byzantine Empire (10th - 11th Century,
"normaT-coined and casted money - and "false'Mocal casted money) were examined,
after common mechanical and chemical cleaning. 3 MeV protons induced PIXE for
Fe, As, Pb determination and XRF for Ag, Sn, Sb evaluation were used. Obtained
main composition characteristics are : Histria coins have high tin (5-8%) and lead (47%) content, important iron (1-1.2%) content, traces of silver and antimony (100
ppm); Roman coins have high lead content (3-6%), relative important silver content
(155-5500 ppm), low tin content (0.1-0.4%), traces of iron and antimony (below 300
ppm). Different groups of Byzantine coins were found : "normal" coined with high
silver content (3-50%) and low lead content (0.2-1.5%) from Thessaloniki and
Constantinople workshops; "normal" coined with high lead (3-15%) and low silver
(0.1-0.5%) content; "normal" casted with lead (0.3-0.7%) and silver traces (100-1000
ppm); 'Yalse" casted (local) with arsenic content (800-8000 ppm), relative low lead
content (500-3000 ppm). Considerations on metallurgical procedures and financial
policy (inflation, especially) in different epochs are presented.
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For ceramics and glasses studies three methods are used: in air 3 MeV protons PIXE,
241
Am source based XRF (see above) and FNAA (Fast Neutron Activation Analysis).
For FNAA, to produce fast neutrons, deuterons, accelerated up to 13 MeV bombarded
a thick (166.5 mg/cm2) Be target placed at 20° against the incident beam (up to 20
uA). The absolute intensity flux on free air, at 10 cm behind the Be target was 1.82 x
108 n/cm2 jj.C, with a neutron average energy of 5.24 MeV at 0°. Using this fast
neutrons beam, some light elements can be determined: Al, Mg, Na, Si, but also Ca,
Ti, Fe, Zn, Cd, In, Sn, Sb, Ba, Pb. The above mentioned methods are complementary
and they work better together. For ceramics we routinely detect Mg, Al, Si, K, Ca, Ti,
Fe, Zr, Ba, La, Ce (interferences Mg-Al-Si and Y-Zr). The precision of our results is
in the order of 15 to 25% relative error. The detection limits are in the range of 30 (Ni,
As, Sb) to 200 ppm (Ti, Fe, Zn, Sn, Ba, Pb) for trace elements and in the range of 0.2
to 1% for major lights elements. These detection limits were tested using NBS
geological standards (Wl, BM, KH). Some compositional results on various
archaeological ceramics objects from Romanian sites ( glaze and painting agents but
also clay elemental analyses) are presented. For glasses, chemical differences that
occur during preparation of materials will affect the elemental composition and could
be used for the identification of technologies and workshops involved. The problem is
to identify colouring agents, decolorants, opacifiers and fining agents. The XRF and
FNAA techniques were used. Some results on medieval and XVIII Century samples
founded in South-Eastern Romania are also presented.
The last example we present is a study on. ancient Greek silver and Dacian gold
coins. For silver coins, two methods were used : in air 3 MeV protons PIXE and Am241 source based XRF (see above). For gold coins, the methods used were XRF and
PAA (Proton Activation Analysis). For XRF, three annular excitation sources - Pu238 (30 mCi), Am-241 (30 mCi) and Am-241 (10 mCi, with nickel window for
absorption of soft X-rays) and two X-ray detectors - a Si(Li) and a HPGe - were used.
For PAA, each coin was irradiated in vacuum for 5 hrs at an incident proton energy of
11 MeV provided by our HVEC_Tandem accelerator at a current of ca. 50 na and
measured using a properly protected Ge(Li) gamma spectrometer.We obtained the
composition of the silver coins and comparing the quantities of Ag, Cu, Sn, Pb and
Au, we can find which are original, which are copies and which are Barbarian
imitations. As gold coins, we analyzed 21 pieces of KOSON type. Three groups of
coins with different composition were found, corresponding to simple, complex and
no monogram pieces. Some possible historical conclusions are discussed.
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LJUBLJANA MICROBEAM CONSTRUCTION AND PERFORMANCE
J. SIMCIC
J. Stefan Institute,
Ljubljana, Slovenia
P. PELICON
J. Stefan Institute,
Ljubljana, Slovenia
M. BUDNAR
J. Stefan Institute,
Ljubljana, Slovenia
Z. SMIT
J. Stefan Institute,
University of Ljubljana,
Faculty of Mathematics and Physics,
Ljubljana, Slovenia
In August 2000 the setup of Ljubljana Ion Microprobe, based on OM 150 triplet, has been
completed. The beamline is installed at the 10° exit port of 2 MeV Tandetron accelerator. It
is equipped with motor driven slits, precise five-axis goniometer and spherically shaped
measuring chamber with detectors for PIXE, PIGE, STIM, SE and RBS.
In order to understand the behavior of beam optics along complete system, consisted of
tandem accelerator and beamline optical elements, graphically supported interactive computer
code, based on linear approximation, has been developed. The program is used both to
determine the optimal parameters of the tandem focusing system in its daily use and while
projecting new beamline configurations.
Test measurements performed on copper grid yielded a spatial resolution of 1.0 x 1.5 urn2 in
high current mode (30 pA) and 0.5 x 0.9 um2 in low current mode (104 hits per second). First
analytical results confirmed excellent performance of new Ljubljana ion microprobe.

12.5 um copper grid, low current mode,
scan size 20 x 20 nm2, estimated spatial
resolution 0.5 x 0.9 urn2.
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FJ. AGER, J.E. MARTIN, M.D. YNSA, M.Á. QNTALBA, J.R. RUiZ-LARA. M.A.
RESPALDIZA
Centro Nacional de Aceleradores (CNA), Sevilla, Spain
The Centro Nacional de Aceleradores (National Accelerator Center, CNA), the first and for
the moment the only Spanish ion beam analysis (IBA) laboratory, was set up in 1998 in the
University of Seville (Spain)- This laboratory was created with the aim to fulfill the increasing
demand for IBA techniques existing in Spain. This facility is based on a 3 MV pelletron
tandem accelerator, which is being used for interdisciplinary studies concerning Material
Science, Art, Archaeology, Biology, Medicine, Environmental Science, etcetera. In addition,
the works for a cyclotron laboratory are commencing now. This paper reports on the most
recent applications in the field of Environmental Science carried out in oar laboratory.
Remediation of metal-contaminated soils and waters poses a challenging problem due to 1rs
implications in the environment and Oie human health, A possible solution to this problem is
the phytoremediation, i.e. the process of using plants for environmental restoration taking
advantage of the ability of certain terrestrial plants to absorb and accumulate metals,
removing them from soils and aqueous streams. These plants are called metal
byperaccumulators [1] if they accumulate for instance more than 0-01 % of Cd, 0.1 % of Ni or
1% of Zn per dry weight in their shoots. For example, Cd is readily transported and
accumulated in the shoots of several plant species, being a favourable target metal for this
technology. In recent works making use of nuclear microscopy techniques, we investigated
lhe sites of metal localization within the leaves of metal hypperacumulator Arabidopsis
thaliana, when plants are grown in a cadmium-rich environment, and we proved that
cadmium is sequestered within the trichomes on the leaf surface.
The Donana Natural Park is an internationally important wetland area of 280,000 ha in the
Huelva-Seville-CadÍ2 triangle in Southern Spain, which includes natural beaches, dunes, pine
forests and marshlands as the most relevant habitats. On 25 April 1998, more than 5,000,000
m3 of toxic sludge and acid waters spilled from the broken tailings lagoon at a pyrite mine
near Aznalcollar. This directly affected more than 6,000 hectares of the Guadiamar river
floodplain threatening Donana. Before this disaster (spring of 1996), sediment samples were
collected from the Guadiamar riverbed and analysed by Particle Induced X-ray Emission
(PDŒ), a well-known IBA technique. The results [2] indicated the S, Cu, Zn, As and Pb
contamination along the riverbed due to the mining activity prior to the disaster. In our recent
PIXE studies of sediment samples from this zone collected immediately after the accident and
in the spring of 2000, we evaluated the effects of the works carried out for the cleaning and
restoration of the affected areas. The results show a higher contamination of the riverbed m
the same elements and also in Fe as a consequence of the accident and, on the other hand, that
the contamination in S, Cu, Zn, As and Pb remains even after the cleaning works.
Nevertheless, the average contamination of Cu, Zn and As has been reduced with respect to
1996.
An aerosol sampling campaign has been carried out in the city of Seville between 1992 and
1997 for the determination of pollution sources and air quality control- In this paper we
present the set up of the PDCE technique at the CNA for the characterization of the aerosols
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by simultaneous determination of more than 20 elements, including Na, Mg, Ai, Si, P> S, Cl,
K, Ca, Ti, V, CT, MB, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, BrF Sr and Pb. The samples were taken using a low
flux sampler, but in the future we intend to use a new sampler capable of separating by grain
size (between 10-2.5 urn and less than 2.5 um of aerodynamic diameter), more convenient for
the determination of the impact of the aerosols in the human health. Apart from the statistical
study of the PDCE data by factor analysis, those results will be compared with the contents in
some radionuclides obtained by y spectrometry.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A FACILITY FOR LOW ENERGY ION BEAM
TOF-RBS ANALYSIS
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S. RATTANARIN, L.D. YU, AND T. VILAITHONG
Fast Neutron Research Facility (FNRF), Department of Physics, Faculty of Science
Chiang Mai University, 50200 Thailand

R. CHAROENNUKUL
Institute of Science and Technology for Research and Development,
Chiang Mai University, 50200 Thailand
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Department of Nuclear Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering,
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For quite a few years, ion implantation using medium energy accelerators has been in regular use at
our facility. A number of reports have been published (see, e.g., ref.[l]). This has consequently raised
a demand for subsequent surface analysis of the implanted material.
Rutherford back scattering (RBS) spectrometry is one of the techniques used for analysis of thin films
and has advantages in the speed of the technique, its ability to determine depth distribution of atomic
species below the surface and the quantitative nature of the results without destroying the targets. For
a typical RBS measurement, an alpha beam with an energy of 1 MeV and up, supplied by an
accelerator such as a Van de Graaff accelerator is generated and detected by a silicon surface barrier
(SSB) detector. But for a light projectile of low energy, e.g., D+ ions of 150 keV, the use of a SSB
detector is not possible due to its intrinsic noises. An alternative in achieving a better resolution is
through the use of a time-of-flight (TOF) analyzer.
The time-of-flight (TOF) technique has been the common method used in particle energy
measurement and mass identification in nuclear physics. A particle's flight time across a given
distance is used to calculate particle velocity and therefore its energy. Due to various particle masses
resulting in different flight times, detecting the flight time implies detecting the particle mass also.
At FNRF, there are a few accelerators available in the low to medium energy range for material
applications and for nanosecond pulsed-neutron production. A number of publications have been
published in both fields (see, e.g., ref. [1-2]). We are, therefore, developing a facility with which the
RBS and the TOF techniques are used in combination for surface analysis can be carried out.
The project aims at exploring applications of low energy ion beams for backscattering spectrometric
analysis [3]. A low energy ion accelerator-based facility is being established at Chiang Mai University
for TOF-RBS analysis. The installation utilizes a 150-keV subnano-second pulsed-D+ beam, generated
from a SAMES type accelerator (formerly used as a fast neutron generator) and the time-of-flight
detecting system includes a fast response time and high resolution microchannel plate (MCP) at a
scattering angle of 150°. The distance from the target to the MCP assembly is adjustable between 40
and 80 cm. Fig.l shows a schematic view of our experimental setup. A TOF spectrum is constructed
from timing signals of the capacitive pick-off and the MCP detector. Fig. 2 shows typical time
spectrum obtained from silicon substrate covered with a thin layer of gold. The sharp peak around 71
ns is due to the gold layer and is well resolved from the peak of the lower channel of the silicon
substrate. An experimental facility and detailed analysis of time-of-flight spectrum will be presented.
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FIG. 2. Time spectrum of a silicon substrate covered with a thin layer of gold. This spectrum was
accumulate in less than 30 minutes.
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DNA COMET ASSAY AS A RAPID DETECTION METHOD OF IRRADIATED
BOVTNE MEAT BY ELECTRON BEAM
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Introduction: The presence in food of pathogenic microorganisms, such as Salmonella
species, Escherichia coli O157;H7,, Listeria Monocytogenes or Yersinia enterolitica7 is a
problem of growing concern to public health authorities all over the world. Thus, irradiation of
certain prepackaged meat products such as ground beef, minced meat, and hamburgers may
help in controlling meatborne pathogens and parasites. Pathogenic microorganisms and
parasites in meat products, which are commonly consumed raw, are of particular importance,
Up to now, only electron-beam accelerators and gamma-ray cells have been used for
commercial applications. At the international conference on "The Acceptance, Control of, and
Trade in Irradiated Food", it was recommended that governments should encourage research
into detection methods (Anon, 1989), Already five international standards are available to food
control agencies. A number of physical, chemical, and biological techniques of detection of
irradiated foods have been discussed in the literature. A rapid and inexpensive screening test
employing DNA Comet Assay to identify radiation treatment of food has been described by
Cerda et al. (1997). This method is restricted to foods that have not been subjected to heat or
other treatments, which also induce DNA fragmentation. Advantages are its simplicity, low
cost and speed of measurement. This method was proposed to the European Committee for
Standardization (CEN) as a screening protocol (presumptive) and not as a proof (definitive).
The DNA comet assay have been yielded good results with chicken, pork, fish meat, exotic
meat, hamburgers, fruits and cereals. In this work we studied a DNA fragmentation of bovinemeat irradiated by electron beam. Experimental: Bovine meat was purchased in local shops in
Sao Paulo. Irradiation was performed with electron beam of accelerator facility of Radiation
Dynamics Inc., USA (E= 1,5 MeV, I=25mA). The irradiation doses were 3,5; 4,5, 5,5, and 7,0
kGy at chilled conditions, and 3,5,4,5; 6,0; 7,0 and 8,0 kGy at frozen conditions. The thickness
of meat was less than 0,5 cm. Briefly, meat samples were crushed with a mortar and pestle and
was transferred to lml ice-cold PBS. This suspension was stirred for 5 minutes and filtered.
lOOul cell suspension was mixed with 500ul of low-melting agarose (0,8% in PBS). lOOul of
this mixture was spread on pre-coated slides. The caste slide were immersed in lysis buffer
(0,045M TBE, pH 8.4, containing 2,5% SDS) for 15 minutes. Electrophoresis was carried out
using the same TBE buffer, but devoid of SDS, at a potential of 2V/cm for 2 minutes, Silver
staining was carried out for 20 minutes following fixing. Duplicate measurements for each
sample were carried out and 100 cells were counted for each dose level. The migration patterns
of DNA was evaluated with a standard microscope. Results and Discussion: In the work with
Comet Assay, increasing DNA degradation was characterized by different migration patterns
of DNA. Some differences were observed between chilled and frozen conditions. The storage
time influenced the DNA degradation. Conclusions: It was concluded that the comet assay
could be used for detection of processing of irradiated bovine meat by electron beam. Also, this
method could be used as a freshness indicator. Acknowledgments: The authors are grateful to
CAPES and IPEN/CNEN-SP.
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"Use of low energy accelerator for the radiation vulcanization of natural
rubber latex and nitrile rubber"
the battle for the sustainability and poverty alleviation
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Abstract
The origin of the Hevea braziiiensis tree was the Amazonian basin. The rubber expansion
at the end of 19th century brought prosperity and determined the borders of Amazonian
countries. fn spite of that, the Brazilian government has failed in establishing a successful
policy for improving the NR production in the jungle. This battle has been a continuous
defeat against the environment as it was not possible to control the fungus Microcyclos
ulei in its natural environment. The defeat was catastrophic for the population of Amazon
region as they were not able to shift to other sustainable activity. As a consequence of the
lack of economical options, the population had to explore all available natural resources. It
has been also catastrophic for the Amazonian environment. Nevertheless, rubber
plantations were successfully introduced in areas were Hevea braziiiensis was not native,
mainly in the southeast of Brazil. And recently, it was also introduced near marginal areas
of the humid forest in the Amazon due to the absence of the fungus Microcyclos ulei. Both,
extraction of wild rubber and plantation have a key role in the maintenance of the forest
health as the seringueiros not only have a sustainable activity but can also play a role as
soldiers of the jungle. Actually, rubber activities are not only associated to the environment
but also with poverty because the activities are labor intensive, so it needs cheap labor.
The poverty is unfortunately spread out in rural areas of Brazil and in the peripheral areas
of the big cities. Regarding environment and poverty the dilemma is critical in the
Amazonian region and is the following: the forest should be maintained healthy and
protected from devastating projects and at the same time needs of the inhabitants should
be considered.

Sustainable activities are a possible solution for this dilemma. This proposal of future work
aims to introduce an advanced technology to produce very pure latex products compatible
with international standards in rural areas where latex is available. This technique should
afford products free from allergenic compounds like nitrosamines and proteins. The
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proposed process should be simple to be performed by workers without special training,
reliable to avoid maintenance and to cope with specifications. The vulcanization process
must be extremely energy efficient as energy is a scarce resource in remote areas. So, the
use of new advanced low energy electrons beams are proposed to the manufacture of
gloves, condoms and balloons by dipping process, cushion using natural fibers from each
region and supported rubber products as fiber supported vegetal leather or gloves.

In this paper we are going to present our results for the development of cotton gloves
supported with nitrile (NiR) and natural rubber latex (NRL). Those products were
manufactured by dipping process from radio vulcanized NiRL and NRL using gamma rays
from 60-Cobalt industrial irradiator. In order to completely skip from the traditional sulphurheat process, the formulation was modified using radiation sensitizer as presently used in
radiation vulcanization natural rubber latex industrial process.

This process is simpler, cheap and easy to control, when compare with the thermal
vulcanization in the presence of sulphur and ZnO. There is no pre-cure and post-cure step,
as the vulcanization occurs during the irradiation step and the room temperature.

Modified NiRL/ NRL of varying n-butyl acrylate content were prepared and irradiated for
10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 kGy followed by coagulation with casting process. The effect of
radiation dose on the tensile strength was observed. As the radiation dose increased, this
mechanical property decrease. In order to improve the industrial process to nitrile rubber
radio vulcanization was formulated with 1phr of n-butyl acrylate and 10kGy irradiation
dose.

Another hand we are going development a technique to manufacture rubber band using
the RVNRL - Radiation Vulcanization Natural Rubber Latex process. The technique is
similar to manufacture rubber tube using termosensitizer add to radio vulcanized and
hypoallergenic NRL. We was produced hypoallergenic NRL to reduction of protein from
RVNRL by combination effect of water-soluble polymers addition and centrifugation.
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The incompatibility between industrial development and cleaning environment requires
intensive search for waste mitigation technology. Since the aquatic resources have
been the most impacted from the environments, improvements on wastewater
treatment technologies have been considered. The Nuclear Research Institute has
dedicated attention to this problem since 1990.
According to the Governmental Sewage Company, SABESP, Sao Paulo Metropolitan
Region, RMSP, is treating 18 cubic meters of sewage per second at five stations. The
throughput of each station is: ETE Barueri - 9.5 m3/s; ETE ABC - 3.0 m3/s; ETE
Sao Miguel - 1.5 m3/s; ETE Parque Novo Mundo - 2.5 m3/s and ETE Suzano - 1.5
m3/s[5].
Real effluents from the municipalities have been submitted to electron beam
accelerator for different purposes, and using batch system. The samplings were
composite and the wastewater were irradiated at Pyrex vessels, 246 mL per sample.
The radiation doses were defined by current variation and the energy was fixed in
1.4MeV. The conveyor velocity was 6,72 m/min.. A Dynamitron EBA, 37,5kW was
the electron source.
The capability of electron beam for disinfection and for acute toxicity removal was
verified and the radiation doses for each situation have already been selected. These
data is presented at Table 1. Concerning sewage disinfection studies, electron
radiation was applied to influents and effluents from an Australian Lagoon Sewage
Treatment System, which has an anaerobic step and an aerobic one. Results
demonstrated an average reduction of total coliforms from 4 to 5 cycle log for the
influent and > 5 cycle log reduction to the aerobic biological effluent, after 3.0kGy.
The same dose applied to the chlorinated final effluent reduced completely the
coliforms contamination. When electron beam was applied to residual sludge ( 16%
and 30% solids), 3 to 8 cycle log reduction were obtained with 10,0kGy and
15,0kGy[l,2].
Acute toxicity studies were carried out for sewage, for industrial effluents, for
production water (petroleum extraction) and for complex mixture of industrial
effluents and sewage. All mentioned types of effluents were selected due to the
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associated high toxicity level. Electron radiation was efficient for removing toxicity
from the sewage effluents even to that which received hard industrial effluents,
although requiring radiation doses > 20kGy. No effectiveness of radiation was noted
for produced water.

Table 1 - Wastewater Treatment Facilities whose effluents were submitted
to electron radiation, purposes and suggested radiation dose
Station
Radiation purpose
Selected
Reference
Number
radiation dose
(kGy)
01
Organic degradation and
20,0
6
colour removal
02
3,0
land 2
Sewage disinfection (chlorine
substituion)
2,0
03.a
2 and 4
Acute toxicity reduction and
disinfection
6,0
03.b
Sludge disinfection
2
20,0 and 5,0
4
O4.a
Organics degradation
(*)
20,0 and 5,0
O4.b
Toxicity evaluation
3
(*)
(*) Dose dependence on the site where the process could be applied
The efficiency of electron radiation to decrease the toxic charge is a consequence of
organic compounds decomposition and good results have been demonstrated.
Important is to think about making this technology a reality in terms of costs and
enhancing the efficiency.
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Damages to human health related to improper treatment of residues have led strict environmental protection
laws and consequently the need for research in new technologies for the treatment of effluents mainly from
industrial origin. The variables involved in the environment's preservation are numerous, mainly those that
are originated by the chemical compounds and raw material used by the industries. Organic compounds,
especially synthetic ones from industrial effluents are difficult to be treated by conventional methods.
The effluent generate by the industries in Sao Paulo are one of the main causes for the environmental
pollution, most of these contaminants biodegrade very slowly, becoming dangerous for men, plants and
animals. The conventional tireatment and available technologies to treat such waste have low efficiency, and
industries are searching for alternative technologies to degrade chemical compounds to gel a belter quality
of effluent and consequently improve the environmental conditions.
The oxidation process lias attracted many researchers because of the capacity to mineralise organic
compounds. The most efficient oxidation is the use of OH radicals. There are various methods to generate
OH radicals as the use of ozone, hydrogen peroxide and ullra-violet (AOP - Advanced Oxidation Process).
The most simple and efficient method for generating OH radicals in situ is the interaction of ionizing
radiation with water.
The reactive species formed by the water irradiation are the reducing radical's solvated electron (e"aq), and
H' atoms and the oxidising radical hydroxyl OH". The reactive species will react with organic compounds in
the water inducing their decomposition. The use of ionizing radiation has great ecological and technological
advantages, especially when compared to physical-chemical and biological methods. It degrades organic
compounds, generating substances that are easily biodegraded without the necessity of adding chemical
compounds. The purpose of the radiation treatment is the conversion of these substances to biodegradable
compounds; sometimes the complete decomposition is not necessary for this conversion [1].
Seven effluent samples (El to E7) from a mixture of chemical, pharmaceutical, textile and dyes industries
origin were irradiated using the IPEN's Liquid Effluent Irradiation Pilot Plant in the Electron Beam Facility
with a 1.5 MeV Dynamitron from Radiation Dynamics Inc. The degree of improvement was evaluated by
the control of organic compound composition through the chemical analysis by gas chromatograph
associated to mass spectrometer analysis, Shimadzu model GCMS-QP 5000, after pentane extraction [2].
The electron beam irradiation showed be efficient on destroying the organic compounds delivered in these
effluents mainly chloroform, dichloroethane, methyl isobutil ketone, benzene, toluene, xylene and phenol
and in the decoloring of dyes present in some samples. To remove 90% of the most organic compounds
present in the complex sample it was necessary a 50 kGy dose. An example of the degradation is presented
in the Figure 1 for the effluent E l .
The removal of these organic compounds after irradiation were described by the destruction G value (Gd)
that is defined by the disappearance of the solute in aqueous solution and is determined experimentally
using the following equation:
Gd = ARDNys/D&.JA x 10 ls ) = mol J"1
Where ARD is the change in organic solute concentration (mol L'1) at a given dose, D is the dose (kGy),
6.24 x 1015 is the constant to convert kGy in 100 eVL 1 , and NA is Avogadro's number.
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For Gd calculation in this study it was considered the maximum dose of higher removal detected, in
different initial concentration. The Gd values so obtained are showed in Table 1.
The obtained results show the high efficiency of irradiation process on destroying organic compounds even
for effluent with different complexity.
18

28

FIG. 1. Degradation of organic compounds present in the effluent El after irradiation in different doses
Table 1- Obtained Gdx l(f (mol/J) values for mainly organic compounds
Sample
-

Dicfaloroethane

Chloroform

Methyl
isobutiiketon

33.9 (20)
3 9 (20)
25.6 (10)
18.5 (05)
1.8 (05)
17.6 (10)
288.9(15)
4.3(15)
18.5 (05)
1.8 (05)
1.0 (20)
0.8 (20)
22.8 (20)
2.9 (10)
101.7 (20)
265.1 (20)
1.8 (05)
150.0 (20)
E7
( ) = Radiation doses (kGy) considered for Gd calculation
El
E2
E3
E4
E5
E<5

Toluene

Xylene

15.0 (20)
69.4 (20)
38.3(15)
14.2 (05)
6.4 (20)
64.8 (10)
256.2 (30)

51.6 (20)
29.5 (20)
391.0 (02)
18.2 (05)
0.6(15)
42.2 (50)
121.0 (10)

Phenol
\ ~" <
5.2 (50)
10.7 (50)
2.6(15)
0.0 (05)
-0.6 (30)
4.6 (50)
3.7 (50)
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ABSTRACT
The Glass Transition Temperature, Tg; was determined on electron beam cross-linked lowdensity polyethylene, using the dynamic mechanical analysis technique. The measurements
were carried out over a temperature range of-170 to -100°C, at frequencies of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0,
5.0 and 10.0 Hz and at an average heating rate of 1.83 °C/min. The radiation dose was
50,100,150,200,300 and 400kGy that corresponded to about a cross-linking degree from 20 to
80%. The experimental results have shown that Tg changed about 10 degrees as a function of
frequency but for each frequency the value of Tg remained constant as a function of the
irradiation dose. At the fixed frequency of 1.0 Hz Tg had a value of-139.4±0.1°C and the
activation energy was 51.2iO.7kJ.mor1. These experimental results have shown that the
presence of a three-dimensional interconnected structures and increase in molecular weight,
due to the cross-linking effect, had not affected the Tg value at each frequency. It was
expected that these molecular modifications could hinder, in some way, the molecular
rotational motion, changing this Tg value.
Key Words: Polyethylene, Glass Transition Temperature, Cross-linking, Radiation.
INTRODUCTION
The glass transition temperature, Tg, is one of the most important physical parameter in the
industrial applications of polymeric materials, since it determines the processing conditions
and also its in-service properties [1]. Cross-Unking, on the other hand, is one of the most
important radiation process, for improving physical, chemical and mechanical properties of
polymeric irradiated materials. DMA, has become a very useful technique for polymer
characterization. Polymers exhibit, in DMA measurements, characteristic modulus changes
and energy absorption peaks at specific temperatures and one of this energy absorption peak
is the loss factor tan8 [2]. The temperature corresponding to the maximum of this peak,
tanSmax, have been identified as the Tg of the material. The main aim of the present work, was
to find out if the change in the molecular structure and the increase of the molecular weight
due to the irradiation cross-linking effect, could produce changes in the polyethylene Tg
EXPERIMENTAL
DMA samples of branched-LDPE were cut from a plaque with dimensions 50x10x5 mm3.
These samples were electron irradiated at the irradiation facilities at IPEN-CNEN/SP. The
radiation dose was of 50, 100, 150, 200, 300 and 400kGy, that correspond to a cross-linked
degree of 20 to 80%. The DMA measurements were carried out in the three point bending
mode over a temperature range of-170 to -100°C and at frequencies of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0 and
lO.OHz. With the Tg values as a function of the frequencies, the activation energy was
estimated for each irradiation dose.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
DMA measurements have shown that the position of tan8max, moves to higher values of
temperature with an increase of the frequency. This behavior is similar for all irradiated
samples when analyzed under the same conditions. In Figure 1 is shown the effect of the
radiation dose and temperature on the values of tan5max when the DMA measurements were
carried out at a fixed frequency of l.OHz. The result has shown that the Tg,of the LDPE
remained constant for each dose and at this frequency had a value o f - 139.4+0.1°C. In Table
1 are given the obtained values of T g at l.OHz for each radiation dose.
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Figure 1 Effect of the irradiation dose on Tan5 at LOHz.
Table 1 Tg as function of irradiation dose[kGy] measured at l.OHz.
DOSE
Tg (°C)

00
-139.4

50

100

150

200

300

-139.3

-139.3

-139.6

-139.7

-139.0

400
-139.6

CONCLUSION
In this work, the most important result was that the glass transition temperature of the electron
irradiated low-density polyethylene, measured by the DMA technique, remained constant
independent of the radiation dose. It was expected that the molecular modifications and gain
in molecular weight, due to the irradiation cross-Unking effect, could hinder, in some way, the
molecular mobility of the polyethylene producing the change of the of Tg value.
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When the aminoacid alanine, CH3-CH(NH2)-COOH, is exposed to radiation field, stable free radicals
are produced. The predominant paramagnetic specie found at room temperature is the
CH3-C H-COOH. Electron Spin Resonance - ESR is a technique used for quantification and analysis
of radicals in solid and liquid samples. The evaluation of the amount of produced radicals can be
associated with the absorbed dose . The alanine/ESR is an established dosimetry method employed
for high doses evaluation, it presents good performance for X-rays, gamma, electrons, and protons
radiation detection [1].
The High Doses Dosimetry Laboratory of Ipen developed a dosimetric system based on alanina/ESR
that presents good characteristics for use in gamma fields such as: wide dose range from 10 to 10$ Gy,
low fading, low uncertainty (<5%), no dose rate dependence and non-destructive ESR signal readout.
The detector is encapsulated in special polyethylene tube that reduces the humidity problems and
improves the mechanical resistance [2].
The ESR spectrum of the Ipen DL-alanine dosimetry system irradiated with 60co gamma radiation is
showed in Fig. 1. It is composed of five main lines. The peak-to-peak height measurement of the
central line is used for dose evaluation.

Mi

350

Magnetic Reid (mT)

FIG. 1. ESR spectrum of Ipen DL-alanine dosimetry system exposed to gamma radiation o
The evaluation of the absorbed dose is given by the expression [1,3]:

D{Gy) = fe.(PaP-PaP0).Ylk,

(1)

where fc is the calibration factor obtained from the linear region of the calibration curve, PaP is the
peak-to-peak height of the principal line signal of irradiated dosimeter, PaP0 is the background signal
of the non-irradiated dosimeters and kj are correction factors for variations in the irradiation
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conditions, such as irradiation temperature, thermal fading, instability of the spectrometer, radiation
quality or other factors.
In the present work, the Ipen dosimeter was investigated for application in electron beam
fields dosimetry.
Electron beam irradiations were performed using a Dynamitron II accelerator of the CTR/Ipen, with
1.459 MeV and dose rates between 1.2 and 22.4 Gy/s. Gamma irradiations were performed using a
60Co source of 18TBq at electronic equilibrium conditions..
The obtained ESR. spectrum is similar to the observed for gamma fields. The results for dose response of the
dosimeter in the dose range between 0.5 to 2.1Q2 kGy for 1.459MeV are presented in Fig. 2.

3
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FIG. 2. ESR signal amplitude for alanine irradiated with electron beam of l,459MeV.
The useful linear dose range is from 0.5 to 10^ kGy. Results for doses below 0,5 kGy presented
uncertainties greater than 5%. This increasing in the uncertainty occurs due to the high dose rate of the
accelerator and elevated uncertainty for very small irradiation times. Considering the dose range
involving electron beam industrial applications, tha Ipen alanine/ESR dosimetry system presents good
results to be used in quality assurance programs. Using special procedures and adequate parameters
sets for ESR spectrometer, the overall uncertainty obtained can be ±4%. For electrons beams of
higher energy but with lower dose rate, as found in radiotherapy level, the background signal and
lower signal-to-noise ratio, it is necessary special cares during the measurement and use of numerical
techniques for the handling of the signal.
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Controlled rheology PP or visbreaking PP was already introduced in the market and produced in some
case by irradiation. For example, Williams [1], discloses a process for reducing the molecular weight of a
propylene polymer by activating a first portion of the polymer by exposure to ionizing radiation, adding
the irradiated polymer to a second portion of unirradiated polymer, adding a stabilizing amount of an
antioxidant to the mixture, and visbreaking by shear mixing in an extruder.
PP have been extensively studied, as already shown, during many years, and even industrially used to
produce PP grades of controlled rheology, nevertheless it was never reported the use of irradiation of PP
under N2 to promote long chain branching in order to improve the elongational viscosity before the clever
patents of Scheve [2] and DeNicola [3] to Himont now Montell.
PP suffers from low melt strength, i.e., the melted PP does not exhibits an increase in resistance to
stretching during elongation. It is well known that the melt-strength properties of a polymer increase with
molecular weight and with long chain branching due to the increase in the entanglement level (high melt
strength PP — HMSPP). In spite of been the most fast growing polymeric commodity nowadays those new
grades of PP and its development have been barely studied and its general chemical characterization have
been even less studied with few exceptions [4,5,6].
HMSPP as proposed by Montell patents are produced by low temperature and low dose irradiation of high
molecular weight isotatica PP in N2 atmosphere. So the well-known reactions would be mostly
degradation and crosslinking. Degradation however is supposed to be the first and more intense reaction at
the initial steps as already shown. So, according to Montell patents, another reaction is likely to occur,
branching or T links competing with crosslinkings or H links. Radical are likely to decay very fast in
amorphous phase, but under annealing the radicals entrapped in the crystal phase is likely to move to the
boundary and react. The group of professor Silverman [7] has already hypothesized in T links formation
and also studied the radical decay of PP. It is easy to understand the difficulties in differentiate Hs from
Ts links and even these links if in very small amount from the bulk or from virgin polymer, as the
chemical groups and links are chemically speaking essentially the same.
This work proposes a new method for the synthesis of HMSPP based on the combination of degradation,
branching and crosslinking of PP under reactive atmosphere of acetylene and irradiation.
This new process was based on the simultaneous irradiation of high molar mass PP and acetylene,
followed by the same recombination step as proposed in previous patents. Table 1. shows standards resins
of OPP company and one sample prepared according to the new process.
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Table 1. Rheological characteristics of the irradiated samples
Sample
,
samp
N°
1
Virgin H603PP
2
Virgin H503PP
2
C 2 H 2 irradiated 20 kGy

Flowlndex
[g/lOmin]
1,50
3.50
3.33

Melt Strength
[cN]
16,34
9,3
96.2

Extensibility
[cm/s]
7,94
11,2
10.90

Table 1 shows the relation of IF with MS from commercial OPP resins. It is possible to get acquainted
with the direct relation o IF and MS, as both are related to molar mass and branching structure. Also table
1 shows the rheological features of one PP subjected to IPEN-OPP proprietary process.. It is possible to
observe the tremendous enhancement in the processing characteristics of PP. Even increasing the flow
index after irradiation, the resin showed much higher values of MS and also higher values of extensibility,
showing improved performance. IT is importante to obseve that If we compare the results of MS with
standard resins of the same level of IF, the HMS resin had numbers of MS 10 times higher than the
standard ones. So our proprietary process proved itself as capable of producing a HMS resin with
excellent processing ccharacteristics.
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Applications of electron beam processing in the treatment of polymers are commonly
used. The interaction of high energy radiation with polymers may cause permanent
modifications in the polymer's physicochemical structure. The induced modifications
may result in degradation of the polymer or in improvement of its properties
(crosslinking), which are simultaneous and competing processes, depending on the
radiation dose utilized. Crosslinking occurs more readily in the polymer's amorphous
content and this process makes the glass transition temperature (Tg-) of the polymers to
increase [1,2].
Successive recycling cycles promote changes in polymers properties, such as breaking of
structure, molecular weight reduction, melt index increase and mechanical resistance
reduction [3].
The polyamide-6 resin was recycled for three successive recycling cycles and the
polyamide-6 specimens were molded by the process of injection molding. These
specimens were irradiated at the Nuclear Energetic Research Institute (IPEN) radiation
facility, on a JOB 188 model accelerator, with a 1.5 MeV electron beam, doses of 200,
300, 400, 500 and 600 kGy, and dose rate of 22.61 kGy/s. The DMA tests were
performed using DMA-983 equipment from TA Instruments and two heatings were
adopted in order to eliminate the moisture absorption. The X-ray diffraction analysis was
carried out at the Philips PW 1830 model equipment.
It may be observed in Table 1 that after the second heating, the Tg decreased, specially
in the virgin polyamide-6. The cooling process was very slow (-40 min), so that
modifications should have been introduced into the polymer's molecular structure and
this affects the glass transition temperature. For this reason it was considered only the
first heating DMA data. The recycled and virgin samples present an increase in Tg as a
function of the radiation dose.
Dose (kGy)
0
200
300
500
600

Table 1: Virgin and recycled polyamide-6 glass transition.
Tg ^cycled (2 C)
Tg virgin (^ C)
Tg virgin ( £ C)
Firjt heating
First heating
Second heating
70.8
70.0
72.7
71.3
69.9
74.9
72.7
67.6
76.4
74.2
69.4
78.9
76.0
71.4
76.4
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Tg recycled (2 C)
Second heating
72.6
74.2
74.0
77.7
74.9

Figures 1 and 2 present the X-ray diffraction diagrams of poryamide-6, virgin and
recycled, irradiated at different doses. It was observed that for these specimens the
crystallinity has not changed.
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Figure 1: X-ray diffraction diagrams of virgin polyamide-6 irradiated at different doses.
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Figure 2: X-ray diffraction diagrams of recycled polyamide-6 irradiated at different doses.
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Xanthan gum is a well-known microbial polysaccharide produced by Xathomonas campestris with a
tradition of 3 decades in the hydrocolloid market [1][2]. Their chemical properties arise from its
structural composition: contains D-glucose, D-mannose and D-glucuronic acid as the main hexose
units in a 2.8:3.0:2.0 ratio; also contains pyrovate and is partially acetylated. Their molecular mass
ranges from 13xlO6 to 50xl0 6 . The free-flowing powder of xanthan gum dissolves readily in water
with stirring to give highly viscous solution at low concentration. It forms strong films on
evaporation of aqueous solutions. It is applied by the food and cosmetics industries as stabilizer and
emulsifying agent.
Food ingredients to be used for food processing should be decontaminated in order to prevent food
spoilage and food-borne diseases. Irradiation with ionizing radiation is one of the most effective
means to disinfect dry food ingredients. Also, radiation processing to shelf-stable, ready-to-eat
meals is increasingly applied [3]. Only certain radiation sources can be used in food irradiation.
These are radionuclides (cobalt-60 or cesium-137); X-ray machines having a maximum energy of 5
MeV or electron accelerators having a maximum energy of 10 MeV. Electron beam (EB)
processing has two main characteristics: 1) since electrons cannot penetrate very far into food,
compared with gamma radiation or X-rays, they can be used only for treatment of thin packages of
food and 2) EB has the shortest process cycle of any currently recognized sterilization method.
Gamma processing normally exposes the product to the radiation source for a time period of some
hours while EB processing exposure time is less than one minute. This time difference provides for
less oxidative effects on the products with improvements in product shelf life and product
appearance.
This paper describes the application of electron beam irradiation to xanthan gum as used as
ingredient by the food or cosmetics industry in order to establish their radiosensitivity. The edible
powder of xanthan gum samples were irradiated in lmm thick layers on Petri dishes covered by a
transparent PVC films using an EB accelerator Dynamitron (Radiation Dynamics Inc.) model JOB
188, dose rate 11.17 kGy/s, 0.637 MeV, 1.78 mA, 5 kGy per passage, 3.36 m min 1 with doses of 5,
10, 20 and 50kGy. One % aqueous solutions from irradiated and non-irradiated xanthan gum were
prepared and the radiation effects were measured following viscosity changes at 25°C using a
Brookfield viscometer; model DVIII, spindle L, with Rheocalc software. Viscosity measurements
were performed according to our previous experience [4] and the results are the mean of at least 3
experiments.
Figure 1 presents the viscosity of 1% xanthan gum solutions as a function of EB radiation dose. As
can be seen, viscosity of xanthan gum solutions decreased with the increase of the EB irradiation
doses. The viscosity values were reduced to 96%, 89%, 78% and 34% for the samples irradiated
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with 5, 10, 20 and 50 kGy when compared with the unirradiated one suggesting a degradation or
depolymerization of the polysaccharide macromolecules. From these results we can conclude thatthe detriment in the xanthan gum viscosity produced by EB irradiation must be taken in account
whenever irradiation of this additive is involved but similarly to the effects on other polysaccharides
it can be acceptable in nuiny cases.

FIG. 1. Viscosity measurements of 1% xanthan gum solutions EB-irradiated with different doses.
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After 4 years of planning, equipment acquisition, facility construction and beam testing, the KCCH
cyclotron facility could be extracted the first beam in January 1986. The KCCH cyclotron at Korea Cancer
Center Hospital, Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute in Seoul is based on a Scanditronix built MC50
cyclotron with an isocentric neutron irradiation gantry and 2 solid target and 1 gas target for the
radioisotopes.
The KCCH cyclotron is variable energy isochronous cyclotron for acceleration of light ions. The cyclotron
is designed to deliver high quality external beams of easily controlled energy and intensity for use in physics,
medicine, and biology. Although primarily intended for acceleration of protons, deuterons, and helium ions, it
can be also produced beams of heavier elements like carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen. Maximum energies are for
protons 52 MeV, deuterons 26 MeV, Helium-3 66 MeV, and Helium-4 50.5-MeV. The magnet of KCCH
cyclotron is made of friged steel and has a total weight of 93 tons. The RF system is of driven type and
comprises two identical 90 degree acceleration structures with associated power amplifiers located on opposite
sides of the cycoltron magnets.
Table 1. Performance of the KCCH Cyclotron
Energy(MeV)
Internal Beam Current External Beam Current
Ions
Proton
18-52
60 Ji A
100 P A
60 P A
Deutron
9-25.5
100 p A
24-67
Helium-3
50 P A
35 P A
Helium-4
35li A
18-50.5
50 Ji A
In recent years considerable attention has been paid to neutron radiography. The technique using thermal
neutrons was demanded because of its inspection ability to show hydrogeneous material such as plastic, water,
explosives or composite materials and irradiated nuclear fuel capsules. The technique is similar to radiography
with X or Y rays. The remarkable merits of fast neutron radiography comes from large differences in the
absorption coefficient of element, compared with X or y rays. The absorption coefficient varies randomly as a
function of atomic number. Since 1997, we have carried out the study and testing of fast neutron radiography
with cyclotrons. The accelerated protons impinge upon a beryllium target and produce copious quantity of
fast neutrons. Entrance to the room is restricted and requires manually opening a large shield door which
glides on air bearings.
The radiography system which includes a neutron irradiation gantry, two support
tables, a film cart, film cassettes, and lead shielding, is inherently simple but offers the widest range of
flexibility in specifying process variables.
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From 1999 we have used fast neutron beams for the effectiveness of soft error rate <SER) for the memory
devices with SAMSUNG semiconductor company. We have checked troubleshootings of memory devices by
ocurrence of external environmental conditions. There are 2 causes for the SER which are semiconductors
included in radiactive materials and cosmic ray from the universe.

Flux

FIG. 1. Result of Neutron SER measurement (SEP. '99 ~ APR. '01)

FIG. 2. The measurement of SER using KCCH cyclotron
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Three electron beam irradiators are being developed in Korea Atomic Energy Research Institue
(KAERI) for industrial applications. A high average-current electron accelerator was developed
originally for a high-power free electron laser [1]. However, it was modified to a electron
irradiator. The irradiator can generate electron beam with variable energy from 280 keV to 2
MeV. Since the accelerator is RF type, it generates electron beam in quasi-CW. The pulse width
of the beam is about 300 ps and peak current is 6 A. The average current of the beam can be
changed from 0 to 50 mA by controlling repetition rate of the electron beam up to 22.5 MHz.
The maximum beam power is 100 kW. It has two irradiation ports and each has the irradiation
area of 650 X 70 mm2. The irradiator will be used specially for modification of polymer
characteristics, waste-water treatment, and defect study of nuclear materials. All the accelerator
components do not have a organic vacuum sealing but metal sealing. A specially designed lead
sealing is used for the irradiation port.
The second irradiator is driven by a superconducting accelerator. It can generate maximum beam
energy up to 20 MeV, however less than 10 MeV will be used for improvement of high-power
semiconductor switching time, sterilization of medical and agricultural products. The maximum
beam power of the accelerator is 100 kW. The accelerator uses a CERN 352 MHz
superconducting cavities, which were installed in CERN SPS accelerator. The cavities have 4-cell
geometry and two cavities are installed in one cryostat. Now the RF system, liquid helium
cryogenic system, accelerator control system, and x-ray shielding systems are being fabricated.
Tetrodes are used for the RF amplifiers and all the accelerator will be controlled by a computer
through a PXI system. Since superconducting cavities are very sensitive to vacuum, vacuum
accident at electron window seriously damages the accelerator. In order to protect the accelerator
from the vacuum accident, two fast gate-velves with 10 ms closing time are installed between
the electron window and the supercondcuting cavities.
The third irradiator is a new compact, low-energy electron beam irradiator. The irradiator
generates an electron beam to the air with variable energy from 35 to 100 keV and maximum
current of 3 mA. The irradiation area is 120 X 30 mm2. A special irradiation port is developed
for this low-energy irradiator. Electron beam is generated from a thermionic LaB6 cathode in
vacuum. The beam is extracted into the air through a havar foil window. The thickness of the
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window is 4.8 ^ m and it is vacuum-tightly connected to the window support by an indium
wire. A controlled bow geometry of the window helps the thin window withstand the vacuum
pressure. Cold air

generated from a vortex tube cools down the window and its support in

order to prevent the window from melting-down, which arises from beam energy dissipated in
the foil. We found that about 60% of the beam current is extracted to the air. The irradiator is
now used for the study of core-loss reduction and surface hardening of plastics [2].
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EVALUATION OF THE ELECTRON BEAM FLUE GAS TREATMENT
PROCESS TO REMOVE SO2 AND NOX EMISSION FROM COAL
THERMAL POWER PLANTS IN TURKEY
S. TURHAN, T. ZENGJN, S. OCAK, S.UNAL, S. KARADENIZ,
N. TUGLUOGLU and L ERCAN
Ankara Nuclear Research and Training Center (ANAEM)
Material Research Department 06100 Besevler-ANKARA
The emission of sulfur dioxide (SO2, also SO3) and nitrogen oxides (NO, NO2, called NOX)
from burning fossil fuel, especially coal which is used to produce energy (electricity and heat)
is one of the most important sources of environmental and air pollution. These pollutants are
known as "acid gases" causing acid rain and also "indirect greenhouse gases" contributing
greenhouse effect. Acid rain damages forest, agriculture fields, flora, lakes and river by
acidifying the soil and water.
Turkey is a party to many international environmental agreements such as Air pollution,
Hazardous Wastes, Ozone Layer Protection and etc. [1]. Turkey is seeking admission on the
European Union (EU) and trying to meet EU standards. Therefore to control SO2 and NOX
emission and reduce the level of acid gases has become an ever-increasing problem in Turkey.
Turkey is requiring Flue Gas Desulfurization (FGD, deSOa) technology on all newly
commissioned coal thermal power plants units and retrofitted onto older units. The wetscrubbing limestone/gypsum process was preferred as FGD technology. This process was
commissioned in the 2x150 MWe Cayirhan 1-2, 1x210 MWe Orhaneli, 2x160 MWe Cayirhan
3-4 (with plant), 1x157 MWe Kangal (with plant) and is under construction in the 3x210
MWe Kemerkoy, 2x210 MWe Yenikoy and 3x210 MWe Yatagan [2]. Combustion
technology is used to control NOX emission from all existing power plants. On the other hand,
new technologies are investigated and developed for industrial scale commercial viability.
One of them is electron beam flue gas treatment process (electron beam FGT) which is dry
scrubbing process and simultaneously removes SO2 and NO X , and useful by-product for
agriculture fertilizer [3,4]
In this study, both the current energy consumption and production and SO2 and NOX emission
in Turkey is analyzed. The electron beam FGT is compared with preferred limestone/gypsum
wet-scrubbing process and evaluated for each power plant [5]. As can be shown from Table 1,
the investments and the operational costs of electron beam FGT are higher than preferred
conventional FGD except 1x210 MWe Orhaneli plant. As a result, if investment and
operational costs are reduced, the electron beam FGT may be solution reduction both SO2 and
NOX emission from small to mid-sized coal thermal power plants in the future.
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Table 1. Economic evaluation of the wet-scrubbing limestone/gypsum process and electron beam flue gas treatment process (unit: US dollars).

Limestone/ Gypsum FGD wet-scrubbi ng process
Capital
Investment

Orhaneli
Power Plant
(1x210 MWe)
Yatagan
Power Plant
(1x210 MWe)
Kangal 3
Power Plant
(1x157 MWe)
Cayirhan 3-4
Power Plant
(1x160 MWe)
Yenikoy
Power Plant
(1x210 MWe)
Kemerkoy
Power Plant
(1x210 MWe)

Chemical
cost

Electricity
cost

By-product
Value
CaSCty
CaSO4

Electron Beam FGT dr y-scrubbing process
Capital
Investment

Chemical
cost

Electricity
cost

By-product
Value
(NH4)2SO4

43,285,299

474,810

2,225,600

N/A

39,900,000

2,392,000

1,376,475

3,192,475

25,930,348

643,500

2,496,000

N/A

39,900,000

3,390,400

1,500,928

4,518,800

37,004,900

795,600

1,543,360

N/A

29,830,000

4,128,800

1,278,094

5,509,075

27,984,000

877,500

2,308,800

N/A

30,400,000

3,536,000

834,203

4,715,425

25,682,258

763,230

2,684,240

N/A

39,900,000

4,690,400

1,582,561

6,252,675

28,942,200

624,000

2,465,632

N/A

39,900,000

6,583,200

2,057,329

8,798,075
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Coherent scattering is described classically as the interaction between the electric field associated with the
X-ray beam and the electric field associated with the electron charge distribution in the material. The electrons are
set oscillating and subsequently emit radiation of the same wavelength as the incident beam. Interference effects
between the radiation emitted by the different electrons result in a characteristic diffraction pattern for a given
material. This interference occurs between radiation scattered by electrons in the same atom, electron in different
atoms within a molecule, and electrons within different molecules [1]. The interatomic and intermolecular cooperative effects which modify the free-atom coherent scattering process are well known for highly ordered
structures such as crystalline materials but are important for amorphous solids and liquids where short-range ordering
occurs [2].
The X-ray diffraction computed tomography technique is based on the interference phenomena. Allowing
the occurrence of Bragg peaks, a selective discrimination of this element in a scanned specimen can be realized by
fixing the Bragg angle which produces an interference peak and, then, to carry out the computed tomography in the
standard mode. The reconstructed image represents the spatial distribution of the function

(x, E). This method
dQ
can be employed to enhance the presence of a given element with respect to other ones in a sample. Preliminary
results [3, 4] suggest the technique could be improved by using synchrotron radiation (SR).
The availability of a very intense and highly collimated synchrotron radiation beam makes possible to study
scattering properties of different tissue substitute materials (water, Lucite, nylon, polystyrene and hydroxyapatite)
and some polycrystalline solids (lead, platinum, dysprosium and silicon) were studied due to industrial and
environmental human exposure to these metals. Some preliminary images obtained in diffraction mode are compared
with transmission ones.
All measurements were performed at the Laboratorio Nacional de Luz Sincrotron (LNLS), in Campinas,
Brazil [5]. The X-ray diffraction station (XRD) at LNLS/CNPq was used to test the feasibility of a two-dimensional
selective imaging method with synchrotron radiation. The diffraction patterns were carried out with a 0.5 mm slit in
front of the detector and an 11.101 keV beam (X = 1.117 A) from the double-crystal monochromator. The diffracted
beam was detected by a fast scintillation detector (106 counts s"1) and registered by a multichannel analyzer. The
data were recorded at rates of one second per degree of 29 (angular steps equal to 0.05 ± 0.01°). The scatter-detector
distance was 50 cm.
To demonstrate the potential of synchrotron radiation diffraction tomography, two samples were imaged.
The samples consist of Lucite cylinders (8 mm diameter) with two 1 mm diameter holes. In the sample called A
lmm wires of dysprosium and platinum were inserted in the holes. In the other sample called B, the holes filled with
hydroxyapatite and silicon These materials were chosen in order to evaluate the capability of the technique in
distinguish between two polycrystalline solids of very similar attenuation coefficients and discriminate powder
materials.
Linear movement of the specimen results in a single projection. A set of projections adequate to allow twodimensional reconstruction of the angular dependence of the coherent scatter cross section is obtained by rotating the
specimen through a small angle between projections. The samples were moved in translation steps of 100 um and a
set of 45 projections was carried out at the Bragg angle for each material. The counting time was 4 seconds/point. In
this way, two diffraction images was carried out for each sample and they are compared with a transmission CTimage. The tomographic images obtained in transmission and diffraction mode were reconstructed with a backprojection reconstruction technique [4].
Figures l(a) e 2(a) shows the transmission images for samples A and B, respectively. The transmission CTimages are unable to distinguish the outer edge of Lucite cylinders. The outlines in the figures are only a guide for
the eyes. A software was used in order to improve the image quality.
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Figures l(b), l(c), 2(b) and 2(c) show the CT-images were obtained in diffraction mode at each
characteristic angle of both scatters in each sample. The diffraction images provide the information on the position of
the scatter interaction in function of the angular dependence of the coherent differential cross section. It can be noted
that due to the angular dependence of the coherent differential cross section, is quite suitable to locate a desired
element in the sample. Indeed, the diffraction images enhanced the presence of the Lucite and the outline of the
cylinder is clear.

v

\

(C)
Figure 1 - Sample A: transmission image (a) and diffraction images at the characteristic angle for Pt (b) and for Dy (c).

Figure 2 - Sample B: transmission image (a) and diffraction images at the characteristic angle for HAp (b) and for Si (c).

The detection of solid-state effects like diffraction peaks depends on the angular resolution and on the
measurement accuracy. As well known that a compromise must be reached between adequate counting statistic and
angular (or momentum) resolution. At the lower energy used in synchrotron radiation, the coherent cross sections
are maxima at larger angles so, the angular resolution is increased. The increased angular (or momentum)
resolution using synchrotron radiation and consequently, reduces the signal/noise ratio. It is expected to further
improve the diffraction CT-image in biological application. The using of the synchrotron radiation diffraction
allowed to obtain new data collection and the advantages are apparent.
CT-images can be produced for selective isolation of an element of the scanned sample, when the
tomography was carried out at trie Bragg angle of this element. The information is related to the spatial distribution
of electron density. The obtained diffraction images demonstrate the capability of the technique of synchrotron
diffraction CT for enhanced amorphous and polycrystalline materials discrimination. In this way, the results suggest
that a X-ray diffraction imaging system using synchrotron radiation is feasible and it can be employed as a attractive
technique for biomedical investigations.
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ABSTRACT
The Total Reflection X-ray Fluorescence has been applied for trace elements in water
and aqueous solutions, environmental samples and biological materials after sample
preparation and to surface analysis of silicon wafers. The present paper shows some results of
applications for rainwater, atmospheric particulate material, colostrum and nuclear samples.
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Research in the field of radiation chemistry, studying the peculiarities of interaction of ionizing
irradiation with polymer materials, application of studying for production of medicinal preparations,
sterilization of medical products and so on was started in Belarus in the late 60es on the basis of
Co-60 source, 400 kCi and are being continued from 1993 with using linear electron accelerator
installed at the Radiation Physics and Chemistry Problems Institute. The nominal average beam
power is 10 kW with electron energy 10 MeV. The accelerators are equipped with a conveyer with
the regulator velocity. The electron scheme for the conveyer's control is applied to carry boxes with
the sizes of 45x75 cm2to the electron accelerator with the velocity from 0.5 cm/s up to 5.0 cm/s.
This industrial type facility allows to carry out investigations not only in the field of radiation
chemistry, but also in medicine, industry and agriculture. Till today the only facility in Belarus where
the radiation treatment of foodstuffs, medical herbs, sterilization of different types of medical
devices, Pharmaceuticals and raw materials, wound dressing, some food products are performed in
a commercial scale.
The Ministry of Health of the Republic has given permission for radiation treatment of the
following food products: lactose, egg powder, spices, gelatin, meat of poultry, medical herbs. For
radiation sterilization of medical devices and for radiation treatment of solid Pharmaceuticals the
dose 25 kGy was specified by the National State Authority.The project «The Pilot-Scale Production
of Hydrogel Dressings for Medical Purposes)) (BYE/8/003) was approved within the framework of
TC Program IAEA for 2001-2002 and was started in January. The project will be performed using
electron accelerator. In the practice of radiation treatment EGS4 computer code is used to calculate
the absorbed dose distribution in the boxes with the products to be irradiated.
In 1998 the Institute installed a very high-yield neutron generator which will generate
1.2-10I2neutr./s (14 MeV neutrons) from (d,t) reaction (3H-target) when operating in a continuous
mode. The generator is currently operated in the (d,d) reaction with the associated yields of 2-3-1010
neutr./s (3 MeV neutrons).
The neutron generator is also intended to drive a sub-critical assembly using a uranium-polyethylene
core (Keff = 0.98) with 10% enriched fuel. The new facility was put into operation in 2000 and
supplies a thermal neutron iElux at the level «*109neutr./cm2-s. The facility is to be used for neutron
activation analysis, production of calibration y-sources for gamma spectrometers, neutron therapy,
neutron radiography, to study the features of neutron transmutation of long-lived fission products
and minor actinides.
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THE IEAv L-BAND ELECTRON LINEAR ACCELERATOR
C. FUHRMANN, O.L.GONCALEZ, L.S.Y.RIGOLON, C.R.S.STOPA, J.RUBINI JR,
V.A.SERRAO, A.PASSARO, M.A.R.FRANCO, A.MURARO JR., A.C.C.MIGLIANO,
F.SIRCTLLI NETO and Y.C.DE POLLI
Centro Tecnico Aeroespacial, Instituto de Estudos Avancados
Sao Jose dos Campos, SP, Brazil
The Instituto de Estudos Avancados (IEAv) of the Centro T6cnico Aeroespacial (CTA) has a
program to construct a L-band electron linear accelerator [1]. Fig.l shows a diagram of the
machine and the Table 1 summarizes its main characteristics.

MODULATOR

KLYSTRON

• WAVEGUIDE

Figure 1

ALYZlNfG
SYSTEM
ELECTRON
GUN
BUNCHSR

ACCELERATING
STRUCTURE

INJECTOR

Table 1
Frequency (L-band)
Overall length
No load energy
Typical peak current
Electron pulse length
Repetition rate
Beam power

1300 MHz
4.2 m
23MeV
4A
50 a 1000 ns
up to 400 Hz
up to 4 kW
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Preliminary Works Installation of a Microtron MT-25
L.Cimino1', O. D. Rizo1), D. Rivero1', F. Mas1), J. F. Zuniga1', R. Guibert2), A. Rolo1)
1) Institute for Nuclear Science and Technology, ISCTN, Cuba.
2) Center of Applied Studies for Nuclear Development, CEADEN, Cuba.

The ISCTN has a Microtron cyclic electron accelerator, designed and built in Dubna,
Russia, with the active participation of Cuban personal. The construction of this
accelerator was completed en 1990 and, after some testing, it was packed and sent to
Cuba, where it arrived in 1991.
After ten years it was decided to put to work this machine, so work in the frame of a
Latinoamerican Regional Laboratory, has been done to determine the working state of
the principal parts of this accelerator while the bunker in which be settle is constructed.

Fig.1 General view Microtronof 's parts
The main power supply of electric energy is a motoconverter type BPL-50, 50Kw,
220V, 3 phase with 50Hz input and 477Hz output. By means of Vibration Analysis, this
machine has been characterized in the last two years to see the effects of 60Hz input
which is the line frequency in Cuba.
We have interconnected the high frequency system with other parts of the accelerator,
this parts are the following:
1- Microwave generator
7- Ion high vacuum pump
2- Modulator
8- Relays rack
3- Phase shifter
9- DC power supply
4- Ferrite valve
10-Deflector magnet
5- Ventilator
11-Quadrupolar magnet
6- Primary pump
12-Correction magnet
All this parts are interconnected also, with a control panel in which analogic values are
showed.
The high frequency system is operated from the control panel aided by the work of the
D.C. power supplies (9), and the relays rack (8). It was necessary to design and built a
water cooling system, to cool the magnetron, ferrite vaive (4), equivalent charge and,
the two electromagnetic vacuum pumps (3), used for high vacuum in part of the wave
guide and acceleration chamber. With the aim of controlling different parameters in the
functioning of this accelerator such as, temperature and the water pressure,
interlockings of door in the microwave high power generator, D.C. currents for
quadrupolar lenses and! deflection and correction magnets and so for; all this variables
obtained in analog form in the control panel; it was decided the design, construction
and completion of a suitable data acquisition system that aids the Microtron operator in
his work.
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The system is destined to the sampling of the work parameter of the whole accelerator
although not all the parameter are available at this moment, because the accelerating
chamber is not installed in our Microtron.
The data acquisition system SAD has been developed using a microcontroller 80C535
from Siemens, accompanied of an ADC of 12 bits an four input form Burr-Brown, a
DAC series of 12 bits and four outputs from Maxim and series port controller Max232,
also of Maxim.
This items gives us an interface system with the following characteristics:
• 4 analog input with 12 bits of resolution
• 8 analog inputs with 8 bits of resolution
• 4 analog output with 12 bits of resolution
• RS-232 Interface
• 2 digital Input/Output port of 8 bits
• 2K of Program Memory (ROM)
• 2K of External Memory of Data (RAM)
• 2 input of counters or timers
• 2 input for interruption
The operation of this system is guided from a monitor program saved in the memory of
programs of the microcontroller. This program is conformed in form of a principal
routine that runs in closed loop. Using LabVIEW has been developed a software for the
Data Acquisition System named Virtual Panel 2.0.
This program is executed in form of a virtual panel of control, guaranteeing a friendly
communication between the operator of the Microtron and the PC. There are shown all
the parameters and indications that are present in the original control panel. This
program, has been designed like separated modules in such from that you can use
these small routines to build bigger programs efficiently.
Upon concluding this work we have a SAD with the above specified characteristic that
may be connected via RS-232 interface to a PC. It is programmed in order to acquire
signals coming from differents parts of the accelerator. Also, the Virtual Panel 2.0
program has been developed, that allow the acquisition of all the data for a PC, show
them in screen through a virtual panel, as well a check if they have exceeded the
critical levels of Microtron parameters and emit signs of alarm. This program permits
also to save in magnetic support all the acquired information.
Bibliography.
The Microtron. Kapitza S. P. Meleckin V-N Havwood Acad. Publ. London. Chuv, 1978
Microtron MT-22. Belov A. G., Bondarenko P.G, Simane C. Vognap M. JINR p9-82-301
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The Applied Research Program of the High Flux Neutron Generator at
the National Nuclear Center, Havana.
G.Perez; G.Martin; C.Ceballos; I.Padron; K.Shtejer; N.Perez; RGuibert; L.M.Ledo;
Carlos Cruz Inclan.
Center of Applied Technologies and Nuclear Research (CEADEN), Havana, Cuba.
ABSTRACT: The Havana High Flux Neutron Generator facility is an intense neutron source based on a 20
mA duoplasmatron ion source and a 250 kV high voltage power supply. It has been installed in the Neutron
Generator Laboratory at the Center of Applied Technologies and Nuclear Research in 1997. This paper deal
outlined the future applied program to be carried out in this facility in the next years. The Applied Research
Program consists on install two nuclear analytic techniques: the PELAN tecnhique which uses the neutron
generator in the pulse mode and the Low Energy PIXE technique which uses the same facility as a low energy
proton accelerator for PIXE analysis.

The Neutron Generator Laboratory at the CEADEN has a future applied research
program to be carried out in the next years on the base of a high flux neutron generator. The
Applied Research Program consists on installing two nuclear analytic techniques: the
PELAN (Pulsed Elemental Analysis with Neutrons) tecnhique, which uses the neutron
generator in a pulse mode and the Low Energy PIXE technique, which uses the same
facility as a low energy proton accelerator for PIXE analysis.
The High Flux Neutron Generator facility is an intense neutron source based on a 20
mA duoplasmatron ion. source and 250 kV high voltage power supply. Under this
parameters D+ions produced are extracted and accelerated up to 250 KeV by the static
linear accelerator. A rotation TiT target with 300Ci activity is considered and through
deuterium-tritium (d-T) reaction produces fast neutrons with an energy range of 14 MeV
and a maximum flux - lxl0 12 n.seg A.
Originally, the Neutron Generator works in continuos mode. In order produce ion
pulses (protons and deuteron), recently there was develop a system wich allows the
functioning of the generator in the pulse mode by modifying the ion extracting potential. At
present the system is being characterized. Up to now the frecuency can be regulated
between 0 and 100 Hz, and pulses rise time 5 pseg wide.
The introduction of a neutron pulsed system will allow the increasing first of all, the
analytic capabilities of our laboratory and besides introduces the possibility of earring out
new basic research programs. In particular the developed system will be utilized to
introduce the PELAN technique which uses fast neutron activation in order to detect the
presence of H,C,N,0 and some other elements inside of drugs and hidden explosive
materials. This technique utilizes both the fast neutrons to identiflcate such elements as C
and O, by measuring the characteristic gamma radiation from neutron inelastic scaterring
and the thermal neutrons for the measurement of elements such as N and H through the
characteristic y-rays from the capture reaction.
The transportation of illicit drugs has shown an increasing trend during the last
decade and the development of fast, non-destructive interrogation methods are required for
the inspection of cargo containers, trucks and airline baggages. Taking this account into, the
PELAN technique is one of several neutron- based techniques that are now under study
with the purpose of being used for non-intrusive detection of hidden contraband materials
such as illicit druggs and explosive.
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To develop an experimental base for the PIXE analysis with proton beams of low
energy is another main purpose in the applied research program of the Neutron Generator
Laboratory.
For us is well known that with slight modifications , lower voltage accelerators
routinely used as neutron generators can be made to produce low energy protons in the
range of 100 KeV. These protons have very small penetration depth in matter and can
therefore be used mainly in surface studies and analysis of light matrices through the PIXE
method.
Particle Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) is a powerful analytical technique. It can
be characterized as a qualitative, accurate and highly sensitive method for multi-elemental
analysis of materials in general and in particular is considered the preferred method for
trace element detection in biological tisuue.
Typically, the PIXE analysis based on an ion beam with energies between 1.5-3
MeV, provids detection limits as low as 1 ppm or even better, depending on the sample
type and its preparation.
The possible advantages of using particle induced X-ray emission (PIXE) with
proton beams energies below 1 MeV are, the low background radiation, good sensitivity for
light elements, and lower secondary excitation in thick targets.
There is a number of laboratories in the world based on accelerators providing
proton beam energies below 1 MeV. Some of them have developed different applications of
low energy PIXE while some others have dedicated some efforts to the such basic
researches related to PIXE in this energy range.
In such fields like material sciences, enviroment and archaelogy several authors
have focused a number of applications such as light element detection, thin film
measurement and the possibilities of depth profiling. These applications have shown the
convenience of using low energy PIXE considering its capability of solving particular
problems what justifies the attention raised now a today to the low energy PIXE.
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Utilization of Electron Beam Accelerator TESLA
Bohumil Bartonicek
Nuclear Research Institute Rez
250 68 Rez, Czech Republic

Linear high-frequency electron accelerator TESLA was built in the Tesla Research
Institute for Vacuum Electronics, Prague (Czech Republic)- The main characteristics of the
accelerator are given in Table I.
Table I. Main characteristics of TESLA linear electron accelerator
Maximum average output power (kW)

I

Mean electron energy (MeV)

4

Maximum average electron current (uA)

300

Maximum pulse electron current (A)

0.2

Pulse length (\xs)

2-5

Pulse repetition frequency (Hz)

500

Scanner frequency (Hz)

2

Maximum scan width (cm)

50

Maximum pulse dose rate on the conveyor
~10 ?

(Gy/s)
Surface do<;e at maximum scan width,
maximum beam current and conveyor speed

-20

of30cm/min(kGy)

The accelerator laboratory is equipped with a conveyor system and is designed for
radiation-technological experiments and service irradiation.
Electron dosimetry is performed by using alanine (ESR spectroseopy- The ealorimetric
calibration technique was applied for dose measurements by using a water calorimeter.
The project of the radiation-technological production of electrical wires consisted in
the research of
•

radiation vulcanization of silicon rubber mixtures (from DOW Corning, Wacker
Chemie, Rhone Poulenc and Synthesia Koh'n)
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•

radiation crosslinking of stabilized mixtures polyethylene Bralen KB-2-11

•

radiation crosslinking of polyvinylidenfluoride and PVC mixtures

The successful completion of this research project represented two radiation-technological
lines in Kablo Vrchlabi (Czech Republic) for production of crosslinked cables and tubings.
Research of radiation crossling of original Czech plastic material based on polyamide KATCHEMID N is focused for ballistic purposes especially for application as armoured
cover

(l>

KATCHEMID N (produced by KATCIIEM Ltd., Prague) represents a linear

aliphatic non-modified polyamide produced by anionic polymerization. KATCHEMID N has
high toughness while keeping its relative high strength, high flash point (460 °C), high
melting point (210 °C) and applicability within the range of temperatures of 140-180 °C.
Several types KATCFTEMID N which were prepared under different condition of
polymerization (concentration of catalyzer 0.2-0.35 mol%, temperature 170-200 °C,
polymerization time 120-240 m. various cooling rate) were irradiated in the scanned beam of
Tesla Linac with absorbed dose of 360 kGy\ The results have showed that KATCHEMID N
has extremely high radiation stability and radiation changes of mechanical properties in the
specific types are promising for its ballistic application.
Preparation of shelf stable meat products using TESLA electron beam irradiation is
performed in a frame a project of radiation technologies for the army and armament industry
needs. Six kinds of shelf stable meat products were prepared. The meat was cooked, vacuum
packed, freezed in liquid nitrogen and irradiated with minimum absorbed dose of 35 kGy. The
microbial, chemical and organoleptic properties are periodically tested. The results of the tests
after 1 year of preparation confirm a high quality of the products.
References
1)

M. Zeman, Z. Ceray, B. Casensky. i. Fusek: New Materials on Base Modified
Polyamide 6 for Special Safety Purposes, Proceedings of the Seminar on Materials and
Technologies for Production Special Products, Brno, May 10,2001 (in Czech).
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CONTROL SYSTEM OF THE FOLDED TANDEM ACCELERATOR AT BARC
MJ. KANSARA, SAPNA P., N.B.V. SUBRAHMANYAM, I P . BHATT,
SUDHIR K. SINGH, P. SINGH
Nuclear Physics Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai-85, India.

T.S. ANANTHAKRISHNAN, M.D. GHODGAONKAR
Electronics Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai-85, India.
Different site-specific approaches are followed by accelerator laboratories, to
develop control systems. The requirements for the Folded Tandem Ion
Accelerator (FOTIA) [1] control system at BARC are that it should be
upgradeable, scaleable and : simpie to maintain. Incorporating these
requirements, we have developed control architecture (hardware as well as
software), fibre optic data teleVnetry system [2], spark protection circuit and
the hardware interface units.
In FOTIA, the parameters of devices at various locations are controlled and
monitored remotely using a computer based control system. The control
system (Fig.l) has been developed with PCs forming the different nodes,
rnnnprt-pri ttimngh an Fthprnfrt-with TAMAC as front-end system. PCs are
used as consoles; and servers. FOTIA parameters are monitored and
controlled through PC3, which includes a CC8 CAMAC controller PC interface
card. This interface card corrimunicates with the CAMAC controllers with
System Interconnect Bus (SIB). CAMAC consists of a crate controller, data
display and different plug in modules for Analog as well as Digital signals,
Scanning rate of the system is 1 ms and refreshing rate is 1 sec. The
operating system is QNX. Graphical application is implemented in C++.
Communication, run-time database and objects are supported by the control
system platform, Both QNX operating system and CAMAC have been tested
and proven to meet the needs qf FOTIA.
The various CAMAC modules like, Parallel Crate Controller with PC interface
card, 16 channel scanning 12 bit ADC, 8 channel 12 bit DAC, 24 bit isolated
input, 24 bit isolated output, multi channel serial communication module used
in the control system for FOTIA, were developed in the Electronics Division of
BARC.
For interfacing various power supplies with CAMAC, number of hardware
interface modules were developed in house. A fibre optic data telemetry
system was developed for conttal of the devices located in the high voltage
environment. In order to get higher resolution required for controlling the
magnet power supply, multi-channel serial communication CAMAC module is
used.
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APPLICATION OF ACCELERATORS IN INDUSTRY, MEDICINE AND FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH IN ALMATY INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR
PHYSICS.
S. N. LYSSUKHINT A A. ARZUMANOV
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Almaty, Republic of Kazakhstan
The Institute of Nuclear Physics in Almaty is the only Kazakhstan institution
with a significant activity at the national level in the field of physics of accelerators,
their application and associated technology. Three accelerators of different type are
being used in the Institute: high power electron beam accelerator, isochronus
cyclotron and heavy ion electrostatic tandem.
Electron beam accelerator ELV-4
This high power machine is only electron beam irradiation facility of
industrial scale in the Republic, ft was produced by Budker Institute of Nuclear
Physics, Novosibirsk ,Russia and installed in Almaty in 1991 for development of
radiation technology in Kazakhstan. The accelerator generates electron beams of
following parameters:
Energy range (MeV)
1.0-1.5
Max. beam power (kW)
40
Max. beam current (mA)
40
The machine is equipped with beam scanning system, extraction device with output
window 980x75 mm1 and chain conveyer for irradiated material supply.
Tn the time being the accelerator is regularly used for radiation cross-linking
technology and for sterilization. Cross-linking technology is the base of high quality
roof material production for building industry. Raw ethylene-propylene rubber
mixture is rolled as strip of SO m length, 1 m width, 1 mm thickness and then
irradiated by dose of about 120 kGy. The final product is waterproof flexible material,
very stable in hard atmospheric conditions and non sensitive to sun UV radiation .
Sterilization of medical materials and items is not traditional application of such low
energy installations but due to uniqueness of this accelerator in Kazakhstan and high
actuality of the task for the Republic this technology was developed in INP
Hermetically packed items ( medical cotton , bandages, syringes, surgical gloves,
small plastic bottles ) with thickness less than penetration range of 1.5 MeV
electrons are put at the conveyer as mono-layer and irradiated by sterilizing dose of
25 kGy.
Isochronus cyclotron
The variable energy isochronus cyclotron in Almaty is a compact low energy
cyclotron, K=50 MeV. It generates different beams of light ions: protons 6-30 MeV,
deuterons 12.5-25 MeV, heIium-3 ions 18.5-62 MeV, alpha particles 25-50 MeV. In
the last years the accelerator is rather intensively used for radioisotope production [1].
For this purpose the cyclotron is equipped with two target systems:
- High power (up to 10 kW) internal target facility intended for irradiation of the
surfaces with very good heat conductivity. Normally it is thin metal layers on the
copper backing.
- External isotope target system for irradiation by low power ion beam (<10Q W) of
toxic materials and materials with low heat conductivity such as loose and smelted
powders.
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The internal target device is regularly used for production of medical radionuclides
Tl-201 and Ga-67, sealed radioactive sources for science and industry on the base of
Cd-I09 and Co-57 isotopes. Radiomiclides - tracers for radio-ecological research and
monitoring of nuclear tests sites Sr-85, Y-88, Pu-237 are produced in necessary
amount using extracted cyclotron beam and external isotope target.
New direction of the cyclotron application was generated by developing of radioecological researche and monitoring at the nuclear test sites and adjacent regions of
Kazakhstan. One of the most sensitive method for determination of trace
concentration and spatial distribution of Pu-239 and U-235 is based on thermal
neutron induced fission and registration of fission products with ihe fragment
detectors[2]. Minimal sample preparation needed for this kind of measurement gives
the unique opportunity for study of trace radioisotope impurities distribution at the
ground surface and registration of "hot" radioactive particulars. For realisation of this
analytical method the cyclotron based generator of thermal neutrons was designed and
integrated into existing beam line. The generator consists of the two main parts: Betarget - source of fast neutrons from nuclear reaction and polyethylene blockmoderator of neutrons. Flux of thermal neutrons was 2-1010 n-cm'V 1 at the deuteron
beam current of 12 uA and energy of 25 MeV.
Heavy ion electrostatic tandem
Heavy ion electrostatic tandem with accelerating voltage range of 0.2 - 1 MV is
mainly used as analytical instrument for material characterisation [3], Routine TBA
techniques : RBS, NRA, PIXE was developed to meet the needs of thin film
technology, ecology, composite multi-layer targets technology for radioisotope
production at the cyclotron
Micro beam facility is used in radio-ecological research for investigation of elements
distribution in separate "hot" radioactive paiticulates.
REFERENCES
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IF ADDITIONAL SHIELDING REQUIRED FOR THE LINEAR
ACCELERATOR ROOM WHEN MODERN TREATMENT TECHNIQUES
ARE INTENSIVELY USED
1

Albert V. Miller, ^ydmantas Atkocius and 2Eduardas Aleknavicius

department of Radiation Protection, Medical Physics and Radiobiology,
Department of Radiotherapy, Lithuanian Oncology Center, Santariskiu — 1, 260Q
Vilnius, Lithuania
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ABSTRACT:
Introduction When the new linear accelerator is to be installed in radiotherapy department the
responsible personnel should perform necessary estimations and calculations of the protective
barriers for the accelerator treatment room. These methods are described in details in
literature1'2.However, if modern treatment techniques are planned to be intensively used on
this machine, additional concern rises regarding adequacy of these calculations. The new
Saturne-43 linear accelerator with three photon energies of 8, 15 and 25 MV recently installed
at our department was planned to be used for conventional treatment techniques as well as for
conformal and total body treatments.
The method of conformal therapy generally employs more small fields per one treated patient
than conventional techniques. It leads to the use of more linear accelerator monitor units for
the average treatment. It was estimated that "beam on" time of an accelerator to deliver the
same dose to the tumor is up to 3 times more than for conventional methods. The total body
technique contribute to the extra time on of an accelerator because of extended distance to the
dose prescription point.
Altogether intensive clinical use of these modern techniques will noticeably increase "beam
on" time of an accelerator and rise question regarding validity of the traditionally calculated
shielding of the treatment room.
Materials and methods IAEA-TECDOC-1040 and NCRP Report No 49 suggest considering
three main components incident on the protective barriers: direct radiation, scatter radiation
and leakage radiation. The formulas for these components are similar and dose equivalent
limits are proportional to the workload. For the conventional treatments workloads of direct,
scattered and leakage radiation are equal and calculated by the division of total prescribed
dose (for all treated per week patients) to the machine isocenter to average tissue maximum
ratio. These workloads for conformal and TBI are different and should be considered
separately. Additionally, in theory, the workloads for all energies in use have to be calculated.
In practice, however, the shielding calculation needs to be performed only for the highest
energy used for the particular technique. In our case it was 25 MV X-rays.
Results The primary barrier thickness is calculated with the use of direct workload value.
Direct workload in our case is the sum of conventional workload, conformal workload and
TBI workload. For the secondary barrier thickness calculation the leakage and scatter
workloads are used. Leakage workload is determined as total number of monitor units
accumulated per week. For the conventional treatment leakage workload the factor of
lcGy/MU is used to convert from direct workload. For conformal technique, however,
additional factor of approximately 2 is required. This factor is about 10 for our TBI technique.
Scatter workload we found less or equal to the direct workload.
Further, we assumed about 40% of patients receive conformal therapy on the accelerator and
in average one patient per week receive TBI. The leakage workload in this situation will be
1.6 of the direct workload. It will increase the secondary barrier thickness by approximately
0.18 of tenth value layer.
Conclusion When intensive use of conformal therapy and TBI is planned on linear
accelerator one should consider increasing secondary barrier thickness for the treatment room.
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The calculation procedure is quite simple and does not required any additional data or
measurements.
Literature.
1. IAEA-TECDOC-1040, "Design and implementation of a radiotherapy programme:
Clinical, medical physics, radiation protection and radiation safety aspects", IAEA, 1998.
2. NCRP Report 49, "Structural Shielding Design and Evaluation for Medical Use of X-rays
and Gamma Rays of Energies Up to lOMeV," National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements, 1976.
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Teofllo O.L. San Luis, Jr., MD, MPA (Philippines)

Description of Work (performed over the last three years)
In the University of Santo Tomas, Faculty of Medicine & Surgery, I give
scheduled lectures to 3 rd & 4th year medical students in Nuclear Medicine (NM) &
Thyroidology; attend grand rounds & conferences; and participate in planning other
academic work like post-graduate courses & scientific meetings. In the University
Hospital I read out NM imaging procedures (scans) and supervise assay work by the
technical staff. I also supervise the training of NM residents and coordinating research
works involving in-vivo & in-vitro procedures done by our residents & fellows. I see
patients (both private and service/teaching) and administer radioactive therapy as
indicated. As Assistant Medical Director for Development (1998-2001) I sit in the
Executive Management Committee and drrect the strategic planning & development
particularly of the medical infrastructure & instrumentation of the hospital, and manage
the publication of the hospital newsletter.
In the St. Luke's Medical Center, Department of Nuclear Medicine (starting
September 2000) I exercise general administrative supervision & control over all imaging
and non-imaging procedures, other diagnostic & therapeutic applications of radionuclides
in patient care & research. I review clinical reports, conduct conferences for medical &
technical staff, and supervise the NM training program (initially for residents, later for
fellows) which I initiated and is now being implemented starting January 2001. As the
Department is establishing a PET & Cyclotron facility (the first of its kind in the
Philippines), we have had some discussions on the infrastructural, organizational &
operational aspects, including the human resource development of the medical &
technical staff
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PRELIMINARY EXPLOITATION OF INDUSTRIAL FACILITY FOR FLUE GAS
TREATMENT
A. G. Chmielewski, Z. Zimek, E. Bier, B. Tyminski,
Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology, Warsaw, Poland
J. Licki
Institute of Atomic Energy, Swierk, Poland
High emission of SO2 and NOX in the process of fossil fuel combustion creates a major world
environmental problem. Poland which uses for energy production mainly pit and brown coal
produces these pollutants as well. The certain amount of SO2 and slightly less NOX pollutants
is introduced into the atmosphere. 1/2 of SO2 and 1/3 NOX pollution is contributed by heat and
electricity generating boilers. The biggest sources of pollution are located in south west side
of Poland and are connected with industrial centers but over 45% of the total SO2 and 69% of
NOX pollutants distributed over polish territory come from external sources.
The laboratory facility for flue gas treatment radiation technology was organized in Institute
of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology at Warsaw at the end of 80-ties. Soon after the pilot
plant for flue gas treatment with electron beam has been installed at Power Plant Kaweczyn
near Warsaw. The flow capacity trough those installations was respectively 400 and 20000
Nm3/h. Three new elements have been introduced to the construction of the radiation chamber
in Polish pilot installation. Those are: cascade double stage irradiation, longitudinal
irradiation, (beam scanned along the chamber axis) and the air blow under the chamber
window with the purpose to create air curtain separating the window from the flue gases
causing corrosion. Three different system for filtration aid has been constructed and tested:
bag filter, gravel bead filter and electrostatic precipitator. The pilot plant installation was used
to establish the optimal parameters of industrial facility:
- optimizing of the process parameters leading to reduction of energy with high efficiency of
SO2 and NOX removal;
- selecting and testing filter devices and filtration process;
- developing of the monitoring and control systems at industrial plant for flue gas cleaning,
- preparation of the design for industrial scale facility.
The positive results of the tests performed on laboratory and pilot installation in Poland has
lead to decision concerning design and construction of the industrial demonstration plant for
electron beam flue gas treatment. Industrial demonstration facility for electron beam flue gas
treatment was designed and installed in EPS Pomorzany in Szczecin. This flue gas
purification installation treats exhaust gases coming from a block which consists of two
Benson type boilers of power 56 MWe each, supplying additional steam for heating purposes
up to 40 MWth each. The 270 000 Nm3/h flue gases (half of produced by the blocks) is
treated meet Polish regulations which are imposed since 1997. Four electron accelerators has
been constructed by Nissin High Voltage, Kyoto, Japan to provide 1200 kW of total beam
power with electron energy 0,8 MeV to be installed in EPS Pomorzany.
Two-stage irradiation was applied as it was tested at the pilot plant. The industrial installation
located at EPS Pomorzany consist of two independent reaction chambers, humidification
tower with water and steam supply systems, ammonia water handling system with ammonia
injection, electrostatic precipitator, by product handling system, measuring and control
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systems. Solid particles which are formed as salts are separated in ESP and byproduct
pretreated in handling system with amount up to 700 kg/h.
All systems including accelerators were tested separately to meet EPS regulations (72 h
continuos run) and confirm producer warranted parameters and facility design specification.
Some necessary modifications including accelerators were introduced by equipment
producers depends on obtained results of performed measurements. The quality of shielding
properties of accelerator chamber walls was tested according to national regulation and the
license on accelerator exploitation and personnel qualification were issued by polish
authorities.
The spatial dose distribution and dose rate measurement were carried on with electron energy
700 and 800 keV. Preliminary results have shown that the construction solution of the
reaction chamber (irradiation with scanning along the chamber axis and protective air curtain
under the window to introduce the electron beam into the reaction chamber) approve
themselves under industrial conditions. Calibration procedures of analytical equipment were
applied to test instruments and obtain reliable data regarding facility running parameters.
Experimental data obtained during preliminary exploitation show good agreement with results
of theoretical calculations and performed pilot plant experiments.
The results of the industrial facility preliminary exploitation indicate that:
SO2 and NOX desired pollutants removal efficiency from the flue gas can be obtained
under certain conditions like sufficient humidity, suitable flue gas temperature, dose rate and
ammonia stoichiometry,
depends on local conditions SO2 or NOX removal can be optimized to achieve primary
goals of the installation,
- good reliability of the accelerators are the crucial for smooth exploitation of the facility,
- by-product quality may be influenced by coal and water quality used in the process.
The primary task of preliminary exploitation is related to facility and separate systems
optimization in respect to pollutants removal efficiency, energy consumption, by-product
filtration efficiency, by-product handling system perfection, accelerator testing and
improvement control systems perfection. The details procedures regarding facility operation
were established to achieve smooth facility exploitation under typical conditions related to
EPS service. The successful implementation of this technology in EPS Pomorzany may led to
decisions concerning designing and construction other flue gas treatment facilities to solve
environmental problems in Poland.
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The Cyclotron Center of the Slovak Republic
D. PODHORSKY, J. RUZICKA
Slovak Office of Standards, Metrology and Testing, Bratislava, Slovak Republic,
F. MACASEK, I. MAKAIOVA,S. SARO
Comenius University, Bratislava, Slovak Republic
J. KRISTIAK
Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava Slovak Republic
M. FULOP
Institute of Preventive and Clinical Medicine, Bratislava, Slovak Republic
1. BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES
The Cyclotron Center of the Slovak Republic was established at the beginning of August
1999 - within the Slovak Office of Standards, Metrology and Testing (SOSMT), in Bratislava,
Slovak Republic. It will have two cyclotrons - a large heavy and light cyclotron DC-72, which
will be constructed by the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR), Dubna, Russian
Federation, and a small commercial light ion cyclotron IBA 18/9. The heavy ion source of the
electron resonance type (DECRS-2M) will be used for low and medium energy experiments
in physics. The small electron accelerator is planned for different applications, including
improving the properties of plastics, increasing the resistance of cables to fire and
temperature, the sterilization of medical disposables in the CC SR.
The main purpose of the Cyclotron Center of the Slovak Republic (CC SR) is to catch the
present approach and trends in the area of improving of inhabitants life and health quality
using the progressive technology, which is introduced by bringing into practice of the
physical equipment - accelerators, producing beams of high energy particles.
Experts of nuclear physics and of the related branches have no experimental basis in
Slovakia, as after dissolution of the former the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic all bigger
nuclear equipment were left in the Czech Republic. The Slovak Republic is one of the
European countries where cancer and cardiovascular diseases have a rapidly increasing
tendency (the rate of new oncological cases is approximately 20 000/year at the population of
5 million inhabitants) - early diagnostics of population is necessary to be updated urgently.
The Slovak Republic use a great part of electricity (about 60 %) from its own nuclear power
stations and thus it is in need of education of rising generations of experts from different
nuclear fields.
The Government of the Slovak republic on June 18, 1996 approved the strategic aim of
building up the Cyclotron Laboratory at the Slovak Institute of Metrology and entrusted the
President of the Slovak Office of Standards, Metrology and Testing (SOSMT) with its
realization. The government of SR approved the project of the Cyclotron Center of Slovak
Republic on August 4, 1999. The project is realized "on a key-turn" according to the general
contract signed between the ATOMENERGOEXPORT (Russian Federation) as a general
supplier, and the SOSMT. The contractor as a partial payment within the Russian liabilities
will cover it. The construction of the CC SR complex includes the supply of accelerators and
related technologies. The building comprising the cyclotron, irradiation rooms and research
rooms will be sited within existing the Slovak Institute of Metrology in Bratislava. It will
cover the area of 3570 m2. The total capital expenditures for the whole project were approved
for US$ 118 mil. The price of the established technologies makes 76 % of all expenditures.
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2. PROGRAMS
Physics. In the CC SR six different beams will be available for physical experiments : an
proton beam of variable energy (28-72 MeV); light ion beams from 2H up to 7Li; heavy ions
from 7Li to 129Xe with the energy of about 7 MeV/u; neutron of continuous spectrum with a
mean energy of 3 MeV and a quasi monoenergetic beam of energy varying up to 60 MeV; an
electrons beam with two different energies 4 and 9,8 MeV; slow positrons of the intensity 106
Chemistry and Pharmacy. The main objective of radiochemistry and radiopharmaceuticals
programme is cyclotron targetry, positron radionuclides and label compounds production both
for medical and other applications (18F - (FDG, L-DOPA), 123I - (Nal), n C - (CO2), 81Rb-81Kr
-(generators), O2 - (NH3), 15O - (O2 , H2O, CO 2 , CO ), 211At (monoclonal antibodies,
polymers). A potential (custom) preparation of positron emitters not only the routine
radiopharmaceutical ones (67Ga, i n In, and 201Tl) but also 22Na, 38K, 58Fe, 57Co, 51'52Mn, M Cu,
72
As, 83Sr, 86Yr, and 124I from a universal solid target is also considered on the 72 MeV
cyclotron.
Medicine. The production of radiofarmaceuticals is closely connected with the diagnostic
purposes in nuclear medicine for the positron emission tomography (PET). According to the
conditions for production and distribution of the radiofarmaceuticals there are considered
three PET centers of CC SR. One center is planned directly at the site of CC SR, in which a
complete clinical and also scientific/research management center is planned. The second and
third PET-centers are considered as "satellite PET centers". The usage of
radiopharmaceuticals will be oriented towards: oncological diagnostics, neurological
diagnostics, cardiovascular indications. About 2000 patients from all Slovakia will be
examined annually. Radiotherapy and radiobiology. Ion beams produced by the CC SR 72
MeV cyclotron will be used for clinical treatment of different oncological diseases and for the
research in the field of radiobiology. The most important planned therapeutic applications are
neutron capture therapy and proton eye therapy
Applications. Modifications of materials by low and medium energy of ion implantation, ion
beam analysis, production of radioisotopes and radiofarmaceuticals for medicine and hadron
therapy are the main application programs of ion sources of the CC SR. Electron beams will
of the CC SR will be used in the first stage mainly for crosslinking of thermoplastic tube to
improve their mechanical properties and sterilizing a wide range of medical products. There is
a big program to use the CC SR for education purposes on all levels. Activities of the CC SR
will be regarded to create a modern scientific-research basis for training of experts from the
fields of: atomic physics, nuclear physics and techniques, solid state physics, radiochemistry,
radiobiology, radiopharmacy and nuclear medicine, with the priori aim - to bring new
accelerator technologies into practice. The priority is given to creating the International
Training Center, in co-operation with the International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna
(IAEA). The IAEA since 1997 has been funding the Technical Cooperation project
SLR/2/002 "Radiochemical facilities for production of medical radionuclids" up to 2000 and
additionally will be budgeted it for the next 3 years (2001-2003). This support has been
partially spent on scientific visits of Slovak experts to the top European centers, on foreign
experts stays and on the equipment for the Laboratory for Radiofarmaceuticals Quality
Control. The project will enable Slovakia to install the cyclotron for the production of medical
radioisotopes needed for the PET Centers, will ensure the production, quality control and
distribution of important medical radioisotopes.
The Cyclotron Center of Slovak Republic will be commissioned in 2006.
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STATUS OF THE INSTALLATION OF THE AMS SYSTEM AT THE NUCLEAR
REGULATORY AUHORITY

IN ARGENTINA. DESIGN OF A NEW STRIPPER

SYSTEM.

D.E. ALVAREZ, G.R. BUSTOS, A.J. AMODEI, A.G. BONINO, M.A. GIANNICO, G.A.
SERDEIRO, C. O. RODRIGUEZ AND C. POMAR.
Autoridad Regulatoria Nuclear (ARN),
Buenos Aires, Argentina.

As described elsewhere [1] a new AMS system is under installation at the Nuclear Regulatory
Authority, in Argentina. Its injection spectrometer is already operative, the electrostatic FN
tandem accelerator is under high voltage test and the post accelerator spectrometer shown in
FIG. 1. is been installed at present. A brief account on the status of the facility will be presented.

The main goal of the project is AMS assays for actinides in the area of international safeguards,
in particular safeguards related with ABACC + and IAEA.

The transmission of the heavy actinides ions is considerably reduced by the angular straggling
produced in the foil stripper, at the high voltage terminal of the electrostatic tandem accelerator.
To overcome this limitation and to reduce the energy straggling, the use of gas, for the stripping
of the ions, is required [2]. In order to achieve the required stripping gas density

while

preserving the vacuum at the low energy accelerator tubes, the application of differential
pumping at the high voltage terminal is needed. [3]. On this basis a new gas stripper system has
been designed. The main important features that the system must fulfil are: maximum possible
diameter for the stripper canal and minimum gas losses toward the acceleration tubes. With that
purpose the high voltage terminal of the accelerator will be equipped with two turbomolecular
pumps in order to recirculate the gas. These pumps will be directly powered by a three phase
electrical generator, driven by the Pelletron charging system. Details on the angular straggling
calculation, gas conductance calculation and off line vacuum tests, performed to optimize the
design, will be presented. Technical details on the ground to high voltage terminal optical link,
to control the new terminal stripper, will also be discussed.

+ ABACC: Brazilian-Argentine Agency for Accounting and Control of Nuclear Materials
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FIG. 1. Plan view of the post accelerator line and detection system
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY ON PET AND SPECT IMAGE FORMATION SYSTEMS FOR A
PROPER SCANNER CHOICE IN A CONSIDERED PET CENTER
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Instituto de Engenharia Nuclear IEN/CNEN
Rio de Janeiro Brazil
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Instituto Militar de Engenharia (IME)
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In the last twenty years, the conjunction of technology and research had provided exceptional conditions
for improvements on the quality of life, specially on nuclear medicine. In this area, the developed
technology is being applied, making available better diagnoses and therapy to a variety of diseases. Since
then the short-lived radionuclides were available only in the large physics research centers. The
increasing clinical applications have led to the rapid rise in the number of compact cyclotrons throughout
the world. All medical cyclotrons currently are suitable for sustaining programs for PET research and
clinical application. To date, up to 122 medical cyclotrons have been established worldwide, and Brazil
is about to install a new dedicated cyclotron (RDS111 from CTI), to its first PET Center, in Rio de
Janeiro.
Also the number of scanners worldwide has increased, mainly those based on the positrons emission and
annihilation. The better result gotten in the final contrast of the object imposes a comparative study and
analysis of the image formation process, either in a system based on a Single Photon Emission
Computerized Tomography (SPECT), as well as on Positron Emission Tomography (PET.)
This comparative study should at least follow same increasing rates of the new devices with
technological advances. That kind of study can be helpful on the decision of what type of scan should be
the proper one, to a PET Center, on a specific region. Obviously, many other parameters are involved in
that decision, and this discussion and analyses are the main subject of the present work. The objective is
to make available a realistic comparative scenario.
Many of the new devices have been introduced making progresses. As an example, in the new PET
scanners, the reduction of examination time, and the remarkable improvement on the diagnoses based on
images. As a consequence, we have a broadening on application, better performance, and making
possible the precocious discovery of males. Presently multi-ring commercial PET scanners can operate in
either two or three-dimensional acquisition modes. Some special features like the retractable lead septa
allows 3-D acquisition. In this mode the overall scanner sensitivity has a remarkable increasing compared
with earlier scanners, in spite of an increase in both the scatter and random rate.
As the emission and transmission data are fed into the computers, and the coincidence events are stored
as sinograms, it is also necessary to keep up with computational area. Just to give an idea on the
complexity level, the software should be able to provide a full 2-D or 3-D reconstruction algorithm,
based on filtered back projection, incorporating an attenuation correction procedure. This is necessary to
characterize sinograms, which correspond to sets of two-dimensional projections of the tracer
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distribution. Software tools should also have the capability for image manipulation and ultimately using
various bio-mathematical models. This way, the PET data could be transformed into information with
physiological, pathological significance.
In a self-sustained project, like the PET Center's project in Rio de Janeiro intend to be, the most
important parameters to be considered in the equipment's choice are the per capita's income and
acquisition and maintenance costs. However, these factors by itself cannot predict which the best
equipment should be acquired and some inherent characteristic of the product as resolution, sensitivity,
time of resolution, time of scan and others capabilities should be considered.
Out of the comparative scenario, there are also some legal complies. Specifically connected to project of
PET Center in Brazil, is the fact that the production of radioactive substances are monopoly of the federal
government. As a consequence, and also considering that most PET radioisotopes are short-lived, the
availability is restricted to this Southeastern region of Brazil. This region possesses technology to
produce a large variety of radiopharmaceuticals. That restriction also imposes another parameter related
with regional disease that could be diagnosed by PET SPECT.
Beyond the previous facts, the proper dealing with scanners requires many others' capabilities. For
instance, it is indispensable to understand all the internal equipment's details, knowing the process of
image formation and analyses in PET/SPECT. This knowledge should cover the radioactive source
preparation, and the bombarding in a cyclotron. Also in this knowledge is included the positron emission
and annihilation, the types of radiopharmaceuticals syntheses, the crystals, the influence of the
collimators, the identification of the interaction point, the formation's principle of the plans and colors,
the ways to introduce corrections, and to keep up with the new developments on the market.
Being presented to this work, the technologist must be able to evaluate and define a proper scanner, by
established criteria. Also, should also be able to make the choice and develop a protocol for its use. As a
result of the proposed procedures, is expected a positive impact on the reduction of general costs and
better quality of life reflected by a better diagnosis e a proper therapy.
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The automated recovery of [18O] water by a simple modification
Zhang jinming Tianjiahe Chenyinmao
PET Center of The PLA Genernal Hospital
Beijing, China
Purpose: To reuse the [18O]water
Methods: To separate the enriched water and deionized water.
Purify the [18O]water by evaporation and resin.

Waster
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•Vacuum
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Cooling

Reaction
Fig 1. Scheme for the recovery of [18O]water
Results: There are a 5-8% decrease in the total activity produced using the recovered
water. The recovered water can be reused for 2-3 times for production F-18.
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It is reported that most of
cancerogenic

the cancerous patients were caused by

substances[1 ]. The research in recent years shows that

carcinogenesis is reiated with Ca in the cells. In normal cells, the level of free
Ca2+ is very stable, the Ca2+ as messenger play an important role to keep normal
2+
function of cells. However the level of free Ca
in cells increases when the
cells are exposed to cancerogenic substances such as cigarette smoking solution
2r

and chrysotile[2].

But, where do the increased.Ca

come from? There are three

possibilities :1) from outside of cell membrane, 2) from inside of nucleus or 3)
from both outside and inside of cells.
41

By usesing external cultivation of cells, Ca as tracer and accelerator
mass spectromitry(AMS) as measurement method to investigate the origin of
2+
the increased Ca when the cells are exposed to cigarette smoking solution or
schrysotile is
1.

41

Ca

being undertaken. Several results as bellow have been got.

synthsis

A hight purified of isotope of ^Ca (99.95%) in form of CaO was irradiated
by thermal neutron with a heavy water reactor at the China Institute of Atomic
Energy(CIAE). The irradiation time and neutron flux were 988h and 4.9x1013
respectivly.

A 41 Ca/°Ca ratio Of 7x10*5 was obtained. The conversion efficiency

of Cametal to CaH 2 80% to 90%.
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2. CaH 2 sample preparation^]
There are two steps for CaH2 sample preparation in AMS measurement In
the first step, CaO is reduced to metallic calcium via vacuum distillation and in the
second, the
3.

41

is converted into a hydride.

Ca AMS measurement
The first 41Ca AMS measurement was performed with HI-13 tanden AMS

system in the CIAE. By using a 41 Ca blank

sample, 30 nA of CaPV ions from ion

sourec can be obtained. Ions were accelerated with a terminal voltage of 7.8 and
Cas+(E= 69.7 MeV) ions were selected. From the measurement, a ^ C a /
ratio of

about 10"14 was deduced.
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INVESTIGATION OF DIRECT PRODUCTION OF ^CU RADIOISOTOPE AT LOW
ENERGY MUI.TTPARTICIJE ACCELERATOR FOR PET STUDIES
F. SZELECSENYI, Z. KOVACS
Institute of Nuclear Resejirch of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (AT0MK3)
Debrecen, Hungary
K. SUZUKI, M. TAKEE, K. OKADA
National Institute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS)
Chiba, Japan
There is a need for 62Cu PET radioisotope also in those laboratories where its generator (^Zn [Tm
=9.2 h]-*S2Cu) are not available commercially and the 6iZu can not be produced directly. The
62
Cu radiorcudide is used mainly to label agents to quantify both .blood flow and hypoxia [I].
In the past only one group has studied a direct production way of raCu (Piel et cd. [2]). According
to their results, this method resulted in very high production yield. Unfortunately this method
requires highly enriched target material (^Ni). The cost of the enriched target, the necessity of the
recovery of the target material after the production, and the material loss during the
tiradiation/separation/recovery steps is a major disadvantage of this production way.
To avoid the use of the highly enriched nickel target and the recovery problem, we have decided
to investigate other production method(s) that do not employ enriched targets. Our candidate is
the S9Co(a,n) reaction for in-house production of 62Cu.
To evaluate the optimum production circumstances o£ the S2Cu via the above reaction, crosssections for the 59Co(a,xn)6l"62Cu nuclear processes were measured using the stacked-foil
technique. Stacks of thin Co and Cu foils were irradiated with coUimated alpha-particle beam
from the AW-930 isochronous cyclotron of NIRS, Chiba, Japan. The activation was performed
with Etf=44.6±0.5 MeV alphas for 20 min using an integrated charge of 112.8 mC. The stacks
were placed in a cylindrical target holder acting also as a Faraday-cage. The radioactive decay of
the residual nuclei in Co foils was followed without chemical separation using a Ge detector
connected to an MCA operating on a PC. Since the ^Cu lias a very weak gamma line at 1173
keV, the annihilation peak was used for its identification. The cross-sections were calculated
using the well-known activation formula.
On the basis of the present measurement it was possible to extend the database of the
59
Co(a3n)fi2Cu reaction up to 44 MeV. Additionally, we could also measure very precisely the
'Onset part' of the excitation function curve of the 59Co(a,2n)'slCu reaction which forms the major
contaminating copper radioisotope during 62Cu production. For yield calculation we have fitted
all the acceptable cross-section results (including our present measurement) of the ^Cofon) 62 ©!
and 59Co(cc,2n)slCu reactions up to 20 MeV.
According to our calculations, the optimum energy range for the production of ^Cu via the
3i>
Co(a,n) reaction was found to be 16->8 MeV. The calculated saturation yield of S2Cu in this
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62,

energy interval was 11.9 mCi/jjA. No radiocopper contamination can be expected for "Cu
production below 16 MeV. We have compared in Fig.l. the 62Cu yields using the 62NI(p.,n)62Cu
and 59Co(a,n)G2Cu nuclear reactions. Due to the expensive target material, Piel et al. [2] suggested
a production energy window only from 14—*1O MeV (328 mCi/joA). This value is about 28 times
higher than our yield, but taking into account the price of the enriched nickel and the problems of
the recovery, the (oyi) production way could replace the (p,n) method for local 62Cu production.
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FIG. I. Saturation yields for ike sNi(p,n)62Cu [m] and59Co(a,n)S2Cu [O] nuclear reactions as a
function of target thickness (target thickness: E - % „ - 6 MeV).
This work was done ia the frame of a JSPS (Japan)-HAS (Hungary) bilateral Research Project
'Development of new methods for targetry and synthesis of radiophannaceuticals for research and
applications in nuclear medicine'.
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PRODUCTION AT THE CYCLOTRON IFIN-HH FROM BUCHAREST 1
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National Institute of Nuclear Physics and Engineering- HoriaHulubei
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Historically, l03Pd, a short-lived isotope for permanent implant treatment of early stage prostate
cancer, was generated via the l02Pd(n,Y)103Pd reaction which relied on the availability of 1%
naturally abundant !02Pd in an enriched form and its moderately high neutron capture cross
section [1]. For the last 12 years, the accelerator production method for l03Pd has been based on
the irradiation of the rhodium metal with rather low energy protons via the reaction
l03
Rh(p,n)1O3Pd [1]. Big corporations from USA operate more than 10 dedicated accelerators to
produce this nuclide. The prostate cancer market with 180,000 new cases reported annually
justifies the effort for this radionuclide production. Recently, a manufacture in Europe also
brought the USA patented type of 103Pd seed implants on the world market
Our interest for this radioisotope production was started in 2000, as a result of the demand of
two big hospitals from Bucharest and the opportunity to participate at a research programme
(333-F2-RC 832) co-ordinated by IAEA from Vienna. The U-120 Cyclotron, made in 1956,
brought from the Russia, was quite a reliable machine. The accelerator is a classical cyclotron
with adjustable energy, j^iter a lot of improvements, the present parameters are shown in the
table 1.
Table 1: Beam parameters of the U-120 Cyclotron
Internal

Extracted

On target

Transversal
area of the
beam (cm2)

100
300

20
60

100
200

20
40

0.1-5
0.1-5
0.05-5
0.01-20

2-0.05
2-0.5
2-0.05
2-0.05

Beam current (\iA)
Nr

Particle

Energy
(MeV)

1
2
3
4

H2+

13
13
26
14

it

Fe tlk+\
(MHz)
11.300/1
11.300/1
11.300/1

15.400/1

Now at the level of our technology, we can maintain it by ourselves and operate it quite
independently. The experiments for the first year were focused on the obtaining of home made
data on cross-section, track target yields and possible contaminants for the nuclear reaction
l03

Rh (p,2i)103 Pd in the proton energy region 5 - 1 4 MeV. The experiments were performed at

our Van de Graff HV Tandem FN 15 accelerator (8 MV on terminal) by using proton beams up
to 14 MeV with a current intensity of 100 nA. Our data are compared to those directly
measured by Dmitriev [2] and Hermanne [3]. Design and adaptation of a dedicated beam line at
IFIN-HH Cyclotron for the 103Pd production was a priority in our work planning for the first
year, also. Because we consider the actual procedure very difficult for the chemical separation
1
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of the radionuciide from the expensive target material (Rh foils), we designed and experimented
some original solutions. In Fig.l we present a schematic view of the target system in order to
produce two radionuclides at the same time: l03Pd and 18F. In the same irradiation time we
intend to put inside the cyclotron, dees some devices (colimators on which the internal current is
measured) which can be covered with Rh foils. These internal targets can be rotated and cooled.
When the irradiation has been closed, the devices are taken out and they will switch and go to
hot cell for mechanical processing.

n

.

Electrical insulating teflon foil

" O-enriched water rircuir

Fig. 1 A schematic view of the target system for

Pd and F production

Also, there will be presented the experiments to establish the procedures for the post irradiation
characterization of the l03Pd radioisotope according to the radiobiological rules and the request
of medical specialists. We intend to find a solution to put inside the Ti seed the irradiated Rh
foils. These seeds can be recuperated from the patient's body after the treatment and introduced
in the 103Pd production procedure.
Having a population of 23,000,000 inhabitants and 35 big hospitals distributed in our country,
an insufficient level of radioisotope use in diagnostic and therapeutic applications can be
reported. This is the main reason for our research.
A priority and a goal of our institute is to prepare the new and young specialists and to
influence the economical decisions, in order to promote a national programme for obtaining
some dedicated accelerators for radioisotope production.
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Ion implantation is an interesting tool for a systematic investigation of the microaUoying
effect on the high temperature oxidation behavior of ferrhic iron-chromium-aluminium
alloys. The advantages of ion implantation are, that near surface profiles of alloying elements
can be produced vrffh yery highprecision in a wide range of concentrations and depths,
whereas the bulk properties of the implanted material remain unchanged £1]. Small additions
of rare earth elements such as yttrium, cerium, etc., when added to chromia or aluminaforming alloys can improve their high temperature oxidation behavior [2,3]. Therefore, in
this paper is presented the investigation results of improvement of the high temperature
oxidation resistance of FeCrAl alloys by microalloying with yttrium using ion implantation
techniques.
The microalloying with yttrium ions was performed using ion implantation techniques at
energy of 100 keV and at a nominal dose of 107 ions/cm • Experiments were performed
using ferritic FeCrAl alloys wifii the nominal composition of Fe-20Cr-4.5Al-0;5Ti-0.5Y2O3.
The specimens with dimensions o f l O x l O x 1 mm were machined from the materials.
Before ion implantation and oxidation all specimens were polished with 2000 grit SiC paper
and subsequently cleaned ultrasonically for 30 min in soap and ethanol to remove organic
substances.
Thermogravimetric oxidation tests (TGA) were performed at 1100 °C for 100 h using a
thermobalance to continuously record the mass gain. Characterization of the composition
and structure of the corrosion products after the oxidation tests was done by a scanning
electron microscope (SEM), and a transmission electron microscope (TEM) equipped with an
energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis system.
Figure 1 shows the mass change of non-implanted and the effect of yttrium and magnesium
elements in the ferritic FeCrAl alloys added by ion implantation on the thermogravimetric
oxidation tests at 1100 °C for 100 h. The Y implanted specimens showed marked reduction
in the rate of scale growth as compared to the Mg implanted and non-implanted specimens.
Observations using electron microscopy were carried out on the non-implanted and implanted
specimens. Figure 2a shows a cross-sectional micrograph of non-implanted FeCrAl alloys
after 100 h isothermal oxidation in air at 950 °C, the corrosion scale was prone to significant
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scale spallation. Figure 2b shows a cross-sectional micrograph of Y implanted specimens
after isothermal oxidation, the oxide scale formed on FeCrAl alloys showed no severe
detachment of large particles, indicative of a highly adherent oxide scale. The thickness of
the oxide layer was about: 1.7
D.&
Oxidation temperature: 110) °C

• Curve 1: Reference
• Curve 2 : Mg implanted
• Curve 3 : Y implanted
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Fig. 1. Mass change vs time exposure for non-implanted and implanted specimens
during isothermal oxidation at 1100 °C in air.

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional SEM images of given specimens after oxidized for 100 h at
950 °C in air : (a) non-implanted specimens; (b) Y implanted specimens.
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Metallic paints consist of metallic flakes dispersed in a resinous binder, i.e. a lightelement polymer matrix. The spatial distribution and orientation of metallic flakes inside
the matrix determines the covering efficiency of the paint, glossiness, and its angulardependent properties such as lightness flop or color flop (two-tone). Such coatings are
extensively used for a functional (i.e. security) as well as decorative purpose.
The ion microbeam analysis of two types of silver paint with imbedded metallic flakes
has been performed to test the ability of the ion microbeam spectroscopic methods on this
type of samples. The average sizes of the aluminium flakes were 23 (size distribution 1037) and 49 (size distribution 34-75) micrometers, respectively. The proton beam with the
size of 2x2 micrometers at Ljubljana ion microprobe has been used to scan the surface of
the pigments. PIXE mapping of Al Ka map shows lateral distribution of the aluminum
flakes, whereas the RBS slicing method reveals tomographic image of the flakes in
uppermost 5 micrometers of the pigment layer. The flake distribution in the larger layer
depths has been accessed by RBS analysis in a point mode.
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High oxidation states of iron, Fe(VI), Fe(V), and Fe(IV) (ferrate), are involved in oxidation and
hydroxylation reactions of biological, industrial, and environmental importance. Despite the
proposed involvement of these oxidation states in numerous reactions, limited information is
available on the fundamental properties of Fe(VI) (FeO42), Fe(V) (FeO43"), and Fe(IV) (FeCV") in
the absence of a specialized ligand system in aqueous solution. Progress has been made in
characterizing the spectral and kinetic properties of these oxidation states in aqueous solution [13]. Both Fe(V) and Fe(TV) were generated in aqueous solution by pulse radiolysis in which Fe(VI)
reduces to Fe(V) by radicals such as eaq", *CO2~, and »CH2OH at near diffusion-controlled rates (eq
1) [2,4]. Fe(IV) complexes with simple inorganic ligands (e.g. OH", P2O74", HCO3/CO32") that
have been formed by •Olrl/O" radical oxidations of the parent compounds in pulse radiolysis
studies (eq 2) [3].
Fe(VI) + e^"-> Fe(V);
k= 2x 1010MV
2n
Fe(OH)4" + 'OH/0 -> Fe=O(OH) n + H2O/OH" k * 108 M'V 1

(1)
(2)

For the last few years, we have started the studies on the ferrate reactions with nitrogen- and
sulfur-containing substrates to understand the kinetics and mechanisms of the interaction of ferrate
species with these substrates.
A premix pulse radiolysis technique has been used to perform experiments on Fe(V) and Fe(FV).
Because of the reactivity of Fe(VI) with substrates [5], the reaction between Fe(V) and substrates
could not be studied using routine pulse radiolysis. In routine pulse radiolysis, the reactants are
stored for a longer time period in a reservoir from which the pulsing cell is automatically filled.
Therefore, a premix pulse radiolysis apparatus was used which consisted of two 30 cm3 glass
syringes mounted in a double syringe drive. The Fe(VT) solution (0.001 M borate/0.005 M
phosphate; pH 9.0) in one syringe was mixed with the cyanide solution (0.10 M phosphate buffer;
0.7 M methanol) of the other syringe. Both solutions were saturated with nitrous oxide; [N2O] =
0.026 M. The mixed solution was promptly injected into the optical cell (2.5 cm pathlength) and
exposed to the ionizing pulse. Typically, the time between mixing and pulsing was <2 s,
sufficiently short for performing experiments in alkaline medium.
The studies on the sulfur-containing substrate, thiourea with Fe(V) indiacted that the reaction
proceeded via a concerted two-electron oxidation which converts Fe(V) to Fe(III). The
comparison of the reactivity of Fe(V) with sulfur-containing substrates suggests that Fe(V) reacted
preferentially at the sulfur center of the molecule.
Recently we have studied the reaction of Fe(V) with cyanide. The results demonstrated for the
first time the spectroscopic evidence for sequential one-electron reductions of Fe(V) to Fe(TV) to
Fe(III) in aqueous media. The reactivity of the three ferrates (Fe(VT), Fe(V), and Fe(IV)) with
cyanide showed that Fe(V) and Fe(IV) are approximately four- and two-orders of magnitude more
reactive than Fe(VI), respectively. The reaction rates decrease with increasing pH (FIG 1).
Increase in reactivity of ferrates with cyanide is probably caused by proton stabilization of the
partial radical characters of ferrate species (FeVI = O <-» Fe v - O*; Fe v = O <-> FeIV - O*; Fe™ = O
<->Fe m -O').
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FIG 1. Values of rate constants (kobs, Af's'1) as a function pHfor reactions ofFefVI),
Fe(V), andFe(IV) with cyanide at 22 °C.
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The main problem that is discussed in this paper is the influence of some
aggressive environments (transformer oil, chloric acid, sulphuric acid, nitric acid and
caustic soda) on the mechanical and electrical features of the irradiated (XLPE) and
neither irradiated nor treated (control) polyethylene.
Also the softening temperature, the resistance towards hot solder iron, short
circuit and the influence of the temperature on the characheristics of the XLPE and
control is studied.
To resolve the above-mentioned problems we have composed the test procedures
based mainly on the information given in [1], [2], [3].
The polyethylene sheet (average thicknees 0.0209 g / cm2) and wire (outer
diameter 4.6 mm and wall thickness 1 mm), without and with 1% antioxidant DNPD
are used as the testing materials. These materials are irradiated (by the techniques given
respectively in [4], [5]) with doses from 100 kGy till to 400 kGy, using an electron
accelerator (2 MeV/ 400 uA).
From the examination of the measurements and the tests performed the achieved
results are:
- In the polyethylene irradiated with dose > 250 kGy ( without thermal and
chemical treatment) the softening temperature is > 250° C,
while
this
temperature for the control is 112° C.
- The thermal aging (four days in the temperature 150° C) of theXLPE or its
chemical treatment (five hours in the temperature 60° C) respectively in the
acids: chloric(37%), sulphuric (60%), nitric (50%) and caustic soda (40%)
don't change the mechanical characteristics in comparison with control.
- There is a small decrease of tensile strength, for the samples treated
chemically and thermally, in the dose diapason 150 kGy - 250 kGy.
The tensile strength, for the samples treated in the transformer oil, has a
smaller value in comparison with control and with other samples. For all the
doses its value is nearly the half of the corresponding control value.
- The antioxidant increases the heat resistance of XLPE.
- The thermal resistance and the shape stability increased with dose increasing
from 0 kGy till to 400 kGy.
- The value of breakdown voltage, almost don't changes for each dose and
chemical treatment of the polyethylene, expect for the XLPE treated in the
chloric acid, especially in the nitric acid, where its value incurs a big decrease.
Generally the value of the breakdown voltage decreases with increasing the
temperature of the polyethylene. The decrease becomes evident for
temperatures > 100° C.
- The resistance towards hot solder iron of the XLPE increased more than ten
times in comparison with the control.
- The short ciircuit test indicates that the XLPE insulation could be used for
those circuits subjects to overloading.
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Introduction: Nowadays the interest in phytotherapeutics is increasing; therefore the
consumer attention to the medicinal active plants is growing. The rich Brazilian flora,
represents more than 20% of the plant species know in the world as raw materials for
pharmaceutical preparations. Since the last decade microbiological decontamination of
medicinal herbs by irradiation has been carried out and presented in many scientific
articles. The microbial contamination in these raw plant materials is the issue of several
studies, which propose appropriate techniques for the reduction of micro-organisms. One
of these techniques is radiation processing by gamma source industrial plants. Other is
the utilisation of accelerators. In order to safeguard consumers, treatment by ionizing
radiation is allowed now in Brazil to medicinal herbs and pharmaceutical products.Tüe
radiation process is known as safe for a large variety of products and applications as well
as a effective in the reduction of pathogenic micro-organisms, The aim of our study is
observe if flavonoids and alkaloids will be influenced by irradiation. Experimental:
Samples - Local herbs companies in Slo Paulo, Brazil, provided dehydrated samples of
Rhamnus purshiana IXC. and Paulinia cupana Kunth. Irradiation - The powdered
samples were irradiated in on plastic package in a electron beam accelerator facility of
Radiation Dynamics Inc., USA (E= 1,5 MeV, I=25mA, installed in IPEN São Paulo,
Brazil. The irradiation doses were 10; 20 and 30 kGy at room temperature. The thickness
of samples was less than 0,5 cm. Sample analysis -flavonoids and alkaloids analysis was
performed in a Thin Layer Chromatography according to Wagner (1995). Results and
discussion: No alterations in the flavonoids and alkaloids, after irradiation treatment in
that herbs was observed. Chromatographie analysis of the different extracts irradiated at
increasing doses indicated that there were no great differences in the chemical
constitution of the herbs. The extracts, presented no change in the color increasing the
irradiation doses (results are similar in other herbs extracts) as showed in the absorption
peaks. The samples showed similar curves, presenting no changes in the chemical
compounds. Pharmacological activity of medicinal herbs has been found satisfactory after
treatment by high doses radiation. Acknowledgments: The authors are grateful to
Quimer and EPEN/CNEN-SP.
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Legumes make an important contribution to human nutrition on a worldwide basis.
Insect infestation cause extensive damage to stored grains. Over the last few decades
some countries adopted food irradiation as a safe food process. Radiation's processing
on foods improves hygienic quality and extends their shelf life. The use of radiation
treatment to reduce the microbial population and thereby extend the shelf life in
legumes has been reported in many papers. Irradiation has been shown to be an
effective pest control method for these commodities and a good alternative to
prohibited methyl bromide. Radiation disinfestation can facilitate trade in foods that
often harbor insect pests of quarantine importance. Although the wholesomeness of
irradiated food is no longer a question there is a need for irradiation control in the
international trade of foods, in order to enhance the consumer confidence in the
regulation. As a screening methods to identify irradiated lentils, processed by e-beam
as a food treatment to disinfestation, the DNA Comet Assay and Half Embryo tests
were performed. The methodologies used in this work are based upon biological
changes that occur im Brazilian lentils. The samples were irradiated in an electron
beam accelerator facility of Radiation Dynamics Inc., USA (E= 1,5 MeV, I=25mA).
The irradiation doses were 0,7; 1,4 and 3,0 kGy at dry conditions. The thickness of
samples was less than 0,5 cm. A sensitive technique to detect DNA fragmentation is
the microgel electrophoresis of single cells or nuclei., also called "comet assay". Since
the large molecule of DNA is an easy target for ionizing radiation, changes in DNA
offer potential as a detection method. It is restricted to foods that have not been
subjected to heat or other treatments, which also cause DNA fragmentation. Lentil
samples were crushed with a mortar and pestle and was transferred to 3ml ice-cold
PBS. This suspension was stirred for 5 minutes and filtered. lOOuJ cell suspension
was mixed with 500ul of low-melting agarose (0,8% in PBS). lOOul of this mixture
was spread on pre-coated slides. The slides were immersed in lysis buffer (0,045M
TBE, pH 8.4, containing 2,5% SDS) for 15 minutes. Electrophoresis was carried out
using the same TBE buffer, but devoid of SDS, at a potential of 2V/cm for 2 minutes.
Silver staining was carried out for 1 hour following fixing. Duplicate measurements
for each sample were carried out and 100 cells were counted for each dose level. The
migration patterns of DNA was evaluated with a standard microscope. Germination
tests were carried out in the irradiated and non-irradiated dry lentils, which allows
observing characteristically variations on the shoots and roots. The half-embryo test is
based on the inhibition of shooting in seeds or grains due to irradiation. It is
characterized by its easy detection and sensivity. The shoots and roots were observed
during 5 days of culruring period under specified conditions. The difference observed
in this variety was analyzed only after irradiation treatment at room temperature.
Irradiated half-embryo showed markedly reduced root grows and almost totally
retarded shoot elongation. Differences between irradiated and non-irradiated halfembryo could be observed.
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The first hydrogel for wound dressing processed by radiation left the laboratories in Poland in 1986 by the
hands of its inventor Janusz M. Rosiak and soon, after formal tests, arrived in the local market (1992). It
was a technological breakthrough due to its product characteristics as pain reliever and enhanced healing
properties besides its clever production process combining sterilization and crosslinking in a simultaneous
operation (Rosiak a, 1989; Rosiak b, 1995).
IAEA invited professor Rosiak to supported the transference of his technology for many laboratories
around the world. The laboratories of developing countries, which face all kinds of restrictions, were
seduced by the simplicity of the process and low cost of its raw materials. This was the seed of the
flourishing activities in hydrogel dressings in Brazil and other developing countries.
The so-called "Rosiak membrane" have been applied in many european countries for the healing of burn
wounds, ulcers, cosmetology purposes and so on. In the opinion of some physicians, the main therapeutic
features of them are their ability to stop the pain and their capacity of absorption of exudates, besides
many other properties as transparency, permeation of oxygen, cooling effect of water evaporation and so
on.
The pain relief property is controlled by a delicate balance of softness and proper consistency to be used
as dressings as previously showed (Lugao a, 2000, Miranda a, 2000).The network features command the
amount of exudates absorbed by the dressing and the permeability of drugs by the net. Although, its
excellent healing properties confirmed by clinical use, its handling properties are still difficult (Lugao b,
1998, Miranda b, 1999).
The methodology of membrane preparation is as follow: - all polymers were medical grade: poli(N-vinil2pirrolidona)/PVP-K90, from PLASDONE; agar/Agar Technical N° 3, from OXOID; poly(ethyleneglycol)/ATPEG-300, from OXITENO. PVP concentration were 2, 5, 8, 10, 12 e 16%. PEG and Agar
concentrations were 3 and 0.8% respectively. The samples were prepared by mixing of a solution of PVP
and PEG with Agar heated to 100°C. Membranes with 3mm thickness were prepared by pouring the hot
solution in molds of about 100cm2, waiting proper time to gelification of agar, packed in PE bags and hot
sealed. The samples were irradiated by a electron beam electrostatic type from "Radiation Dynamics",
model "Dynamitron", maximum energy of l,5MeV and maximum current of 15mA at doses of 20, 25, 30
e 35 kGy. Highly concentrated samples: It was used the same procedure, the only difference was the
drying step to concentrate to the required level, as the PVP is not easily soluble over 16% concentration.
Agar and PEG were kept at 0.8% and 3%, respectively for all samples. Tensile Strength and Elongation at
break: It follows ABNT NBR 6241/80. They were performed for all samples 7 days after irradiation to
allow a uniformization of bubbles distribution. Gel Fraction: the samples were boiled in water for 36 hs
and dried in oven at 36°C to Constant mass.
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Network characterization: network size was evaluated using a procedure described in a previous paper
(Miranda a, 2000). Swelling;: samples were kept in water for 216 hs. Water intake was measures at each
hour during the first 24 hs and at each 24 hs afterwards. Degrees of hydration were measures
gravimetrically. Morphological studies were conducted with the Scanning Electron Microscopy model
JMS840-A, from Jeol Ltd.
The best combination of mechanical properties is achieved at PVP concentration of 8% and dose of 20
kGy, as higher PVP concentration imparts a small incremental benefit on elongation property. On the
other hand, tensile strength improves constantly with PVP concentration, but this improvement goes
together with a sensible decrease in softness and consequently decreases in pain reduction properties. So
8% would be the upper value of PVP concentration. The dose for optimizing the elongation is 20kGy.
In spite of this previous work on general properties improvement and the simplicity of process combined
with very low cost raw materials it is clear the need to decrease as much as possible the cost of production
in other to produce a membrane that is really affordable by Brazilian population. In order to cope with this
important target a new concept of layered membrane produced by multiple exposure to low energy electro
beam will be introduced.
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ABSTRACT
The design of a pilot plant for the treatment of municipal wastewaters with an electron accelerator is very important
to study the effects of electron beam radiation on contaminated water in continuous flow. The pilot plant facility uses
the Soviet linear electron accelerator ELU 6U, which operates on 8 MeV energy and a 5 kW power.
The study consists of the optimization of decontamination and disinfection process of municipal wastewater with
accelerated electrons, in continuous process, through the study of different variable effects of the irradiation process
in the pilot plant on the physical-chemical and microbiological parameters of the wastewater flow rate, thickness and
velocity of wastewater under the electron beam, inclination of the irradiation channel, aeration of the wastewater
before and during the treatment process with the electron accelerator, ozone addition and double irradiation.
The absorbed dose radiation by the wastewater was determined using a water calorimeter.
The physical-chemical parameters of the wastewater studied were: pH, true color, apparent color, conductivity, solids
content, chemical oxygen demand (COD) and biochemical oxygen demand (BOD;), surfactants, phenols, oils and
greases, nitrates, nitrites, nitrogen ammonia, cyanides, sulfides, sulfates, alkalinity, chromium, lead, cobalt, nickel
and zinc. The microbiological parameters studied were: total microbial content, fecal coliforms, fungi and yeasts.
Furthermore, all surviving microorganisms in the irradiated water were identified.
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Abstract
Electron Beam (EB) processing is now a well established technology world
over in a few specific sections of the industry, particularly the polymer industry. The
actual use of the technology however is dependent upon the specific socioeconomic
needs of the individual country. In India, an industrial type EB accelerator has been
operative since 19815 at Bhabhn Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai. This 2 MeV, 20
kW machine is being utilized tfo develop and optimize process and material process
techniques for research, development and industry in the fields viz., crosslinking,
degradation and grafting of polymers; color enhancement in precious and semiprecious stones; lifetime control in semi-conductor devices; food irradiation. Some of
these processes have developed into products that are now being carried out on
regular commercial basis, meeting the requirements of the indian industry. These
include crosslinked high temperature PR 'O' rings, wire & cubic insulation, heat
shrinkable tubes; micro-fine PTFE powder, degraded viscose rayon pulp and color
diamonds, With the collaboration of indian cable industry, EB crosslinkable
insulation formulations were developed. Suitable irradiation parameters and
techniques have been studied, optimized and standardized. Over -100 km length of
cables based on PE, PVC and elastomer blends hos been irradiated and the results >>,
were found to be very encouraging. Since the main parameters to be monitored in the
radiation processing is the absorbed dose and its uniformity in the product, dose
evaluation and optimization his been carried out specific to the process and the
product under treatment. EB <|osimetry based on the graphite caJorimetry, thin film
and alanine powder dosimeter! has been standardized and being used in the facility
for dose evaluation and optimization studies. An endless stainless steel mesh
conveyor is available in the facility to carry out product irradiation. An eight type
cable irradiation gadget Has b<ten designed, fabricated and used for irradiating cable
insulation. A specially designed 4 channel beam extraction window has been
procured from Russia to draw the beam pulse from 4 separate windows. Suitable
cable and tube irradiation conveyor has also been installed so that uniform dose can
be delivered on all the four sidjes of the cable. Using this conveyor, cables of 5 mm.
insulation thickness can be irradiated. The accelerator is also being used for food
irradiation, especially disinflation of wheat arid spices. A variety of product
irradiation conveyors were defigned and used for these applications. To enable the
industry to have free access to the facility, the accelerator which was initially located
inside BARC complex, has bean shifted to Navi Mumbai, a suburban part of Mumbai
and has been put into operation in May, 2001. The present facility has been designed
to have increased cell and labyrinth area with entry & exit ports, accommodating
continuous power roller conveyors in and out of the cell. A linear convoy or and a wire
& cable transport gadget could also be placed in the cell so that any one can be
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brought under irradiation V>ne on requirement, Substantial expertise has beflfc
achieved in the operation and^ maintenance of the accelerator.
Based on the studies, two cable companies are in the process of setting up a
3MeV, 50 kW accelerator in India for processing wire & cables. A 500 keV, \ 0 kW
HB accelerator developed by BARC is in operation and would be used for surface
curing applications. Based on; the experience gained and the demand for the potential
use of such industrial accelerators in India, a comprehensive programme has been
chalked out by DAE to dtvelop accelerators of various energies, for different
applications. An Electron Beam Centre (BBC) has also been envisaged at Navi
Mumbai comprising of 3 MaV, 50 kW and lOMeV, 10 kW accelerators, in order to
meet the growing need of various Indian industries in applications such as wire &
cables, heat shrinkable products, food and health care. This paper describes the work
accomplished so far as wefi as the program envisaged in the development and
utilization of industrial type 5B accelerators for the Indian industry.
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As frozen or chilled foods have become popular nowadays, it has become very important to
provide raw materials I with lower level microbial contamination to food processing
companies. Consequently the food sterilization is one of the major topics of food processing.
Among raw materials of processed food, dried materials like grains, spices and beans etc.,
are hardly invaded deeply by microbes, which just stay on the surfaces of materials.
And such microbes often form spores and have high resistance against heating, sterilizers
and dry-out.
Today, superheated steam is used to sterilize microbes on the surfaces of raw materials in
most cases in Japan, but with this method it is very difficult to sterilize thermoduric
microbes, and what is worse, it causes deterioration of protein, loss of fragrances, and
discoloration. So it is very preferable to replace heat sterilization method by unheated
sterilization method, to keep foods hygienic and avoid deterioration at the same time.
As typical unheated sterilization method, there are a chemical sterilization method and a
physical sterilization method, like a food irradiation.
The former method has potential problems as follows;
* It causes residues of chemicals which may affect the human health
• It causes environmental pollution by harmful chemicals
Because of these potential problems, a chemical sterilization method is applied under very
strict regulations.
The latter method, a physical sterilization method, does not have such potential problems as
a chemical sterilization method suffers from.
On this paper, we introduce a food irradiation with low energetic, lower than 300keV,
electrons (so called SOFT ELECTRON,) as a rather new method of food sterilization. It is
also a physical sterilisation method, and free from the problems mentioned above.
Low energetic electrons have small penetration power (50~200micron) through raw
materials, and by selecting a proper energy of electrons we can sterilize only the surfaces or
skins of target materials.
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Typical features of sterilization by using SOFT ELECTRON are as follows;
•
It is for dried raw materials like grains, spices and beans etc., only on whose
surface microbes usually stay.
•
Using SOFT ELECTRON, one can sterilize only the surfaces of materials
without any serious deterioration of the inside (see fig. 1.)
•
The shielding system for SOFT ELECTRON is rather simple, and it makes easy
to install SOFT ELECTRON system<s) in a food process line.

Soft-Electron
Electron
y-ray
UV

Fig.l Schematic view of SOFT ELECTRON and other radiant rays
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Synopsis
A national project of food irradiation in the country is being proposed. At present there
are no facilities for food irradiation (and food irradiation research) in Kenya. This report
is therefore largely comparative between the traditional and the conventional food
preservation methods on the one hand and the irradiation technique on the other. The
report is also based on information from other countries where food irradiation is
practiced (Kawabata, 1981) or is being also contemplated (Diop et al, 1997), as well as
on the relevant report of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) on this topic
(IAEA, 1993).
The paper presents the statement of the research problem, i.e., in Kenya large quantities
of food and other farm produces go to waste annually as a result of the inadequacies of
the preservation techniques currently in use. These (other) preservation techniques,
although often less controversial than the irradiation techniques, have also been found to
be more expensive to run when compared to irradiation techniques. Such techniques,
presently employed in Kenya, include the traditional methods (e.g. sun drying, smoke and
fire drying, etc.) and modern techniques such as freezing or refrigeration, lyophilization,
etc., as well as application of chemicals like insecticides and fumigants. The latter
combines the disadvantages of high costs with environmental pollution and associated
health risks.
In this preliminary research, aimed at studying the prospects of a national food irradiation
project, the following food items that are selected for their importance to the economy of
the country, include potatoes, rice, maize, coffee, tea, various fruits, fish and meat. The
paper also explores the economic feasibility as well as the human and technological
requirements of establishing a commercial food irradisition plant, with aim of assessing
the applicability of food irradiation as alternative or a complimentary approach for
preservation technique in Kenya.
Quantitative determination of the effectiveness of the methods on the various food items
and the wholesomeness of the irradiated foodstuff, however, needs to be carried out
experimentally. This aspect of the research requires input from the national authority and,
possibly, that of the IAEA. The required government contributions identified include:
legislation and pass into law of the various radiation protection regulations that have been
proposed by the various international organizations, particularly the IAEA and the
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP).
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It is also proposed that the next stage of the project should involve the establishment of a
national committee on food irradiation programme. This committee will be charged with
the responsibility to study and advice the government on; possible irradiation effects on
selected foodstuffs, wholesomeness of the irradiation food, the various irradiation
technology, and the establishment of basic research programme on food irradiation. It is
recommended that the committee may comprise researchers in food productions and
preservation, radiation experts and radiation protection advisers, as well as officers from
relevant government ministries.
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Numerous studies have shown that electron beam irradiation of flue can bring
about chemical changes that make removal of sulfuric oxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxides
(NO, NO,) easier [1,2]. Based on the promising results of those activities, the economic
and technical benefits of e-beam flue gas purification have also been proved and
brought the construction of several commercial scale plants.
In the laboratory of EB-Tech Co. (formerly the Central Research Institute of
Samsung Heavy Ind.), a pilot scale plant of flue gas treatment facility were constructed
[3] and operated since 1995. The pilot plant consists of coal burning boiler (a source of
flue gas), mixing system (control of pollutant), electron accelerator, reactor, neutralizer,
bag-filter (by-product collector), measuring instruments and others.

Critical parameters for experiments are the temperature (varying from 60°C to
100°C), humidity (6-12 Vol%) and stoichiometric ratio of ammonia (0-1.2). Burning
of coals in CFB type boiler forms flue gases of flow rate 350-500 NnrVhr, and
additional SO2 and NOX were inserted and mixed to control the concentration of
pollutant in flue gases up to 1200ppm and 500ppm respectively. An ELV-4 type
accelerator was installed inside the concrete shielding and electron beam was irradiated
in vertical to the Ti foil window of water-cooled stainless steel reactor. The range of
doses is controlled from 0 to 12kGy. Ammonia gas was injected in front of the reactor
before irradiation. To maintain the uniform temperature of flue gas. all the pipes and
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ducts from the Boiler through the neutralizer were insulated and heated by electric
heating system. Once after irradiation, the flue gases were passed through cooling tower
and measuring unit and cleaned up by bag-filter.
The main components of flue gases are N2, O2, H2O and CO2 with much lower
concentrations of pollutants (SO2 and NOX). The electron beam interacts with the
components to give secondary electrons and a mixture of ionized and excited species
and free radicals derived from each component. These species take part in a variety of
ion-molecule reactions, neutralization reactions, dimerizations. The SO2, NO, NO, and
NH3 present can scavenge the N, O, OH, HO2 radicals. Nitrogen atoms predominantly
react with nitrogen oxides while oxygen atoms react with SO2, NO, NO2 and O2.
Therefore Nitric acid and sulfuric acid is formed, and solid products are formed when
sulfuric and nitric acids react with ammonia. The removal of Nox is purely radiation
induced, but SO2 removal can also occur via a thermal reaction with ammonia and
oxygen.
The results of continuous operation of e-beam purification plant are as follows:
-. The removal rate of SO2, at the condition of over 6% humidity and stoichiometric
ratio of ammonia, is not so significantly affected by temperature, and the rate varies
from 60%) to 90%o mainly due to the thermal reaction between ammonia and SO2.
-. The removal rate of NOX is not dependant upon the temperature and humidity but is
dependant upon the absorbed doses.
-. About the 0.9 of the stoichiometric ratio of ammonia is enough to treat the flue gas by
means of e-beam. The removal rate of SO2, and NOX are more than 95% and 70%
respectively at 60-80 °C with the humidity of 6~10Vol% with the doses of 8~10kGy.
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Radiation curing, i.e. curing under the action of ionizing radiation (predominantly electron beams) is one
of the most important areas of radiation processing.
There are many practical applications of electron beam processing. Our research activity was focused on
two of them:
• radiation cross-linking of polymeric materials;
• recovery of PTFE wastes.
For this purpose we have used: an industrial electron accelerator ILU-6 with 2.5 MeV electron energy
and 40kW beam power, equipment for the transport of materials under the electron beam, and a
technologic line with typical equipment for the expansion process.
It is generally accepted that tide result of polymer cross-linking process induced by irradiation is a threedimensional network, where each polymer chain is linked to another one.
This structural change induces beneficial changes in mechanical and chemical properties and thermal
stability of polymer.
In order to settle the radiation dose experimental measurements were done on different materials:
polyethylene, polyethylene <uitioxidative stabilized and flame retardant polymeric compound, these
samples had different wall thickness.
The material investigated had to provide some special properties:
• a large shrinkage range;
• tensile strength and elongation at break no less than a minimum value, (fig 1);
• heat resistance to allow a high temperature classification.
Cross-linked polymeric materials were used to obtain heat shrinkable products: tubes, sheds.
Because of their excellent features heat shrinkable products are suitable for a wide variety of applications
such as electrical wire and cable insulation, voltage power cable joints, and voltage power cable indoor
and outdoor terminations.
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The main-chain degradation of polytetrafluoethylene (PTFE) wastes was another important technology
where the electron beam curing was used.
Teflon is known as one of the most inert polymer towards heat, solvents and most corrosive chemicals.
Moreover it has excellent grease properties, wear out resistance, electrical and mechanical properties.
In contrast it is extremely sensitive to radiation and suffers marked damage in its mechanical strength
after very low radiation doses.
The researches were carried on to provide:
• the irradiation of samples with a radiation dose in the range of 0,3-62,4 kGy;
• elongation at break and tensile strength;
• weight loss.
The experimental results settled the irradiation dose for a high degradation of the polymer. The PTFE
wastes became brittle and have been crumbled into powder with a special device.
After the milling of the PTFE wastes, granulometric measurements were carried out and the variation of
the density with the milling time was determinate for different irradiation doses, (fig 2).
On the other hand, because of the gas removal (CO, CO2, COF2), during the PTFE radiation curing, the
dependence irradiation dose-weight loss was determined..
Because of the main structural changes of the irradiated PTFE wastes, the powder was used to obtain
semi-finished electrical and mechanical products, filler for special greases, metallic pieces covering, so.
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Fig. 1. Influence of dose on the elongation at
break and tensile strength

Fig. 2. Variation of density with the willing time
subjected to various doses
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During past 25 years in, our Institute a series of medical electron linacs was developed and
produced: 4 MeV LIMEX and COLINE and 10 MeV NEPTUN. These accelerators were
principally single X-ray energy machines. The necessity of more universal multi-energy
therapeutic accelerators was signalled by oncological hospitals, in response the State
Committee for Scientific Research put the task to develop such an accelerator to The Soltan
Institute for Nuclear Studies, where the know-how of S-band electron linac techniques and
technology is mastered since a long time.
Basic requirements for a new (6*15) MV therapeutic electron linear accelerator are the
following:
Electron energy 6, 9, 12, 15 MeV; dose rate up to 4 Gy/min/m. Electron energy for photon
generation 6,15 MeV; dose rate of photons up to 3 Gy/min/m. Distance source isocentre lm.
Electron beam diameter on the eTX target 2mm. Range of radiation field regulations: for
electrons (2x2-^30x30) cm, for photons (2x2+40x40) cm. Homogeneity tolerance in the
irradiation field 2%. Accelerator gantry rotation angle 365 degrees, collimator rotation angle
±180 degrees. Intensity of leakage radiation below 0.1% of the axial beam intensity.
Computerised steering of the accelerator for three modes of operation: therapy, maintenance,
investigation and measurements.
Principal Parts of the Accelerator
Electron Sources
Two types of electron sources will be used:
a) Diode gun with anode voltage of about V ^ 40kV, electron current above 0.5 A at 5 us
pulse length.
b) Triode gun with Va* (8-M2) kV, gun current 1 A at grid voltage pulse +60 V of up to 10 us
length and duty cycle 0.04. Use of triode gun will be preferred.
Accelerating Section
3 GHz standing wave ( S W ) biperiodic on axis coupled accelerating structure of the type TC/2
will be used.
RF power supply: ( 3*5 ) MW klystron (preferred), or magnetron with power bigger than 3
MW.
Most of the principal elements of the accelerator are already produced and at present the
process of accelerator assembling and testing is going on.
Functional and block diagram of accelerator 6/15 is presented in Fig. 1.
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